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SUMMARY
The study of Brayton power systems for nuclear electric space-
craft was performed to provide a basis for comparison between this
system and others that have been under study for som ­.^ time. Most sig-
nificantly, this initial study has yielded performance parameters for
the Brayton system that are very competitive with the alternative
systems and envelope dimensions that are compatible with the Space
Shuttle payload bay.
The primary performance parameters of system mass and radiator
area were determined for systems from 100 to 1000 kWe . Math-matical
models of all system components were used to determine masses and
volumes. Two completely independent systems provide propulsion power
so that no single-point failure can jeopardize a mission. The waste
heat radiators utilize armored heat pipes to limit meteorite puncture.
The armor thickness was statistically determined to achieve the
required probability of survival.
A 400-kWe
 reference system received primary attention as required
by the contract. The components of this system were defined and a con-
ceptual layout was developed with encouraging results. An arrangement
with redundant 400-kWe Brayton power systems 'sieving a 1500°K (2240°F)
turbine inlet temperature (TIT) was shown to be compatible with the
dimensions of the Space Shuttle orbiter payload bay. The spacecraft
is deploye9 from within the cylird)-ical primary radiator in a manner
similar *_,, the present Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) thermionic
system 6esign. The preliminary mass determination for the complete
power sys`im is close to the desired 20 kg/kW e for the specified
Jovian environment. With further refinement, that the current Brayton
conceptual design can better this goal. Study results have also shown
that use of more advanced technology (higher TIT) will substantially
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Because certain near-term missions with nuclear electric power
systems are of present interest, a preliminary design concept of a
100-kWe Brayton system was also developed. This system was designed
with es pentially current Brayton technology (i.e., TIT - 1325 °K) for
operation in the geostationary orbital environment. A flight version
of this system could be available by the late 1980s.
Further studies and analyses of refined nuclear reactor Brayton
space power systems are recommended for continued attention. Brayton
system technology efforts should be undertaken in the near future to
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STUDY OF REACTOR BRAYTON POWER SYSTEMS
FOR NUCLEAR ELECTRIC SPACECRAFT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Studies are currently underway at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) and at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) to demon-
strate the technical feasibility of nuclear reactor-powered spacecraft
propelled by electric rocket th •• usters. Such vehicles would be
capable of performing detailed explorations of the solar system
including rapid trips to the outer planets with massive payloads dur-
ing the 1990s and into the 21st century. Particular emphasis has been
placed on the definition of and on technology development for the
power conversion subsystem with thermionics currently receiving pri-
mary attention.
The purpose of this study is to provide cou,darative information
on an alternative conversion system, the Closed Brayton power system,
to allow meaningful comparisons.
As a result of the large technological data base available from
the development of numerous gas turbines as well as the significant
R&D funding on Closed Brayton Cycle (CBC) engines over the past ten
years, :uch engines should be considered an available technology with
excellent potential for future development. Major questions to be
resolved include definition of optimum operating parameters and effec-
tive integration with spacecraft elements including the launch
vehicle, the nuclear subsystem (reactor and shield), the waste heat
rejection system, and the space science payload. These topics are
addressed in the three tasks that have been defined for this study, as
described in Section 2.0. Estimation of system reliability and life-
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in a very preliminary way within the confines of this study. The
remainder of this introduction provides additional definition of the
requirements for the Nuclear Electric Spacecraft.
1.1 Study Background
Since the 1950s, the limitations of chemical rockets for exten-
sive exploration of the solar system and other high-energy missions
have been well understood. Electric -rocket propulsion was given con-
siderable analytical and development attention during the past two
decades and space flight tests were conducted. In comparison studies,
nuclear electric rocket propulsion was repeatedly shown to be perfor-
mance and economically effective for the more demanding missions when
they would be flown.
In the early 1970s, the post-Apollo emphasis on Earth applica-
tions and, especially, the development of the Space Shuttle ranspor-
tation system caused space program planners to terminate all work on
nuclear systems except for radioisotope thermoelectric generators
(RTGs), some advanced reactor concepts, and compatible power conver-
sion research.
During the past several years, projections of future space mis-
sion requirements, both military and civil, have resulted in a renewed
interest in advanced nuclear systems. The Department of Energy (DOE)
has technology development programs in advanced nuclear energy sources
for space at LASL. The NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technol-
ogy (OAST) Space Power and Electric Propulsion Division is funding
power conversion technology developments, primarily in thermionics and
thermoelectrics. Although Brayton power conversion in space has a
history of over 20 years, the present study represents the first
effort in recent years to as Eiss the component and system aspects in
some detail using both available and obtainable technology. In par-
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compatible radiator design which has been recognized for some time as
the major drawback to application of CBC technology.
1.2 Missions for Nuclear Electric Rocket Propelled Spacecraft
The primary missions identified by JPL for this study are solar
system exploration of the outer planets with massive payloads.
Figure 1 shows the net* 400-kWe nuclear electric, rocket propelled
spacecraft mass versus time of flight for various thruster exhaust
velocities. Two cases are shown with different masses of shield;ng
for the nuclear reactor. The required shielding mass is probably
between these cases. Performance is also shown for a 60-kW e solar-
electric rocket-propelled spacecraft. 	 As can be seen, substantial
masses can be placed in Jupiter orbit(1)** which would represent a
'Likely first use for the nuclear electric spacecraft. 	 Reference 1
also contains data on flights to other outer planets and on a solar
escape mission with high net mass and reasonable trip times. Further
trajectory optimization of these and other high-energy missions are
expected to result in a strong recommendation for the development of
nuclear electric rocket propulsion capability.
In a more recent paper(2), Phillips and Pawlik discuss the design
of a nuclear electric propulsion system, including the selection of
thrusters and propellant for outer planet (Saturn, Uranus and Neptune)
exploration. A power level between 200 and 250 kW  is recommended
with current technology for the early missions and growth potential
for more difficult later missions. These missions could be accommo-
dated without significant changes in the basic nuclear reactor heat
source and heat rejection system.
'^Total spacecraft mass less the following term for Cases A and B--(1.03
propulsion system mass plus shielding mans).
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Q. SHIELDING MASS VARIATIONS
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Figure 1. Net
 Spacecraft Mass in Jupiter
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Other high-energy missions in the 1990s and beyond will include
such candidates as orbital transfer vehicles, both in geocentric
orbits and throughout cislunar space, highly maneuverable military
spacecraft, and the initial versions of solar system cruisers.
1.3 Overall Study Approach
The study of CBC systems depends on the use of computer-based
analytical methods. Only with such methods can thousands of candidate
systems be designed and evaluated parametrically. A computer model
based on appropriate guidelines and constraints has been created show-
ing the variables intrinsic to CBC systems to be studied. The guide-
lines for the model are discussed in Section 1.4. The computer study
method is described in Section 2.1.1.
A reference system design at 400 kW e
 was evaluated in substantial
detail and is discussed at some length in Section 2.1.2. Because of
prospective interest in lower power systems, a preliminary layout of a
100-kWe
 system was prepared and is shown in Section 2.1.3. Analytical
results for systems from 100 to 1000 kW  using near-term and obtain-
able Bravton technologies are given in Section 2.1.4.
The major technical challenge of this study was the identifica-
tion of a credible heat-pipe radiator. Early in the study, the
Brayton power conversion system design parameters were selected from
computer results which did not include all system components and which
included a liquid-cooled radiator. A heat-pipe radiator was then
designed using a separate radiator computer program and the mass
adjusted accordingly. In the latter phase of the study, these com-
puter models were merged and analytical representations of all system
components were included. Achievement of this overall design tool is
a major accomplishment of this study. Throughout this investigation,
layouts of radiators were made and evaluated against two constraints--
reasonable mass and ability to fit into the Space Shuttle bay.
31-3321
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Specific heat-pipe designs were evaluated by Thermacore, Inc. under a
JPL contract. The study results are discussed in Section 2.2.4 and
presented in toto in Appendix A. The radiator geometry is discussed
in greater detail in Section 2.3.
1.4 Study Guidelines
There were two primary goals of this study--first, to study
nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) power systems from 100 to 1000 kWe,
and second, to create a c-ference design including a system layout at
400 kW 
e . 
The following constraints and guidelines were given in the
JPL contract (3) o, were expressed as highly desirable by JPL repre-
sentatives:
(a) The system should be designed for technology attainable in
the 1985 to 1990 time frame.
(b) The system must proluce the voltage level desired by the ion
thrusters.
(c) System components must b y placed within the shadow of the
reactor shield.
(d) The 400-kWe
 system and payload should fit within the Space
Shuttle bay.
(e) These systems should be designed to operate in a recently
defined Jovian micrometeoroid environment throughout the
mission life.
(f) System lifetime is 120,000 hours.
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The following additional guidelines were assumed by AiResearchs
(a) No single-point failures are allowed; hence, all systems
include the mass of a redundant system.
(b) The 100-kWe system would use essentially state of the art
technology.
(c) The 400- and 1000-kWe
 systems can utilize longer term tech-
nology.
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2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
2.1 Task 1 - Power System Conceptual Design Studies
The method and the results of the study of power systems between
100 and '000 W
e
 are described in the following sections. Conceptual
designs at 400 and 100 W
e
 are presented in greater detail.
2.1.1 Study Method
The CBC computer design program was used to design thousands of
candidate systems. This program requires input of key thermodynamic
parameters to begin the cycle design. The output is complete prelim-
inary design of the resultant systems, including masses of all compo-
nents in both tabular and plotted forms. These systems are examined
in detail and a reference system is selected. From the geometry of the
components, a layout of the selected design can be made.
Table 1 lists the array of parameters that were studied. The
most significant parameter is power level because system mass is a
strong function of power level. The TIT and cycle temperature ratio*
are the next most important parameters. The cycle temperature ratio
dictates the cycle efficiency (from the Carnot efficiency equation)
depending upon the other parameters selected. TIT coupled with the
cycle temperature rdtio affects radiator size. The compressor speci-
fic speed, rotor speed, and power level determine the performance
level of the turbomachinery and system pressure level. Rotor speed
also determines the mass of the turbomachinery. Recuperator effec-
tiveness affects thermal input, the mass of the recuperator, and radi-
ator size. The pressure loss parameter has a strong effect on the
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TABLE 1
INITIAL BRAYTON POWER SYSTEM STUDY PARAMETERS









kW 	 100	 400	 1000
OK	 1150	 1325	 1500
0.25 to 0.40
0.07 to 0.15
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mass of the heat exchangers and system performance. The value that
was selected ( 0.92) allows good system performance and reasonable heat
exchanger mass.
Other variables that affect system mass include compressor pres-
sure ratio, heat exchanger pressure drop, radiator sink temperature,
and meteoroid flux. Compressor pressure ratio is selected to yield
maximum system performance. Heat exchanger pressure drops are split
between the heat exchangers for minimum system mass. Reactor thermal
power affects both reactor and shield mass. The meteoroid flux can
drastically affect radiator mass. All of these parameters are modeled
In the computer code.
The computes program is a series of overlay programs, i.e., all
of the thermodynamic cycles are defined first = then, the recuperator
for each cycle is designed, next the radiator for each cycle is
designed, etc.	 Finally, these results are matched, listed, and
plotted.	 Figure 2 shows the manner in which information is trans-
ferred between these programs.
The first and most important step is the cycle analysis. This
program uses the input parameters shown in Table 1. Some other sec-
ondary inputs, such as alternator design characteristics, are also
used. This program, based on empirical performance maps of the com-
pressor and turbine, will design a thermodynamic cycle for a given
combination of the above parameters. Among the information defined is
compressor and turbine efficiencies and sizes, alternator windage and
size, cycle efficiency, and the thermodynamic state points. From the
thermodynamic state point and rotor size, the rotating unit mass is
calculated. This design point information in stored on the computer
disk. The program continues to design c y-_!^-s until all combinations
of parameters are exhausted.
31-3321
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ator. The recuperator
Next, the cycle state
The recuperator is
on the computer disk.
the radiator design
The next step is the design of the recuper
core matrix arid other minor inputs are read in.
point data are read from the computer disk.
designed, and its mass and geometry are stored
After all of the recuperators are designed,
begins.
The heat-pipe radiator design program was added as a program
option during this study. The calculation method is discussed in
Section 2.3.6 (Radiator Conceptual. Design). Like the recuperator pro-
gram, it requires some basic input such as heat-pipe diameter, spac-
ing, and length= gas heat exchanger data; micrometeoroid models etc.
It also uses the cycle state point data to design a heat-pipe radi-
ator. The dimensions and mass of each radiator are stored on the com-
puter disk. After a heat pipe radiator has been designed for each
cycle, the calculation proceeds to they summing program.
In the summing program, the information stored on the computer
disk is merged to form a complete system description. The mass of the
remaining system components is calculated as a function of the appro-
priate cycle variables. Examples are duct mass, reactor mass, shield
mass, and insulation mass. After the mass of every component is
defined, the total system mass, system specific mass, and specific
radiator :Lea are calculated. 	 An abbreviated cycle description is
printed, and the specific mass and area are plotted. The plots are
shown and discussed in Section 2.1.4. When a candidate system is
selected, an option that prints the geometry and performance of all of
the components is used. From this geometry, a system layout can be
made.
2.1.2 Reference System Design at 400 kW 
The 400-kWe system is illustrated in Figure 3. This configura-
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designed for operation near Jupiter. The largest and most noticeable
component is the primary heat rejtction radiator. Because this entire
system must fit into the Space Shuttle bay, the radiator length was
selected with care.
The spacecraft is located forward of all other components. To
fit the payload bay envelope, several components are deployed after
the unit is released from the Shuttle. The spacecrat' and power-
conditioning radiator both telescope from inside the primary heat
rtiection radiator (this is also a feature of the b,.seline thermionic
system). The ion thruster panels are rotated to a position normal to
the axis of the spacecraft.
At the aft end of the spacecraft are the reactor and closed cycle
power conversion systems. The reactor is the rearmost component.
Inside the sputter shield and alternator radiator are the dual rotat-
ing groups, recuperators, and heat source heat exchangers. This con-
figuration is simple and very compact.
Figure 3 shows that the specific mass is 20.7 kg/kW e With fur-
ther refinement, the system specific mass could be decreased to meet
or be less than the 20 kg/kWe
 design goal. For example, relaxation of
the micrometeoroid environm-nt to reflect the relatively low fraction
of the mission duration spent close to Jupiter would result in the
goal being surpassed without further refinement. More complete detail
on this system is given in Section 2.3.
2.1.3 Preliminary Conceptual Design at 100 kW 
The 100-kWe conceptual design was studied in a very cursory
fashion near the end of the study because of indications of early
mission interest in this power level. Figure 4 shows the power system
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power system configuration will fit easily into the Space Shuttle pay-
load bay.	 The component arrangement is generally similar to the
400-kWe system described previously. The mass summary given in
Figure 4 reflects a conservative des3.gn  based essentially on currently
available technology. Two completely independent systems provide pro-
pulsion power so that no single-point failure can jeopardize a
mission. Although the radiator is "Y" shaped, a cylindrical radiator
could also be used which would be more compact but more massive.
The specific mass of 30.4 kg/kW e could quite clearly be signifi-
cantly reduced by the use of more advanced technology (higher TIT).
Even at the lower TIT, appreciable reduction could be achieved with
further refinement. Unfortunately, such refinement was not possible
within the resources available for this study.
2.1.4 Analytical Results from 100- to 1000-kW% Studies with Near-Term
and Obtainable Brayton Technologies
Figures 5 through 12 are "shotgun" plots generated by the pre-
viously described method (Section 2.1.1).	 Representative plots are
.ncluded for three output powers (100, 400, and 1000 kW e ). These
plots are presented as representative example3 of the analytical
approach but do not reflect a significant improvement (use of dual
diameter or necked heat pipes), which was made relatively late in the
study. The effects of this improvement are described later in this
section. Each point on these plots repre3ents a specific system
design according to the parameters of Table 1. Each set of results
consists of separate plots of specific mass and specific radiator
area. The specific mass includes the heat source, two completely
redundant loops for all the power conversion components, the waste
heat radiator, and required power conditioning components.
Plots of the 400-kWe
 system, designed for a 1995 flight with a
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Figure 5. Specific Mass vs Overall System Efficiency of
400-kWe System at a Turbine Inlet Temperature of
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Figure 6. Specific Radiator Area vs Overall System
Efficiency of 400-kWe System at a Turbine
Inlet Temperature of 1500°K (2240°F) in a
Jovian Environment
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Figure 7. Specific Mass vs Overall System Efficiency of
400-kW System at a Turbine Inlet Temperature
of 1508°K (2240 0 F) in a Near-Earth Environment
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Figure 8. Specific Radiator Area vs Overall System
Efficiency of 400-kW,, System at a Turbine
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Figure 9. Specific Mass vs Overall System Efficiency of
100-kW System at a Turbine Inlet Temperature
of 132?°K ( 1925°F) in a Near-Earth Environment
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Figure 10. Specific Radiator Area vs Overall System
Efficiency of 100)-kW, System at a Turbine
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Figure 11. Specific Mass vs Overall System Efficiency of
1000-kW System at a Turbine Inlet Temperature
of 16501K ( 2510° F)
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Figure 12. Specific Radiator Area vs Overall System
Efficiency of 1000-kWe System at a Turbine
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flight system development is assumed with the result that this TIT,
which can be attained with high-strength refractory materials, should
be state-of-the-art by 1990. The inferences of this technology devel-
opment schedule are discussed subsequently. The waste heat radiators
for these systems employ the fixed cylindrical geometry shown in
Figure 3. Previously, a hinged, three-panel design had been consid-
ered that was somewhat less massive but required in-space assembly
operations (automated welding or brazing at the 400 -kWe power level.
Comparison of the specific mass data for the Jovian (Figure 5) and
near-Earth (Figure 7) environments shows the substantial effect of the
meteoroid armor requirement. These systems have masses that are well
within the capability of a single Shuttle launch and dimensions that
fit within the payload bay.
Figures 9 and 10 show the specific mass and specific radiator
area for 100 -kWe systems designed for the Bear-Earth micrometeoroid
environment and for a TIT of 1325°K (1925 0 F). These systems would be
based on essentially existing technology (mostly superalloy with some
well-characterized refractory hot section components) which results in
relatively large masses and radiator areas. The system configuration
with a three-panel radiator is shown previously in Figure 4 and fits
easily within the Shuttle payload envelope.
The specific mass and radiator areas characteristic for 1000 -kWe
systems are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The TIT for these systemm,
1650°K (2510 0 F), is commensurate with ceramic technology which should
be available by 1995 (yielding a projected operational date of 2000).
Specific mass and radiator area are the lowest of all the systems
analyzed, illustrating most significantly the payoff of advanced tech-
nology. As a result of a number of on-going programs (four to six) ,
AiResearch concludes that the ceramic technology will be available as
outlined above. Indeed, these time frame projections may be conserva-
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Table 2 shows the effect of environment, power level, and turbine
inlet temperature on specific mass and radiator area. The table lists
the specific radiator area of the system that has minimum specific
mass. The table shows that both specific mass and radiator area
decrease as power level and/or turbine inlet temperature increase.
The requirement to operate in the Jovian environment has an adverse
effect on system mass.
In Table 2, the values in the column labeled " Specific System
Mass" were determined directly from the "shotgun" plots. As noted
previously, the radiator is by far the most massive component in the
power system. As described in Section 2.2.5, a modification to use
"dual-diameter" heat pipes was defined late in the study. In this
approach, a large diameter is used in the evaporator section to yield
adequate heat transfer from the cycle working fluid and a smaller
diameter is used for the condenser. This modification allowed the
radiator to be redesigned for a much lower mass. Estimates were We
of the reductions possible, and the resultant modifications to the
specific mass are listed in the column labled "Specific System Mass
with Refined Radiator". The plots may still be used to determine the
relative merits of alternative system design points.
The most important parameter in Table 2 is the specific mass of
the 400 -kWe system. For the Jovian environment, the specific mass is
21 kg/kWe which is within 5 percent of the design goal. With further
refinement, this value could probably be made less massive than the
goal.
	
400 kW  systems designed for the near-Earth environment are
lighter than the design goal of 20 kg/kWe .	 The advanced 1000-kWe
system for Jovian environment has the highest performance of all with
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF SELECTED BRAYTON SYSTEM DESIGNS
Specific
Turbine Specific System Mass Specific
Power Inlet System With Refined Radiator
Level Temperature Mass Radiator Area
kW  °K Environment kg/kWe kg/kWe m2/kWe
400 1500 Jovian 28 21 0.42
400 1500 Near-Earth 13 19 0.42
100 1325 Jovian 46 41 1.0
100 1325 Near-Earth 34 30 1.0
100 1500 Near-Earth 29 26 0.72
1000 1500 Jovian 26 20 0.38
1000 1650 Jovian 21 17 0.30
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2.2 Task 2 - Primary Radiator Conceptual Design
layout studies were
was defined and used
radiator design was
The geometry of the
seed in Section 2.3.5
In this task, primary waste heat radiator
undertaken. An analytical model of the radiator
in Task 1 to create the designs. Finally, the
checked against the Thermacore heat-pipe data.
radiator selected for the 400-kWe system is discu
below.
2.2.1 Configuration Studies
The radiator configurations derived during the layout study are
shown in Figure 13. There are four designs labeled (A) through (D).
All of these configurations are similar in their design approach.
Each has a gas-to-heat-pipe heat exchanger where the heat is trans-
ferred to the evaporator section of the heat pipe. Each has a condens-
ing section and fin from which the waste heat is radiated. Each has
armor protection for the condenser section. Some radiate from only
one side of the panel.
Confic, -ation (A) is based on a LASL design approach. It has
four heat-pipe panels with a cruciform gas to heat pipe heat
exchanger. Inside the heat exchanger are small diameter tubes which
are joined to the evaporator. These tubes carry the working fluid and
provide additional heat transfer surface.
Configuration (B) has eight slightly curved panels which together
make a right circular cylinder. Each panel has two gas--to-heat-pipe
heat exchangers because these are two power conversion systems. Eac.
gas heat exchanger is protected from meteoroid 'mpac by the adjacent
heat-pipe panels that overlap the heat exchangers.
31-3321
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Figure 13. Conceptual Primary Radiator Designs
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Configuration (C) is a three-panel design with axial heat pipes.
There is a double heat exchanger located midway the axial length of
the panel. This heat exchanger has heat pipes that exit from both the
top and bottom.
The last radiator concept configuration (D), has a number of
telescoping panels. The heat pipes are parallel to the axis of the
radiator. The gas heat exchanger is located at the top of each panel.
The major problem with this design is the flexible joints that must
seal the working fluid loop.
For this study, configuration (B) was selected for the 400-kWe




The armor thickness is based on the equation shown on Figure 14.
This information was supplied by JPL and includes the effect of opera-
tion in the Jovian environment. The number o:` failures is based upon
the binomial distribution. For this study, it was found advantageous
to design for a high probability of non-puncture. Table 3 lists shows
the effect of non-puncture probability on armor thickness.
TABLE 3
THE EFFECT OF NON-PUNCTURE PROBABILITY ON
ARMOR THICKNESS
Probability of	 Percentage of	 Armor














*99 percent probability that no more than this percentage of
tubes will be punctured. The specific design for the 400-kWe
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It can be seen that increasing the non-puncture probability from
0.85 to 0.95 increases the armor thickness (and mass) by 40 percent.
This is a worthwhile tradeoff when the major mass is the heat
exchanger and heat pipes. If a low probability is selected, more heat
pipes and heat exchanger mass must be added to compensate for the
failed heat pipes. Excess heat transfer area on both the gas convec-
tion surface and the radiating surface will ensure that this radiator
will function as designed when 6 percent of the tubes have failed.
2.2.3 Analytical Design
Analysis of the radiator utilizes a computer program. This
program has been integrated into the cycle design program so that
radiators can be designed at the same time the thermodynamic cycle is
derived. Figure 15 summarizes the design method. 	 Input from the
cycle design program constitutes the major variables, such as:





other input, which applies to the particular configuration to be
studied, is read by the radiator program. This input includes:
o	 Heat pipe diameter and wall thickness
o	 Condenser length
o	 Gas heat exchanger width
o	 Heat transfer data
o	 Armor model
with this input, the gas heat exchanger size and radiating area
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the evaporator length) is a function of the pressure drop. The heat
transfer conductance h&s a strong effect on radiator size. The com-
puter program calculates the length of the heat exchanger based on the
conductance and radiating temperature. Evaporator length is changed
as necessary to satisfy pressure drop. The program iterates until
both heat transfer and pressure drop requirements are satisfied simul-
taneously.
When the calculation has converged, the mass of the radiator is
calculated. This mass includes heat pipes, fin, armor, two gas-to-
heat-pipe heat exchangers, and associated heat exchanger components
(wrapup, headers, duct extension, and flanges).
The last step is to compare the computer heat pipe results with
data on specific designs supplied by Thermacore. If tie result is
favorable, the conceptual design is accepted. If not, iteration is
required.
2.2.4 Heat-Pipe Data
Appendix A includes the results of the Thermacore radiator heat
pipe study (7). The important conclusions are:
o	 Rubidium is the preferred working fluid for 1 in. OD heat
pipes when the temperature is above 650 °K (710 0F).
o	 Mercury is acceptable for temperatures as low as 550 °K
(530°F) if the heat-pipe diameter is lest; than 1 in. In
fact, the power transferring capability of the heat pipe
increased as the diameter decreased.
o	 Dowtherm A is the preferred fluid below 550°K (530°F) [mini-
mum radiating surface temperature is 492°K (4260F)].
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2.2.5 Advanced Heat-Pipe Concepts
A comparison of the performance characteristics of the evaporator
and condenser sections of constant diameter heat pipes led to the con-
clusion that this type of heat pipe was not the optimum design. Therm-
acore agreed that it was possible to design and build heat pipes in
which the evaporator diameter is greater than the condenser diameter.
This results in a heat-pipe radiator in which the evaporation area is
sufficient for convective heat transfer from the gas working fluid,
and the condenser section is operated somewhat closer to the maximum
heat transfer capability. The smaller heat-pipe condenser section
minimizes vulnerable area and heat-pipe mass; consequently, armor mass
is also minimized. This design concept reduced the radiator mass of
the 400-kWe reference system by 45 percent. Use of alternative
advanced heat-pipe geometries may provide further substantial mass
savings.
2.3 Task 3, Reference System Configuration and Component Conceptual
Design
The overall reference system design concept is described in Sec-
tion 2.1.3 above. The 400-kWe spacecraft design that will fit in the
Space Shuttle orbiter payload bay is shown in Figure 3 with major ele-
ments identified. The mass summary discloses the radiator to be, by
far, the major mass element of the 8270-kg total mass. Further
refinement of this heat-pipe radiator design and of the other compo-
nents will permit appreciable reduction in the specific mass of
20.7 kg/kW e.
2.3.1 Reference System Configuration
The configuration of the 400-kWe
 Brayton power system is shown in
Figure 16 * with the nuclear subsystem farthest aft, away from the
*Approximate dimensions for the power conversion components may
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spacecraft, and the compactly clustered components of the two power
conversion systems next to the panel-mounted ion engines. The cylin-
drical radiator encloses the spacecraft during lacinch and, thus, is
between the spacecraft and the power system in the deployed configur-
ation.
A schematic of the dual Brayton power systems used to eliminate
the single-point failure mode in the nuclear electric spacecraft is
given in Figure 17. Both completely independent systems, each of
which is capable of producing 400 kW e , are operated at half power
under normal conditions. In the unlikely event that one of the
systems becomes inoperable, the failed system is turned off and the
pressure level doubled in the remaining system to restore full power
output. Other means of assuring the required reliability for long
durations are conceivable but the above method is preferred, at least
until quantitative reliability and mass trade-off studies are accom-
plished.
Brayton cycle state points for the 400-kWe
 reference system are
given in Figure 18. The reactor with an outlet temperature of 1600°K
provides the thermal energy to the heat source heat exchanger that
provides the temperature rise from 1114 to 1500 °K . The primary radi-
ator provides the compressor inlet temperature of 500°K. The mass
flow is 7.5 kg/sec.
2.3.2 Nuclear Qubsystem
The nuclear subsystem configuration is delineated in Figure 19.
The two major components are the reactor and its lithium hydride neu-
tron shield. Controls, insulation, shield cooling heat pipes and
radiator, and the mercury propellant tank, which serves as a gamma
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NOTE: DUAL FULL POWER CONVERSION
SYSTEMS ARE COMPLETELY INDEPENDENT
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The relation of heat-pipe cooled reactor characteristics to the
characteristics of the nuclear subsystem are diagrammed in figure 20.
Preliminary determinations have been made of reactor and subsystem
specific mass; the other characteristics remain for future analysis.
Reactors
LASL has provided parametric data on heat-pipe cooled reactors
with uranium oxide (UO2 ) and uranium carbide (UC) fuels. These data
(8,9) are included in Appendix Be Data were also provided on gas
cooled reactors (10) but they have not been used in this study. Char-
acteristics of the nominal 1650-kW t reactor selected for the 400-kWe
reference power system are shown in Table 4. The hexagonal fuel
elements are made from a 60% UO 2-401 molybdenum mixture and have a
central heat pipe for removing the thermal power. This reactor is a
0.6 m "square" cylinder with a total mass of 875 kg. The reactor
specific mass is 0.53 kg/kW t . The design concept for this LASL refer-
ence reactor is shown in Figure 21.
Another reference reactor with 400-kW t nominal thermal power was
identified for the preliminary conceptual design of the 100-kW e power
system with the characteristics listed in Table 5. This reactor has
Uranium carbide-Zirconium carbide fuel elements. It has a 0.24-m
diameter and a 0.24-m length, and a mass of 346 kg so that the specific
mass is 0.87 kg/kW t . The configuration of the 400-. kWt reactor can be
seen in Figure 22 to be similar to the 1650-kW t reactor.
LASL has recently published data on a new layered core heat-pipe
cooled reactor design concept (11). The 1200-kWt thermal power ver-
sion is shown in Figure 23. Data on these new reactors have been made
available too recently to be incorporated in this study although the
la;t•red core offers many improved characteristics. The reactor mass
at 1200 kWt is currently given as 470 kg for a specific mass of
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Figure 23. LASL Layered Core Heat Pipe Cooled Space Power
Reactor,
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Radiation Shields
The nuclear radiation shielding has not been given detailed
attention since the requirement is similar to the design used for the
thermionic systems. Tailoring of the lithium hydride neutron shield
to reduce its mass is shown in Figure 19. The propellant tank is
located so that it can be used as a gamma radiation shield and is sized
to hold an additional quantity of mercury for this purpose.
2.3.3 Heat Source Heat Exchanger
The heat source heat exchanger (HSHX) is the highest temperature
component of the closed cycle system(s). This component looks like a
typical tube fin heat exchanger and is illustrated in Figure 24. The
geometry and performance are also summarized on this chart. The ope*-
ation differs from a normal heat exchange because this design has
equal heat flux from each tube. This occurs because each tube is
actually the condensing end of a heat pipe. The heat pipe receives its
heat in the nuclear reactor and gives it up in the heat exchanger. The
heat is transferred to the working fluid by convection from the heat
pipes and fins. In the reference system, the HSHX receives working
fl-Ad f^, om the recuperator at 1114°K and provides it to the turbine at
1500°K.
There is a heat source heat exchanger for each power system.
Because of the nature of heat pipes, when each evaporator section is
operated at half power ( the nominal operation), the maximum metal tem-
perature is reduced from the 1583°K ( the value when only one section
is in use). This heat exchanger is all-molybdenum construction. This
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2.3.4 Combined Rotating Unit
The combined rotating unit (CRU) is a highly efficient, single
shaft, closed Brayton cycle design that has resulted from many years
of development and test in industry and government, especially under
NASA sponsorship. Figure 25 is a rendering of the engine. The three
primary components are the compressor, turbine, and alternator.
The compressor is a state of the art design. It is radial outflow
type with backward curved blades for maximum efficiency. The turbine
is the radial inflow type with straight radial blades. It is also
state of the art aerodynamic design.
Both the compressor and turbine are relatively small wheels.
Moderate specific speed and relatively high Reynolds number result in
high component efficiency. The actual design parameters are shown in
Table 6.
Prior experience indicates that the CRU bearings are one of the
most critical components for a long life space power system. The
alternator is mounted on one pair of foil journal bearings. The com-
pressor and turbine are mounted on a larger pair of similar bearings.
Two sets of foil thrust bearings absorb the aerodynamic thrust of the
compressor and turbine. Foil-type gas-lubricated bearings are
designed such that all excursions are absorbed by a film of gas, which
together with the foil, has a definable spring constant. With proper
design, the rotor does not contact any bearing surface after it
achieves a small fraction of the normal rotational speed during start.
Because nothing rubs, there is no wear-out mode.
The alternator has a high performance samarium cobalt rotor.
This rotor is smaller and lighter than a Rice alternator. Because it
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Efficiency	 961 without windage
Output	 408 kwe
Frequency	 3000 Hz
Voltage	 500 Line - to-Neutral
The alternator is mount6d adjacent to the compressor rather than the
turbine so that it has a lower temperature environment. The alter-
nator is cooled by heat pipes. The heat is dumped by the alternator
heat pipe radiator.
2.3.5 Recuperator
The recuperator is the component which enables the high effic-
iency of closed Brayton cycle engines. It exchanges the heat from the
turbine discharge gas to the colder gas leaving the compressor.
Extensive recuperation leads to relatively low-pressure ratios in the
turbomachinery.	 Low-pressure ratio yields simple, highly efficient
compressors and turbines. The mass of the turbomachinery is also
reduced. All of these beneficial results require increased recuper-
ator mass. Shotgun plots such as Figures 5 through 12 illustrate this
effect, revealing the best combination of components to be selected
for each application.
The recuperator is shown in Figure 26. It is a pure counter flow
design to minimize mass. Each flow is split and moves through alter-
nate tinned passages. The heat from the turbine discharge gas is
exchanged by convection to the fin and wall and thence to the other gas
stream. Each stream is completely sealed from the other.
The selected recuperator uses a conventional fin design of
8 fins/cm (20 fins/in.). The heat transfer data were derived from
AiResearch development testing. Similar finning is used in present
production units. The computer code uses this data for; , '-her with the
31-3321
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EFFECTIVENESS	 - 88%WELL WITHIN STATE-OF-THE-ART
TOTAL PRESSURE DROP (AP/P) - 1.6%
OVERALL LENGTH	 - 48 cm (19 INCHES)
HEIGHT	 • 79 cm (31 INCHES)
WIDTH	 • 41 cm (16 INCHES)




MATERIAL	 - HOT END MUST BE REFRACTORY (Cb)
- COLD END COULD BE SUPERALLOY (HAST-X)
OTHER ASSEMBLY OPTIONS
- REFRACTORY HEAT PIPE HOT END, HAST-X
USED AT TEMPERATURES BELOW 1033 0K (14000F)
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gas properties, state point, and desired effectiveness and pressure
drop to calculate the geometry and mass of this heat exchanger.
Each recuperator has a mass of 365 kg (805 lb). The effective-
ness of 88 percent is easily within the state of the art. (Effective-
ness defines the percentage of heat available from the turbine exhaust
gas which is transferred to the compressor discharge gas.) The design
is compact, with dimensions shown on Figure 26. The only area needing
development is manufacturing technology. Analytical study :s needed
to define the assembly method. The refractory materials are well-
characterized, but some work is needed to demonstrate joining tech-
niques. Other heat exchange/manufacturing options are available and
should be explored.
2.3.6 Hept-Pipe Radiator Design
The heat-pipe radiator is the largest and most massive component
in the power system. This radiator rejects the fraction of the input
heat that is not converted to electricity to the sink of space. Fig-
ure 27 illustrates the heat balance for the entire system. The geom-
etry of the radiator is defined by the closed cycle engine design
program. This geometry is a function of heat rejection rate, com-
pressor inlet temperature, pressure drop, and flow rate. This radi-
ator was designed to fit into the Space Shuttle bay.
The cylindrical radiator is composed of eight identical panels.
The amount of bending of the heat pipes required to yield the cylin-
drical geometry has no deleterious effect on the heat-pipe perfor-
mance, according to Thermacore. The manner in which these panels
overlap is shown in Figure 28. The gas heat exchanger of each radi-
ator is protected from micrometeoroid penetration by the overlapping
heat pipes from the adjacent panel. A multifoil insulation blanket is
also sandwiched between the gas heat exchanger and heat rejection
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Figure 29 is an illustration of the heat-pipe radiator that shows
the gas heat exchanger, heat pipes, and fin. There are two gas heat
exchangers, either of which can carry the entire thermal load to the
heat pipes. When both redundant power systems are operated at half
power, each heat exchanger carries half of the thermal rejection load.
In any event, the radiator panel always carries the entire thermal
load.
Figure 29 also lists the performance of the hot-end and cold-end
heat pipes as well as the geometry of the gas heat exchanger. Diameter
of the evaporator heat pipes is 2.5 cm (1 in.) to achieve adequate gas-
side heat transfer area. The diameter of condenser heat pipes varies
from 0.6 to 1.3 cm. This use of dual diameters greatly r.educei the
mass of armor from that which otherwise would have been required. The
mass of the heat N ipes is also reduced.
As the data in Appendix A show, the smaller diameter heat pipes
have adequate heat-transfer capacity with reasonable temperature drop
down the pipe. Clearly, a larger diameter heat pipe would have a
greater heat transfer capacity. While analytical methods have not
been fully characterized for a tapered pipe (e.g., a large diameter
evaporator coupled to a smaller diameter condenser with a short
tapered transition), such pipes have been fabricated and tested.
Thermacore ha ,- concurred that this approach is basically sound and
that there should be very little uncertainty of the feasibility of
such a pipe.
A mass summary for the radiator is given in Table 7. The two
largest contributors are the gas heat exchanger and heat pipes. Some
mass reduction in the heat pipes is possible if thinner walls are used
(the present design has a wall thickness of 3 to 6 percent of diam-
eter). Mass reduction is also possible with the new armor design
being investigated by Thermacore. Furthermore, tF- ..,-ss of the gas
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slight reduction in fin mass is also possible. Summing these contri-
butions would result in a total radiator mass of less than 3800 kg.
This would reduce the system specific mass (Jovian environment) to
1
20 kg/kWe.
Stainless steel was selected 'or the heat pipes because of its
compatibility with the heat pipe working fluids. Steel was also
selected for the gas heat exchanger because of its strength to weight
ratio. Beryllium or Lockalloy (Be38A1) was selected for the armor
because of its low density, high modulus of elasticity and high ther-
mal conductivity. Either of these materials could also be used for
the fin because of low density and high conductivity.
2.3.7 Power Conditioning_ and Associated Heat Rejection
The power conditioning is accomplished by a solid state device
which converts 500 VAC line to neutral to 1100 VDC. This device is
basically a bridge rectifier. Efficiency is 98 percent.
The waste heat from this device must be rejected to space. A
separate heat-pipe radiator is used. The evaporatr,r is thermally
attached to the appropriate electronics. The condenser is attached to
a fin and radiates the waste heat to space. For the 400-kW e NEP, this
radiator is a right circular cylinder 0.6 m hi qh and 4 m in diameter.
During launch, this radiator is stored inside 	 ^gain radiator with
the payload.	 After launch, the radiator and p.. , .oad are deployed,
allowing the closed cycle engines and thrusters to be activated.
2.3.8 Alternator Radiator
As shown ir. Figure 27, the alternator radiator must remove
2C kW t' This radiator comprises the aft 2 m of the 3.2 m diameter
cylindrical enclosure of the power system which is sufficient to main-
tain the alternator temperature at 390°K (240°F). Contact with ion
engine designers indicates that there will be minimal interaction with
ion beam and that thin graphite coatings (e a 0.85) will provide sat-
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS
Current results clearly show that a nuclear electric spacecraft
with a 400-kWe reactor Brayton power system can be placed in orbit by a
single Shuttle launch. The 400-kWe
 reference system identified by
this study employs a 1990 technology turbine inlet temperature of
1500 0 Y (2240 °F) using available refractory alloys and other conserva-
tive design parameters. Practical systems over the power range from
100 to 1000 kW  have been identified with TITs from 1325 to 1650°K, and
possibly 1800 °K . Essentially current (1985) to projected (1995) tech-
nologies are represented, utilizing materials from superalloys to
high-temperature refractory alloys and, ultimately, to ceramics. Use
of a heat-pipe-cooled reactor, independent redundent power conversion
loops, and heat-pipe radiators eliminates the single-point failure
modes The specific mass performance parameter for the 400-kW e
 power
level is within 5 percent of the goal of 20 kg/kWe which compares
favorably with power systems based on other conversion means. Further
refinement of the 400-kW e system design with the new LASL layered core
reactor, specifi^ally tailored Brayton components, and more detailed
design of the primary radiator based on new heat-pipe concepts will
provide specific system masses below 20 kg/kWe.
The heat-pipe cooled reactors now beinv defined by LASL utilize a
relatively new concept that employs advanced technology.
	 These
reactors have great promise for broad applicability. Substantial
research and technology work as well as subsequent development and
testing are needed and should be strongly supported.
While closed Brayton cycle technology is receiving support
because of its breadth of recognized applications, the special
requirements for space service (e.g., performance parameters such as
low specific mass, high efficiency, and reasonable specific radiator
area; very high reliability with long life; and low comparative costs)
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research and technology work. 	 Typical topics that need to be
addressed	 include	 high-temperature materials,	 advanced	 heat
exchangers, rotating machine elements including bearings, heat-pipe
space radiator concepts, power processing elements, etc. Broad
research and technology efforts in applicable types of advanced heat
pipes are especially needed.
Future space missions are currently not well enough defined to
permit proper focusing of technology and development efforts. More
detailed optimizations of various classes of advanced missions are
needed combining spaceflight trajectory analysis and parametric sys-
tems analysis with programmatic factors in the 1990 to 2010 time frame
and beyond. This work is needed to help identify the kinds of techno-
logy that will be most useful and its timing.
Based on the study results, space power systems that use closed
Brayton cycles may well find application in future nuclear electric
spacecraft when definitive comparisons with other systems that include
all pertinent factors are completed. Clearly, further work is needed
to ascertain the degree and extent of the promise of CBC system vis-a-
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4.0 RECOMMENDED FURTHER STUDIES AND ANALYSES
Based on results of the work accomplished in this study as well
as previous efforts over many years on space power system development,
the following recommendations are made for further studies and analyses
of reactor Brayton power systems for nuclear electric spacecraft. In
order to keep a technology viable, some continuity of effort is needed
that keeps a minimum level of effort active. This is especially true
at present when the new capabilities of the Space Shuttle transporta-
tion system are beginning to be understood and exploited. The Shuttle
will have an increasing influence on the course of solar system
exploration in the late 1980s, 1990s, and beyond, especially as the
contribution of nuclear electric rocket propulsion is realized.
Closed Brayton cycle power conversion, in Loth its established and
advanced forms, has a role to play in the space power systems that are
needed for solar system exploration, as well as a wide variety of
other missions.
4.1 Refined System Designs, Including Reliability-Life Characteristics
The conceptual design of the 400-kW e reference system should be
refined to include LASL's new layered core reactors, specifically
designed Brayton components, and detailed design of space radiators
based on well-developed heat-pipe data. It may be desirable to
investigate other specific power levels; for example, the currently
identified 1200-kW t LASL layered core reactor would provide between
250 and 350 kWe using a Brayton power conversion system. In addition
to determination of performance parameters in greater detail, it is
timely to undertake the introduction of reliability and life factors
in the analysis. The conversion of the present system design code
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4.2 Advanced Component Design
Current analytical techniques do not allow tailoring each Brayton
component in detail for specific mission as well as system require-
ments. AiResearch recommends that the effect of novel heat transfer
concepts, materials, configurations, and other requirements be investi-
gated for the major Brayton components. A typical system design, such
as the current 400-kW e approach, would form the basis for this effort.
Such important considerations as reliability, life, and cost need to
be included as well as performance tradeoffs.
4.3 Space Radiator Designs with Advanced Heat Pipes
The primary heat rejection radiator is the dominant element in
Brayton power systems for space applications. Special attention
should be given to further conceptual design and analysis of space
radiators with advanced heat pip es configured especially for this use.
Many neoteric heat pipe designs, with wall materials and working
fluids matched to the specific requirements of temperature, shape,
meteoroid protection, and other pertinent requirements, should be
evaluated.
4.4 System Operations and Safety
A study is recommended of the operational requirements of Brayton
systems in space power service. The various operational phases such
as system assembly, ground checkout, launch operations, orbital trans-
fer, automated start-up, and power system regulation in space need to
be studied and analyzed, especially with respect to their effect on
overall system safety. Interactions of the Brayton components with
the nuclear subsystem, spacecraft, and space transportation systems
should be evaluated in, at least, an introductory manner. Preliminary
outlines of the required system safety documents should be generated
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4.5 Probability of Mission Success
The influence of the power system on the probability of mission
success and the design and operational characteristics of the Brayton
components are recommended for study in detail. This will require
definition of typical missions in terms of mission goals and opera-
tional sequences. Since nuclear electric spacecraft will be used for
complex missions throughout the solar system for durations of ten or
more years, these reliability/availability studies are required
to maximize the probability of performing a wide variety of missions
successfully.
4.6 Economic Analyses Including Risks
Although non-recurring and recurring costs of Brayton power sys-
tems for space cannot be determined now with satisfactory accuracy
(since only conceptual system designs and sketchy mission application
information are available), it is not too soon to begin to develop the
methodology for economic analysis. At the least, this will result in
the necessary data being identified. Economic analyses of advanced
systems, especially if they are to deal with risk, must be conducted
on a probabilistic basis. Since it is necessary to keep such analyses
as simple and clearly defined as possible, as appropriate to the
available data and sophistication of the results, it is strongly rec-
ommended that the methodology for such analyses be formulated rela-
tively early in the development program.
4.7 Space Shuttle Compatibility
An understanding of the Space Shuttle transportation system in
some detail is necessary to be sure the Brayton-powered, nuclear elec-
tric spacecraft will be compatible with ground, launch, and space
operations. Early attention to the detailed interfacing of the
Brayton power system with the nuclear electric spacecraft and the
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5.0 RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGY EFFORTS
In general, the closed Brayton power conversion system can be
characterized as a mature technology ready for application (e.g.,
flight system development). The rather unusual operating conditions*
required for the optimal systems defined in this study engenders a
requirement for technology development in certain areas. Also, it
must be recognized that there is currently very little suppr.,rting
research or advanced technology either underway or being proposed
which is aimed specifically at the requirements of space Brayton
systems. Therefore, this section addresses these supporting tech-
nology needs and defines a preliminary schedule. This program would
result in the required technology being demonstrated by target dates
that are commensurate with current projections of flight system appli-
cations.
As summarized in Figure 30, a scenario of projected technology
utilization for prospective flight applications has essentially been
developed in Section 2.0 of this report. This figure indicates that
the power requirements will increase exponentially with time. As
described previously, a five-year flight system development and quali-
fication program is assumed; therefore, technology readiness** needs
to have been demonstrated five years before the proposed launch date.
*In terms of past space studies as well as more contemporary analyses
of terrestrial power systems, the results of this study are charac-
terized by lower efficiencies, higher ratios of CIT to TIT and lower
recuperator effectivenesses to minimize the radiator mass and, there-
by, the system mass.
**Technology readiness is that stage of system, subsystem, or component
development where all major problems associated with achieving the
specified on performance goals have been solved and where the solu-
tions to problems have been successfully demonstrated through actual
hardware design, fabrication, and test programs. At this sta? , there
remain no major risks for an agency or contractor in scaling up the
technology (if full-scale demonstration has not been performed) and in
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Figure 30 shows three increasingly stringent levels of nuclear
reactor powered system applications:
•	 100 - kWe power systems in the early 1990s
•	 400-kWe power systems in the mid 1990s
•	 1000-kWe power systems at the turn of the century
A schedule which lists the technology development areas required
for increasingly sophisticated missions is shown in Figure 31, and
discussed in some detail subsequently. It is important to note that
approaches to the required technology can be defined at this time,
e.g., no fundamentally new technology or "technical breakthrough" is
required.
In projecting the tech , ogy requirements, the reactor heat
source is not included. It was assumed that the current LASL develop-
ment program will continue under independent sponsorship and that this
program will yield the reactor technology as it becomes required.
5.1 100 kWe System Technology
The current application forecast for this system is geocentric
orbital power. Because of the large Shuttle lift capability for this
Class of missions, it is not necessary to achieve minimum system mass
or volume to have a viable approach. This resulted in the choice of
the 1325 °K TIT, as noted previously.
The most necessary technology for this class of missions is in
the area of materials. Current superalloys are limited to 1144 to
1172°K (1600 to 1650 0 F). Late developments in alloy modification
using rapid solidification with powder metallurgy have currently
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CALENDAR YEAR 
TECHNOLOGY 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
, 
100 kW SYSTEM 
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--------
I--1--
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Figure 31. Schedule of Key Power Conversion Technology Eleaents 
Required for Reactor/Brayton Space Power Systeas. 
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The relatively well characterized refractory metals such as
niobium have adequate stress carrying capabilities but questions
regarding potential degradation due to even the low oxygen partial
pressure which exists in near-Earth space must be resolved. For
example, the durability of existing anti-oxidation coatings in the
hard vacuum of space must be established.
A substantiated bank of standardized design data needs to be
assembled, including definition of design nominals and minimums as
well as an accepted methodc ogy for life projection. Thus, a fairly
comprehensive materials characterization effort will be required.
The reactor heat pipes are exposed to the highest temperatures in
the closed loop and, as previously noted, will be made from refractory
metals such as molybdenum or niobium. Methods of efficiently inte-
grating these heat pipes into the heat sour,-..e heat exchanger need to
be studied, analyti.,ally and empirically. Potential approaches
include an all-refractory metal design as well as one in which the
heat exchanger wall could be made from metal, using internal insula-
tion to limit hot spot exposure. In the latter case, either a ther-
m'lly zesilient seal between the refractory and superalloy or a
weldment/brazement into a diaphragm-type thermal stress relief might
be used.
In recent years, foil type gas bearings have come into increas-
ingly wide-spread use in various commercial tur.bomachinery. For exam-
ple, the bearings on the DC-10 air--conditioning air cycle units have
accumulated over 53 X 106 bearing operating hours of operation and
currently exhibit a mean time between bearing failure of 249,000
hours. Concurrently with these applications, dramatic strides
advanced this technology from an empirical base to a discipline
solidly supported by analysis and field operation. However, this
analytical characterization effort has recently stagnated. To provide
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establish a uniform methodology (including analytical, fabrication,
inspection, and performance verification) for a variety of applica-
tions including space power systems. An important element is the
development of a hydrodynamic/elastic computer model. The derivation
and empirical verification of the predictions of such a model will be 	 +
extremely significant in the avoidance and/or timely correction of
problems during future applications.
The heat-pipe radiator for the 100-kWe system (Figure 4) requires
very little extension to existing technology. A ground-based, hori-
zontal, extended life test of heat pipes using Dowtherm A and either
mercury or rubidium working fluids should be instituted as early .
practical to demonstrate that no unanticipated life-limiting mechan-
isms will be encountered. The data base for rubidium, especially, and
mercury, to a certain extent, is insufficient for the heat-pipe
designer's needs and should be expanded. The thermal decomposition or
other life-limiting behavior of Dowtherm A should be investigated
thoroughly as a function of temperature. To cut down the radiator
mass, a statistically significant number of dual diameter (large
evaporator, small condenser) heat pipes should be fabricated and sub-
jected to thermal performance limit testing. Space testing of repre-
sentative heat pipe designs should be undertaken at the earliest
practical opportunity.
5.2 400-kWe System Technology
Since the interplanetary spacecraft propulsion system uses the
full Shuttle launch capability both in terms of injected mass and pay-
load bay v olume, power system performance is critical. Therefore, a
higher TIT was selected for this system. In discussing the technology
development implications for support of this system, it has been
assumed that the items described in the preceding paragraph will have
been completed, either in support of the 100-kW e
 system development or
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The biggest payoff for the 400-kWe system is in the area of heat-
pipe space radiator technology development. A comprehensive effort
should be completed to evolve the most realistic set of environmental
design requirements, particularly in the definition of micrometeoroid
flux levels. The variations in such exposure over the candieate mis-
sions should be defined so that the armor is designed realistically.
Armor geometries, materials, and manufacturing and application
techniques should be investigated to minimize the penalty due this
factor. The results of the current Thermacore study suggest that this
topic has only recently begun to be pursued in the required depth.
However, it may well have been completed prior to 1985, as the dashed
line in Figure 31 indicates.
A concomitant effort on the investigation of the performance
improvements possible by using advanced geometry heat pipes should
also be completed, if not accomplished in the intervening years. Con-
figuration-pumped and mechanically-pumped heat pipes are examples of
the advanced types that need to be considered.
Additional materials development will be required to enable the
1500°K TIT (Figure 18) to be attained. Molybdenum and tantalum alloys
are the leading candidates. 	 The data base on these materials is
sketchy and quite dated; thus, a s?gnificant effort in this area is
indicated. Machinability, manufacturability, joining, and space
environment tolerance under operating conditions are additional topics
that will need to be addressed.
It will also be necessary to integrate the more advanced refrac-
tory materials into the heat source heat exchanger. It is believed
that techniques which will have been developed for the 100-kW e
 heat
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5.3 100n-We System Technology
The projected missions and launch vehicles for this class of
power systems are in the very early definition phase. Thus, it cannot
be stated unequivocally that the higher performance selected for this
system will absolutely be required. In the eventuality that lower
performance is acceptable, the 1000-kW e missions could be accomplished
by ganging three of the 400-kWe systems with a fourth as the redundant
spare to yield an overall system with fairly respectable performance
specifics.
However, it must be recognized that the historical trend in aero-
space is to use the available technological capability to the fullest.
Few rocket -powered vehicles have been launched that used only a frac-
tion of their lifting capability, And there is little reason to sus-
pect that this trend will change in the future (early projections
regarding the usage of the space transportation system not
withstanding). Therefore, this section will address technology devel-
opment required to support the CBC systems operating at a TIT of
1650°K (2510°F) as listed in Figure 30.
In common with the systems described previously, the largest
implication is on the materials needed for the high temperature com-
ponents. As noted in Section 2.1.4 and indicated by the dashed line
in Figure 31, the ceramic technology needed for this system is cur-
rently under a^tive development for a number of programs. The differ-
ing requirements of the space power system will necessitate that a
thorough a. ►alytical study, with possibly some supporting empirical
effort, be undertaken to define how this technology may best be
applied.
Following this effort, three fabrication/demonstration efforts
associated with materials integration into critical components should
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should be fabricated and assembled unless prior efforts have shown
that components of the appropriate scale and materials have already
been achieved. Most probably, ceramics will have to be used exten-
sively in the reactor and ceramic heat pipes will be used between the
reactor and heat source heat exchanger. The approach for providing
extended surface on the condenser end in the heat source heat
exchanger and the methods for seali , - and integrating the heat pipes
through the wall (ceramic or metallic', of the heat exchanger must be
developed and demonstrated. Higher temperature capability materials
are also reeded for the recuperator. However, this should be within
the range of the advanced refractories that will have been demon-
strated at that point. Therefore, a fabrication/assembly technology
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APPENDIX A
























HEAL' PIPE DESIGN FOR CBC RADIATOR
The 400 kW  Closed Brsyton Cyel )ower system for the Nuclear
Electric Propulsion Spacecraft has been designed by Garrett AiResearch2
to use heat pipes to achieve a thermally effective radiator which has a
high survival probability. It is also anticipated that the heat pipe
design will lead to a low specific mass. The heat pipe design evaluated
in this work is for use in a cylindrical array as seen in Figure 3.1.
This design has eight dual gas-to-radiator heat pipe heat exchangers fed
from a dual central duct. The heat pipes are attached to both gas ducts
over a length of 43 cm on each duct. Thus, the heat pipes prov.de armor
protection for the gas ducts.
In normal operation, the total 86 cm length attachment over the heat
pipes to the gas ducts will be used as heat pipe evaporators. The
condenser is 176 cm long.	 If either gas duct or engine fail, then
the whole power load will be transferred to the heat pipes through only
one of the 43 cm attachments. Accordingly, for design consideratin, the
heat pipe must be sized as though it had a 43 cm evaporator, 43 cm adiaba-
tic and 176 cm condenser.
Four different sets of heat pipe designs were analyzed with respect
to mass and performance. However, no conLideration was given to the
required heat pipe armor and tradeoffs in the heat pipe diameter versus
T-bar fins for total mass. The overall heat pipe cell dimension as
designed by GAR is 3.175 cm (1.25 11 ) and includes heat pipe and fins. All
kicat pipes discussed in the Sections 3.1 and 3.2 have computer printouts

















The total power to be dissipated is 1.1 x 10 6
 watts. From the gas
side of the radiator heat exchanger, heat pipe temperatures were calculated
by Garrett AiResearch to range from 707 0K down to 492 0 K. The power levels
are 720 watts per heat pipe at 707 0K and 169 watts per heat pipe at 4920K.
Thus, oAc can be computed to be 2882 x 10 12 watts/0K4 from:
P= a Ac r4	 Equation 3.1
where
P = power radiated - watts
Cy
	 Stefan Boltzman Constant
	
5.87 X 10-12 watts
 2 O 4
T = heat pipe temperature - OK 	 cm - K
A = individual heat pipe radiating area - cm 
c = e.°fective thermal emissivity
Table 3.1 shows the required heat pipe power for each of the end
temperatures and each temperature divisible by 250K.
Ga y•rclt. AiResearch's baseline design is a 2.54 cm (1 11 ) O.D. heat
pipe with a 0.0762 cm (.03") wall. The optimum heat pipe designs under
these conditions are seen in Table 3.2. Rubidium is the preferred I-eat
pipe fluid from '.07o K down to 650 0K. Below: 8500K Dowtherm A (DTA) is the
preferred fluid. In both cases, a screen covered groove design is found
to be the lowest mass system. The rubidium heat pipes have a 1.75 Kg
mass. The DTA heat pipes have a 1.74 Kg mass.
Table .5.3 shows the same heat pipes, which have been, for the most
part, optimized with respect to the number of grooves and their aspect
ratio. The rubidi= heat pipes have a 1.48 Kg mass. the DTA heat pipes
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500	 227	 180
492	 219	 169

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The average mass reduction is 14%. Further optimization may result
in ar additional 1 or 2% mass reduction. However, far greater mass reduc-
tion can be realized by O.D. and/or wall thickness reduction.
Table 344 shows the 2.54 cm (1") heat pipe with a 0.025 cm (.0111)
z
wall. This wall thickness is 0.01times the diameter and has been show.
to be acceptable for use as a heat pipe containment vessel where external
buckling is the ultimate constraint, i.e., the internal pressure of the
heat pipe was less than 14.7 psi, thus long term creep due to hoop stress
was low.
The use of a wall thickness 0.01 times the diameter was developed
for Niobium, which has a modulus of elasticity of 15 x 10 6 psi. This
includes a safety factor of 2. Stainless steels have modLli of about
28 x 10 6 psi which reduces the thickness/diameter ratio to about 0.008
with a safety factor of 2. However, the use of 0.01 as a thickness to
diameter ratio will be used to assure success.
Examination of DTA at 625 0K shows a fluid pressure of 85 psi which
develops a hoop stress of 4250 psi. This stre;= is acceptable, since
316 SS will only creep 0.1% in 10 5 hours at 1100 OF under a stress of
6000 psi.
The rubidium heat pipes have a mass of 0.69 Kg and the DTA heat
pipes have a mass of 0.78 Kg.
3.2 Design Optimization
Examination of Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 reveals that a reduction in
diameter of the rubidium heat pipes would soon result in the heat pipe
going sonic. However, the DTA pipes are capillary limited, thus a reduc-
tion in O.D. is possible. Accordingly, a higher pressure fluid, mercury,
7




























































































































































































































































































































































































was used in small diameter pines in place of rubidium. These results are
seen in Table 3.b.
The mercury heat pipes are 0.635 cm (.250 11 ) in diameter with a wall
to diameter ratio of 0.01. The mass of the mercury heat pipes are 0.45 Kg
and have a hoop stress of 625 psi at 7070K.
The DTA heat pipes are 0.9525 cm (.37 11 ) in diameter with a wall to
diameter ratio of 0.01. They have 12 grooves 0.275 em wide by a depth that
varies from 0.075 cm down to 0.05 cm. Accordingly, their mass varies from
0.31 Kg down to 0.27 Kg. The DTA heat pipes at 625 0K will have a hoop
stress of 1600 psi.
The mercury heat pipes of Table 3.5 have eight grooves 0.2 cm wide
by 0.02 cm deep. Optimizing the numbitr of 0.275 cm wide by .02 um deep
grooves for different power levels results in a reduction in mass. At
7070K, a five-groove heat pipe has a mass of 0.29 Kg. At 675 0K, four
grooves have a mass of 0.28 Kg and at 550 0K, three grooves have a mass of
0.27 Kg. These results are seen in Table 3.6. Also shown in Table 3.6 is
the thermal performance of two of tht mercury heat popes with 86 cm evapor-
ators, which shows an increase in maximum power capability and a reduction
in total AT.
Both the DTA heat pipes ..f Table 3.5 and the mercury heat pipes of
Table 3.6 have a performance AT. Accordingly, one asks what does a AT
in the heat pipe mean in increased mass (length of condenser) to be able
to radiate the required power? Appendix 2 develops Equation 3.2 which is
the increase in mass of heat pipe due to its OT.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OF POOR WP-' -'YY
where dm - increase in mass
m = initial mass of heat pipe
l c = length of heat pipe condenser
I t - total length if heat pipes
To
 = desired operating temperature
T = actual operating temperature
To-T = AT down heat pipe
From Table 3.5 and 3.6, using the lowest mass heat pipes, the
increase in mass was calculated using Equation 3.2 and is tabulated
in Table 3.7. Therefore, to a first approximation, or ►e can say that
the heat pipes for the CBC radiator will have a mass of 0.3 Kg each.
The performance of the mercury heat pipes is based on perfect wet-
ting, that is, the wetting angle is zero (0). For long term stability,
this may not be the case. Wetting angles from 0-60 degrees have been
observed, with 30-60 degree angles, the most common. Since the capillary
force is a function of the cosine of the wetting angle, the mercury heat
pipes may have a reduction of capillary force of up to 50% (cos 60 = .5).
This reduction in performance will then require a reoptimization of the


























































































































































































The groove heat pipe designs of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 optimized to an
approximate mass of 0.3 Kg per heat pipe, exclusive of fins and armor.
This mass is quite low and may be acceptable in the overall system. How-
ever, there ara several heat pipe design concepts which may offer further
reduced mass with increased performance. These include but are not limited
to arterial wick heat pipes and configuration pumped heat pipes.
3.3.1. Artery/Wick Heat Pipes
There is a natural division in heat pipe fluids which takes place at
approximately 6000K. Above 6000K, the liquid metals are useful working
fluids. Below 600 0K, one generally deals with non-metallic fluids and
devises structures which compensate for their inferior physical properties.
The low temperature fluids, taken as a class, have relatively low latent
heats of vaporization, low surface tension, and low thermal conductivity.
The consequences are that for a given heat transfer rate, heat pipes using
these fluids must move relatively large quantities of liquid with unusually
low pressure losses, yet must maintain very thin liquid films in the heat
flow path. The arterial wick structures of Figure 3.2 have been used to
offset these property limitations. The artery provides the primary liquid
return to the evaporator. This pissage has a large hydraulic radius and
provides a very low drag path. In the evaporator and condenser, a thin
film of liquid is distributed circumferentially. The distribution wick is
often a thin layer of screen or circumferential grooves.
The artery is removed From the evaporator and condenser heat flow






















































Figure 3;2 Representative Wick Geometries
15
r
development of excessive temperature gradients. Arterial wicks provide
very high performance, sometimes even approaching that obtainable with
liquid metals in more conventional wicks. Lengthu in exc: ►sx of ten meters
have been reported. The primary limitations of arterial wicks lie in
their difficulty of fabrication and their consequent lack of reproducible
performance. The wick structures are quite Iifficult to form and to insert
into the heat pipe vessel ao as to maintain uniform close fit to the wall.
There has been repeated difficulty with the priming of arteries, that is,
the ability to fill an artery with fluid and keep it filled.
Two methods of priming are in use. Capillary priming, as the name
implies, depends on capillary forces to maintain the fluid within the
artery. Me basic condition f,r capillary priming is that the largest
single pore at the artery surface in the .evaporator must provide sufficient
capillary pressure to offset all counter forces including accelerations.
Consequently, the evaporator ends of the arteries must be closed and there
must be no single inadvertently large pore on the entire periphery of the
enclosing surface. Due to ti,s adverse effect of accelerations, capillary
primed arteries can be more fractious during ground testing than in sub-
sequent zero g operation.
	 Yet ground testing is er.:.ential to establish
the operability of the heat pipe.
If the artery is so located in the heat pipe temperature gradient that
it always is the coldest spot, it will operate at a lower vapor pressure than
the balance of the heat pipe. If the magnitude of the vapor pressure dif-
ference is sufficient, it will cause priming to take place. This is known
as vapor pressure or Clapeyron priming. The process is highly temperature
dependent. The pressure difference caused by a given temperature difference




and quickly at high temperature (i.e. high pressure) may fail to prime at
all at low temperature. It hau also been reported that vibration has
caused arteries to 1 e their prime and :.nat subsequent re-priming can
be unreliable.
In spite of their apparent dra.)acks, the performance of arterial heat
pipes is sufficiently high to ,justify further work to improve their relia-
bility and reproducibility. In general, arterial wicks require less total
mass of wicking material, and may also require less fluid inventory than
conventional treat pipes. They are, therefore, serious candidates for use
in space radiator..
3.3.2. Wickless (Configuration Pumped) Heat Pipes
A crevice has capillary properties. Therefore, if the wall of a non-
round heat pipe is formed so as to produce longitudinal crevices, these may
serve the purpose oP wicks. That is, the configuration of the wall provides
the capillary pumping force. Several potential configuration pumped heat
pipe geometries are shown in Figure 3.3. Configuration pumped heat pipes
have been tuilt (Figure 3.4) and have been shown to operate. However, there
has been very little work in the field, and the mathematical prediction of
performance is incomplete.
The driving pressure difference which causes liquid flow in a heat
pipe is determined by the surface tension and the difference in the radius
of the liquid meniscus in the condenser and evaporator. Evaporation in the
heat input section tends to depress the liquid level while condensation at
the heat output end tends to increase the level. Thus, during operation,
the liquid level in the evaporator of a configuration pumped heat pipe
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• Photograph of a Con"guration Pumped Heat Pipe
(Courtesy of U.S. Air Force)
FIGURE 3.4
ly
the flow area.  The inverse occurs in the condenser. This makes for a
delicate tradeoff of liquid fill versus power handling capability. The
problem is somewhat alleviated in the cocafiguration/artery geometry of
Figures 3.3d and 3.3f.
Configuration pumped heat pipes tend by their nature tj have relatively
low capillary pumping forces and low liquid drag. They therefore lend them-
selves well to consideration as elements in low temperature space radiators
where large radiating areas require long heat pipes. The liquid inventory
requirement of configuration pumped heat pipes appears to be comparable to
that of the arterial structures discussed previously. The complete absence
of conventional wicks is a substantial mass reduction. However, tha non-
round shapes are relatively poor pressure vessels so that the gain in mr -,
due to elimination of the wick may be at least partially offset by a thicker
wall requirement unless fluid vapor pressures are kept relatively low. Thus
the operating temperature range for a configuration pumped heat pipe of low
mass may be narrower than that for other geometries.
The ability of configuration pumped heat pipes to hold their shape is
a function of the creep strength of the heat pipe envelope. Thermacore2
previously identified the iron alloy, A-286, which exhibits an exceptionally
high creep strength, and may well serve as a containment for configuration
(A-286 has a 0.1% creep at 1100 OF in 105 hours wider a
,000 psi stress load).
brid wick/Pumped Heat Pipes
Since the dissipating capacity of a space radiator declines as the
,urth power of any temperature loss, there is a strong incentive to minimize
- mped heat pipes.
20
losses. One of the principal advantages of the heat pipe is the low
temperature loss it incurs while moving large amounts of heat. This low
4T operation is characteristic of vapor heat transfer. There mi.y, therefore,
be reason to make use of vapor heat transfer even at power J-eels which
cannot be sustained by capillary pumping alcne. Alternative or hybrid pump-
ing means are possible and deserve consideration. This may be true not only
for the radiators themselves, but also for the primary loops feeding them.
A practical hybrid system may use an alternative puming means for liquid
transport over appreciable distances with capillary pumping for local distri-
bution and collection.
The heat transfer capability of a conventional heat pipe can be limited
by entrainment of liquid from the walls by the high velocity, counterflowing
vapor. Seperation of the liquid and vapor passages will permit greater heat
flow under these conditions. Figure 3.5 is a hybrid sy3 tem where the liquid
and vapor flow are in the same direction. Therefore, the vapor shear forces
may aid rather than inhibit liquid flow.
Hybrid heat pipes are directly analagous to two-pipe steam heating
systems for buildings which use condensate pumps for liquid return. The
principle has been extended to liquid metals by Philips Laboratories for
use in Stirling engines.
The main disadvanges of the hybrid system are the increased probability
of a leak at pump seals and joints and the dependence of operation on an
external power source. For maximum redundancy, there should be a pump for
each heat pipe, a serious penalty in complexity for a space radiator, making
the approach seem more applicable to primary loops.
It may be possible to make use of the "heat of the raidator" to pump
the liquid, much the same wa l l



























Thermacore has recently begun the exploration of a "liquid piston pump"
as part of its internal R&D effort. This pump uses a localized high heat
flux, into the fluid, to develop a vapor bubble of sufficient pressure to
push the liquid forward. Backward flow is prevented by the use of a check
valve. A forward spring loaded valve allows the pressure at which the pump
activates to be regulated.
Initial work to date has concentrated on gravity feed liquid systems
with encouraging results. The extension of this concept to two phase sys-
tems with freedom from gravity will pose challenging work but may be worth
a cursory investigation.
3.3.4. Other Concepts
There are numerous concepts which have been suggested as possible fluid
pumping mechanisms for heat pipes and includes electro—magnetic, electrolytic,
electrohydrodynamic and electrophoretic pumping. All of these are not suited
for individual spacecraft radiator heat pipes. However, osmotic pumped heat
pipes and artificial gravity are two possible mechanisms which are suited
for spacecraft use.
If a spinning spacecraft can be so arranged that its centrifugal force
will aid liquid return in heat pipes, it may be possible to eliminate pump—
ing and depend entirely or predominantly on artificial gravity for this
function. The result may be mass reduction (by wick elimination and,
possibly, reduced fluid inventory) and an added degree of freedom in fluid
selection (fluid need not have high surface tension).
Osmotic pressures can exceed capillary pressures by a factor of 100 to
3
i
1,000. An osmotically pumped heat pipe is feasible in principle. Several
designs have been proposed, but no hardware tests have been reported. The
proposed designs all make use of gravity in one way or another: to keep
liquid in place, to redistribute salt by natural convection, etc. It may
be possible to devise a geometry which will function in gravity-free space.
If so, osmotic heat pipes may avoid entirely the capillary limitations on
available pumping pressure.
Flow rates through semi-per eable membranes are low; i.e., large areas
are required to permit useful heat flow. There is, however, an interesting
factor which may favor further consideration for low temperature space
radiators. These radiators also require large areas because of the low
radiant power densities. The osmotic process is such that the membrane
must be located at the condenser (heat dissipating) end of the system, which
is the radiating surface of a radiator. At temperatures below about 9000K,
the power density from a black body radiator is less than the power density
sustainable by flow of the best fluids (e.g. water) through membranes. That
is, below this temperature the unit liquid flow rate through a membrane is
more than sufficient to support the unit radiant heat load from a radiator
of equal area, and a basic condition of successful operation has been satis-
fied.
The geometries considered to date are relatively massive, having twv
walls and a large liquid inventory. Membranes do not exist for operation
above about 400 0K. However, since an osmotic heat pipe would need no auxil-





This appendix his complete performance printouts of all the heat pipes
tabulated in Section 3.1 and 3.2. The heat pipe program used ix Thermacore's
GROOVE27. Figure A.1 depicts the placement and definitions of many of the
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Evaporator Temp. <--- (Outside Wall)	 Condenser Temp.
DPVE	 = Pressure drop in vapor In evaporator
DPLEG = Pressure drop in liquid in evaporator grooves
DPUA	 = Pressure drop in vapor in adiabatic
DPLAG = Pressure drop in liquid in adiabatic grooves
DPVC = Pressure drop in vapor in condenser - (+)	 means drop, (-)	 means
recovery or increase
DPLGG = Pressure drop in liquid in condenser grooves
25
APPFNDIX 2
This appendix develops Equation 3.2 which shows how the mass of a
radiator heat pipe increases with the performance T of the heat pipe.
To = desired heat pipe temperature
AT = temperature drop down heat pipe
T = To - AT, actual heat pipe radiating temperature
A  = radiating area of heat pipe at To
A = A  + da, actual heat pipe radiator area required at T
Q = power to be radiated from heat pipe
da	 increase in surface area
dt = decrease in temperature
da	 A - AO
dt - T o,- T	 Eq. A.1
Q	








^I (I" T) 4 - 1)	 Eq. A.2
Now, since area is a function of length, we have
	
dl = I c [('r 0 /T) 4 - 11	 Eq. A.3
where l c _ condenser lenth, but dl a m where l t = total heat pipe length,
t
m = mass, we obtain with S,ibstitution and rearrangement -
r







2. Garrett AiResearch, Study of a Space Nuclear Power System for
a Nuclear Electric Spacecraft; JPL Contract 955008.
3. Thermacore, Inc., Letter Progress Report #3, October, 1978,
Heat Pipe Heat Rejection System and Demonstration Model for
the Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) Spacecraft; JPL Contract
955100.
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HEAT PIPE. IMESH) 8 2 ADCAPS 1375-132 BRANS
DLL?A-T TALUISs
IVAP WALL	 EVAP Lai SWAP ML59 YTAPORATION
.azad31	 .352;.; T-02 -5933731-02 -30OZ93 D1D C
VAPOR IS)	 VAPOR	 (A) VAPOR (Cl
1.41914	 -470736 -1.08661
COAD811SArios	 CORD MESS COXD LdD CORD WALL
.U733d7	 -143648-02 .ab473L-03 -202311 D14 C
PU/:.R OF	 620 WAT?S CAUS&Z ------------ CAPILLARY LIMIT. DPL w D?T
LAS': iON-LIMI'?5D POW iR CALCULATIU d WAS AT ------------ dlb WATTS




V191 COSDITIOtft	 9 #24 A.M.	 3/30/79
YLOID - SUSIDIum	 HALL M01,030485
ITAP TIM?	 377	 VAPOR DELTA-: - 50 DO 0
SkAT AN - 0.00
	
WSD ASG - 0.00 Da
ET/P LW TII 16.9291 IS 43.0000 CM
ADS LIMOTS 16.9291 IS 43.0000 CM
COED LIOTH 6992913 I1176.0000 CM
	
ORIGINAL PA01:
TOTAL LU0111 103.1800 IN 2624000 Ctl	 OF POOR QUALITY
O.D.	 1.0000 IM	 208400 CM
WALL TSLSSS	 0.0300 IS	 0.0762 CM
GSOOTS WIDTH	 0.1003 IS	 002700 CM
3100TS SsIO'
	
0.0079 IS	 0.0200 CM
LAND W ID*-t1	 0.0079 IS	 0.0200 CM
26	 GSOOTIS (CLOSID) COVERED WITS 200 MTSS
MO LIMIT ZXCOUATZRLD AT ---•--------	 514 VATTS
------«---- TOTAL DELTA-T -	 6003 DSS
----------- TOTAL MASS	 -	 1.404 RO
WANT PulOSMANCI DITAILS '(T OR S) 7T
PS	 PI-A	 PA-C	 PC	 DTMIIS/CM2
9928.78	 8499.66	 0061089	 900397
TS	 TI-A	 TA-C	 TC	 DEG 0
378.877	 368463	 366.466	 371.468
&TAP TIMP	 COED TIMP	 DELTA-T
377	 37191?	 8982993




1429	 877	 447	 6967
DPTC	 DPLCG
-982	 3899
SOIIC LIMITSt	 STAP-	 790 ►DS-	 768 WATTS
G/A• S-	 &TAP	 COA D	 AXIAL	 WATTS/CM2
1	 0	 101
L R RlTN	 E A RETO	 L1: REY#	 C A HIT#	 C R RUN




ROOM TEMP. TOLUMS or HOT ILUiD CHARG & 614782 CM3
COLD FLUID CHARGE 107.824 GRAMS
70.3814 CM3
HEAT PIPE. (MESH) & 2 ElDCAPS 1373.82 GRAMS
DELTA-T 7ALDESt
LVAP WAIL	 LVAP LdG	 LTAP MESS	 LVAPORATIOY
.ti18994
	
•ZOJIO9E-02	 .350568E-02	 03004as	 DiG C
7LF0^. (E)	 VAPOR (A)	 VAPOR (C)
7.01489	 2.40698	 -4.9493
C01DS3SATIOH CORD HESH	 CORD Ld4	 CORD WALL
.12: 1..'78	 .6423391-0	 .500006E-03 	.151117	 DEG C
POWER OF
	
648 VATTS CAUSs'S ------------ ADb SOMIC LIMIT
LAS? lik.-LIMITED ?OWEA CALCULAI IO:I JAS iT ------------	 tA3 WAITS
----------•-- TOTAL DLLIA -T -	 7.13 D& C
------------- TOPAZ MASS	 -	 1.X-34 N
"7101 CONDITIORst	 121 2 P.N.	 3/29/79
FLUID - DOWT3IRN A 	 WALL ULTL-304SS
111? TRNP 362	 VAPOR Dl'LTA-T -
	
50	 DAD C
DRAT ANO • 0900	 N111 A" -	 0.00	 D'3
ORIGINAL. PAGE ISIT►P	 LZROTL
ADD	 LXIIOTI
16.0291 11	 43.9000 CA
16* 9291 IN	 43.0000 ON Of "OR QUALITY
COND	 LING If 60.2913 11
	
17tl.000O ON
TOTAL LZROTI 103.1500 IN
	
262.0000 ON
O.D. 100000 IN	 20 5400 ON
HALL TRINES 000300 IN
	
0.0762 ON
GROOVE WIDTI 0.1083 IN
	
O.?750 ON
OEOOTR UIIGHT 0.0217 11	 000500 ON
LAID MIDT11 000044 11
	
0.0112 CN
26	 3ROOTS3 ICLOSEDI COVERED MITI 700 USSR
IO LIMIT R1000ITIRYD AT -----	 a0 WATTS




WANT PI:IF03NAIC1 DETAILS IT OR 21 TT
PR PI-A	 PA-C	 PC DUSS/042
.5110611;+07 0511059Dr07	 601105e3+07	 .511056sw
*I TT-A	 TA-C	 TC DID C
3 ". 5 013".39134pi. 5 913 ". 59
IYLP TEN? COND TD1P
	 DELTA-T
352 34...773	 9.2..'"729
DPC- 3294 DPG- 0
	 DPC+DPG- 3294
	 DTNIS/CM2






SONIC LIMITS1 ITAP- 1450076	 ADB- Idl288	 /ATTS
WA' Sm ITJP	 COSD	 AXIAL WATTS/CM2
1	 0	 86
8 3 88Tv I A ,IT#	 LIG RAI#	 C A UT .Y C R RRM
S 797	 291	 797 1
90T FLUID CAA114I
	 12.0.205	 GRANS
ROOM TSMP. TOLPMI OP HOT TLUID CHAT41 	 112.551
	 CN3




 INESHI & 2 1XDCAPS 	 1406.ii	 ORj j
DELTA-T TALVESs
E71P 'PALL ivA:" LAG	 ::.AP ANSU	 i;VAPORATIOR
.3-br83 6.1:104	 . d4"6.3	 .100098 DFZ C




 .24:141 L-03	 .2141+.1 E-03
COYD S. ISATIO N CO'!:) VLSH
	 C .iD L 4	 C: -ID ;fLLL
. 2y 13n6 k7	 1.604C	 . 13207 G DEG C
^OYEa OF
	 7:i IXIT'S CAUL.-.3 ------------ C.;::LLrr.T LIX;Tv Dc'L ► 2 -V
:.AS"	 lU:,-L: x I'r!:D :O . F,:t CAL 0 ,L.1i :;l aA. : i ---°------- 570 %.1 'ITS
------------ rOTA L D::L iA- .^ n	 11.-Jz	 J:z C
------------ N':' 1..	 ".1J S	 0
r
RUN CONDITIONS1	 11180 A090 3/UM
PLUID • DOVIA	 M A	 WALL NATL-10469
STAP ?IMF •	 219	 VAPOR DELTA-? - 	 60	 DS C
BRAT AN •	 0+00	 tiTs AN -	 0.00	 Dm
ORIGIN
:TAP	 LUGTH	 16.9291 111	 43.0000 CN OF POOP,ADS	 1,1111211	 16.92511 Ix	 4300000 CM
CORD	 I= T1	 de.2913 IN	 17600000 CN
TOTAL LEIGTK	 103.1600 IH	 262.0000 CM
O.D.	 100000 IH	 206400 CM
WALL TRUSS	 0.0300 I1	 0.0762 CA
GROOVE WIDTH	 0.1083 11
	
0.2780 CH
GROOVE KNIGHT	 0.01517 I1	 000500 CM
LAND WIDTH	 000040 Is	 000120 CN
25	 GROOVES ICLPSIDI COTSM 'WITH 200 MESH
SO LIMIT 11COUITEEID AT	 --	 109 WATTS
------------ TOTAL DILIA-T •	 3000	 DJD C
-------»--- TOTAL MASS	 -	 10835 W
PAST PIRPORMAICI DETAILS IT OS II IT
PE	 PI-A	 PA-C	 PC OTS18 /CN2
3117862	 387638	 387603	 387479
TS	 TE-A	 1,-C	 TC DID 0
216.168	 2100149	 2100146	 `310.143
ETAP TIMP	 CORD TEMP	 DELTA-T
219	 2189448	 3084503
DPC- 7307	 DPG• 0	 DPC♦DPG- 7307	 DTIE3/CM2
DPVE	 DPLM	 DPVA	 DPLAG
24	 179	 20	 1200
DPTC	 DPLOJ
29	 736
SOIN LIMITSI	 STAPr	 14943	 ADb-	 16OU	 MATTS
Q/A'S-	 IVAP	 COND	 AXIAL WATTS/CM2
0	 0	 33




HOT nun CR+AIIE	 111.829	 GRAMS
i{OOM TFJIP- 70LON8 Of H02 PLAID CHARGE 	 104.709	 C93




HUT PIPS• (XZ531 6 2 F.IDCAPS	 1402- "35	 GPJMS
DELTA-T ViLUESt
;;VA2 .iLLL	 EVAP LJG	 SVAP :IaSB	 NVAPOF.ATIOM
.220311
	
2.24923	 -269d46	 -100098 DW C
VAPOR 11)
	
VAPOR	 (A)	 VAPOR ICI
-3240t"-02 	- 2J19dgl-02	 - 292989;`-02
COSJENSATION	 l:O,xD VISH	 CORD LdO	 CORD WALL
.264397t-Ul	 .dedS721-01	 -550474	 .669992E-01 DEG C
PC"t= OF	 51,.9 JATTS C1' SLR ------------ CAPILLA2I LINITP DPL > DPV
LAST ;i;X-LI l? 10 rNi—' l CA.LCULATIO:i Nis .5T ---------»- 583 IL'TTS
------------ :1TAL DL'LTA-T -	 11.4d	 JM G
----------- TOTAL ,CIASS	 1.,)Z9 rG
c.
RUN COMDI?1616i 4i 7 P.N.	 4/ 6#470
FLUID - RUDIDIUM WALL AATL-304SS
SWAP ?EMP 434	 VAPOR DELTA-T w	 60	 DNS C
G MAT ASO 0.00	 YTS ARG -	 0.00	 DO
SWAP	 LEIOTH 1690201 19 43.0000 CM
ADD	 LEIGTB 16.9201 It 4390000 CM
CORD LW TH 69.2913 It 176.0000 CM ORIGINAL PAGETOTAL LENTS 103.1500 11 262.0000 CM
OF POOR QJ"'
O.D. 100000 IR 206400 CN
/ALL TRUSS 0.0300 IM O.0?62 CM
GROOVE WIDTH 0910133 IM 0.2760 CM
3ROOT1 HEIGHT 0.00'? 9 IM 0.0200 CH
LARD YIDTB 0.0079 It 0.0200 CN
25	 GROOVES ( CLOSED) COWERED WITS 200 MUR
10 LIMIT ZSCOUMTERID AT »---»»---	 720 WATTS
t:
»---------- TOTAL DELTA-T -	 2.43	 DO C
---------- -- TOTAL MASS -	 10484 m
WAIT PIRFORMARCE DETAILS ( T Ol 11 TT
PA' PI-A PA-C PC DTRLS/CM2
31296.8 303? 0.4 30100.3 30716.1
TE Tl- 6 TA-C TC Dm C
432.861 431.242 430.762 4310849
EVAP TEMP CORD TEMP DELTA-T
434 431.67 2.42993
D?C- 18214 DPG- 0 DPC+DIG- IOL14 DTIES/CN2
DFTI DPLZ DPVA DPLAG
926 1196 269 9336
DPVC DPLCG
-615 4900
S01IC LIMIfS: XVAP- 2314	 ADH- 2631	 WATTS
,I/A'S- ITAP CORD AXIAL WATTS/CO2
2 0 142
S. P. RET# I A RZTm LIO RYE• C A RlTN C R RUO
21 3181 92 3163 6
dOT FLUID CHARGE 92.1796 GRAMS









Z7AP /ALL LVAP L:6 sVAP USA EVAFORATIOH
.J23831 .35261s-O:. .693373E-02 .300293 DIG C
►FOR	 (i) VAPOR	 (A) TAFOR (C)
1.61JI4 .•17:/736 -1.OSW
.JKaLI SAT 10d CO3D 4i;Sd COMD Loa :J.0 4"L
.0733t97 .14,cJ4L-OZ .c3b473L-03 .2021311 D.y:	 C
p0l&R OF	 d2C wITTS CAUSES ------------ CAPILLAnT iI;(ITt DPL > JPV
:..1ST .iJ`I-Ll,i T3D ?OiiER CALCULdTIOa Jai .1T ------------	 1313 WATTS
------------ iCTAL DELTA-'T -
	 Z.67 L:.: C
------------ so'TAL :LASS	 -	 1.-io4
KRUS COIDI?toss$ Its a A.N. 3/29/70
ILUID - aORIDION	 WALL NA?L-30US
SWAP ?SNP -	 377	 VAPOR DELTA-? -	 30	 Da4 0
6RAV AEG -	 0000	 910 ARG -	 0000	 DSO.
SVAP
	
LSIIOTS	 16.9201 IS 43.0000 CN
ADS
	
LSSO TS	 16.9201 11 4390000 ON
CORD	 LSYO?S	 69.2913 IN 176.0000 ON	 ORIGINAL PACE 19
TOTAL LWIM
	
103.1500 LK 262.0000 ON
	 OF POOR QUALITY
O.D.	 1.0000 111 295400 CN
WALL ?RUSS	 0.0100 IS 0.0254 ON
OR001S WIDTS	 0.1063 IN 0.2700 ON
Moll HRIOST	 000070 IS 0.0200 ON
LAID WIDTS	 0.0129 IS 090329 ON
26	 GROOVSS 01,03101 COVIIRSD WITS 200 USS
NO LINI? ERCOIIS?SRSD A? »---•-----+	 514 WATTS
•---•--+---• TOTAL DELTA-? -	 4056	 DSO C
---«------- TOTAL NA35 -	 00691 LO
WAIT P&MRX" C3 D=TAILS IT OR SI ?T
PR	 PI-A PA-C	 PC DTSSS/CN2
1001005	 8848.97 8496.41	 9239.51
?S	 TS-A TA-C	 TO Dm C





DPC- 19133	 DPG- 0 DPC+DPG- 19133	 DTISS/CN2
DPVS	 DPLE4 DPVA	 DPLAO
1170	 876 353	 6860
DPVC	 DPLOG
-746	 3697
SONIC LIMITS$	 EVAP- 867	 ADBn 	ar..	 WATTS
0/A'S-
	
EVAP COND	 AXIAL 4►TTS/CN2
1 0	 101
£ R REY#	 A A RETO LIO R1TN	 C A RZTo C S Rle'Tr
10	 2281 58	 2290 3
HOT PLUID CZA161 95.35	 ORANS
i^ OM TSNP- VOLUME Of HOT FLUID CHARGE	 h2. 56W	 CN3
COLD FLUID CRAM -l'	 110.102 3RAMS
719x683 CM3




IVAP Lda 3VAP MESH	 IVAPO U. TION
.201125	 .307981E-02	 - 3360221-02	 .5004d8 Deli C
1 1POR	 (E)	 VAPOR	 (A) VAPOR (C)
5.62695	 1.3254+1 -3.77051
COND0SATION	 CON7 'ASSH COLD L,4	 COAD WILL
.122278	 .810205L-OS	 -601:49L-03	 .49::9839£-01 DAi C
?OiiER OF	 710 UATTS CAUS£., ------------ -tD5 SONIC LIAIT
LAST %103-LIMITiD POW i CALCULATI33 ''dAS AP ------------ 	 ? 95 WATTS
------------ TOTAL DELTA-T -
	 6.12 Dia C
------------ i'CT-1:. MAZ3	 b. r91 :G
COSDI110131 48 14 re 160 4/ 0/79
'ID  a DOW TN ItM A	 VA" UTL-M" s
P TRIP	 302	 VANN DELTA-? n 	 60	 DJ3 C
V ANO .	 0.00	 WTO AEO a	 0.00	 DID
P	 .	 .TH	 16.9291 U 63.0000 CM
LMTH	 16.9291 IM 63.0000 CM toD	 LIRO?H	 69.2913 Is 17690000 CN
'AL LENGTH	 103.1000 IM 262.0000 CM of
100000 Is 2.0600 CM
L TRUSS000100 IN 0.0266 CM
OTE WIDTH	 0.1063 IH 002700 CM
OVI RE132?
	
0.0217 It 0.0000 CM
D WIDTH	 080096 11 0.0260 CM
OROOVIS ( CLOSED) COTEIID WITH 200 Miss
LIMI? ISCOON ?IEID A? ---------•••	 NO WATTS
--------- TOTAL DELTA-? =	 0*72	 DM C
-..	 --- TOTAL MASS -	 0.777 m
T PIRFOBMANCE DETAILS IT OR Al ?T
PE-A PA-C	 PC DIMES/CN2
338741+07	 -6338721+07 .033878407	 .833860M7
?I-A ?A-C	 TC DES C
7.403	 347.402 367.402	 367.402
P TIM?	 CORD ? HIP DELTA-T
2	 346.27b 0.72480
- 3206	 DPO- 0 DPC+DPO- 3206	 DTRIS/CM2




IC LIMITS&	 IVA?- L7Ob27	 ►DBw 2ObW9	 WATTS
' S-	 ITAP	 CORD AXIAL WATTS/CM2
1	 0 86
Me	 I A BET#	 LIO M# C A RITM C R RIT#
764
	 297 764 1
FLUID CHARGE 123.66	 GRAMS
I TEMP. VOLUKE OF dOT FLUID CRAMS 116.787	 CM3
) YLUID CHARGE	 142.992	 41UNS
133.d8d	 CM3
P!	 (MESH) s 2 MDCAPS	 034.002 G%ANS
PA-T VALUESi
^ 9
TALL	 EVAP Li.O	 MP M-03 EVAPORATION
1 53zd	 3.70969	 -611678 .100099 D1G C
M (z)
	
VAPOR	 (A)	 VAPOR (C)
1.4281E-OJ	 .2491415-03	 0
)aSATIOA	 C0.0 AM!	 COND L:.G COAD PALL
t45J7 z-J1
	
•149bbz	 . 909027 ... SOIZ14-01 DBG C
.1% OF
	
oO 1.1T'fS	 .ACSiS ------------ Cd"tLLa:.i Li4IT9 D'rL P DP7





RIM CONDI?10131	 4840 A.M. 3/30/76
FLUID - Dov?zs u1 A	 HALL NATW0483
SUP TRIP -	 210	 VAPOR DELTA- T -	 60	 1111 C
GIAT An -	 0.00	 W?G AN -	 06 O Da
ETA► 	 LlIIGTN	 1600201 IN	 4300000 CM ORIGINAL. r: ^:.. t;;
ADD	 UNTS	 16.0201 12	 43.0000 CM OF P00 8k QUALWYCOND1,20TN	 60.2913 II	 176.0000 CM
TOTAL LIIGTI	 103.1600 19	 262.0000 CM
O.D•	 100000 a	 206400 CN
WALL TRUSS	 0.0100 IN	 0.0264 CM




010011 11IGI?	 090217 IN
	
0.0060 CN
LAND YID?.^.	 0.0004 IN	 0.0240 CM
26	 GROOT8I ICLOSIDI COVIIiD 111?I 200 M111
NO LINIT OCOUIT118D AT	 160 WA?!1
----	 TOTAL DUU-T -	 2.40	 Dili C
wwwww TOTAL MASS	 -	 00777 Its
WAN? PIRFORMANCI DITAILS IT OR NI TY
P1	 PI-A	 PA-C	 PC OTISS/CM2
`	 306240	 396210
	 396104	 306170
TI	 T!'r-A	 L-C	 TC DM 0
217009	 217.006	 217.003	 217.001
I 	 ITAP ?DIP	 COND TIMP	 DELTA-?
210	 216.514
	 2.48647
D°C- 7280	 DPG- 0	 DPC+DPG- 7280
	 Dr.1 ZS/ CM2
DPTS	 DPLZ	 DPTA	 DPLAG






	 ADB-	 143736	 IATTS
1/A'S-	 IVAP	 CORD	 AXIAL WAT?S/CM2
0	 0	 33
9R3ST#	 I A R918	 LIOUT O 	CARSTN CRRTTa
2	 3013	 36	 308 0
HOT FLUID CHAFZZ	 121.123	 GRAMS
ROOK :I11P. VOLUME OF HOT FLUID CHARGE	 113.411	 CM3
COLD FLUID CHARGE	 142.992	 GRAMS
133.4388	 CM3
3SAT PIPE • (KZSN) w 2 ADCAPS	 634.002	 GRAMS
DELTA-T VALUISi
;VA: TALL







VAPOR IEl	 VAPOR (Al	 VAPOR ICl
-L77718-02	 .24,:141::-02	 .2441418-02
COSDFASATION	 CORD MESH
	 CO3D LZ	 CORD 'BALL
.2445573-01	 .6331765-01
	 ..'81132	 -13201378-01 DEG C
POVSR OF	 713 4 ATTS CAUSES ----------» CAP?LL1RT LIMIT+ DPL > D?V
LA&P .i0a-.IHI" D KIWiR CALCULATION W.16 &T ------------ 710 YAT?S
-»--------- "OPAL DELTA -T -	 10.06	 D"G C
»-»------- TOTAL HAAS	 n	 0.777 SG
lug CONDITION /8 12158 r.K• 3/27/70
11,0111 - NEECOET	 WALL KATL-3040§
STAY TENT •	 434	 VAPOE DELTA-T •	 50	 010 C
OEA/ VO •	 0.00	 IITG AN •	 0.00	 DIID
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
ETAr	 LE10T6	 1x02'01 u 4390000 ON OF POOR QUALITYADD
	 LBUT2	 16.0201 11 43.0000 CK
COED	 I= TE	 60.2013 13 176.0000 ON
TOTAL LM TR	 103.1600 It 262.0000 ON
O.D.	 0.3?50 a 0.0524 ON
WALL TKUSS	 0.0030 IN 0.0100 CK
OROOTEWIDT3	 0.0787 Ill 0.2000 CK
GROOVE HEIGHT	 0.0070 It 0.0200 ON
LAND MIDTA	 0,10502 Is 001504 CK
8	 OEOO VES 101,092111 COVEW VITA 200 NESS
RO LIMIT ASCOOETEBED AT •---------•	 720 WATTS
----•------- TOTAL DELTA-T -	 MR	 DID 0
---•-------- TOTAL MASS -	 00449 to
WART PERFORMANCE DETAILS (T OE MI IT
PE	 pl-A rMC	 PC DTIES /CK2
.-58681385+0?	 .386703E+07 - 396601E+07	 - 396671+07
TL	 11-A TA-C	 TO DEG C
431.868	 431.830 43142	 4319833
17AP TEMP	 CORD ?IMP DELTA-?
434	 431.311 2-d88?2
DPC- 114106	 DPG- 0 DPC+DPG- 114106	 DrISS/CA2
DPVE	 DPLD3 DPVA	 DPLAO
1547	 4864 1007	 61,200
DPVC	 DPLCG
-692	 28057
SONIC LIMITSi	 EVAP- 20097	 ADS•	 24059	 UATT3




	 F, I RSTs LI9 RETN	 C A Rl?M C 3 3ETrl
13	 5074 330
	 5074 3
HOT TiLUID CW..GE 281.1391
	
GRAMS
BOOM TEMP- VOLUME OF HOT FLUID CHARGS	 20.8096	 CM3
COLD FLUID CHARGE	 290.48 GRAMS
21.444 CK3
H J7 PIPE• (MESH) a 2 JUDCAPS 158.896	 GRAMS
DELTA—T TAL'USSs
37AP (WALL	 &TAP LcLO i,7,1P ATEA	 3TAPORATI31
-%84282	 .732296 1.01444	 .100098 DEG C
VAPOR	 (E)	 7APOR (A) VS:OR (C)
.290527E-01
	
-192871E-01 - - 1293J5F.-01
CO3=15ATION
	 CORD MESH COND LZ	 CO3D WALL
.29-a9: 1-01
	
.24e3109 - 17915v	 - 6958141-01 DEG C
POWE1 0:	 935 '41 ,1, TS CAUS:S ------------ CAPILLARY LIAITr LFL > DPV
LAST :iO:i •Li:{IT::D °OW3?t CILC:*LATIOS :JAS Al ------------ 930 WATTS
------------ ':0TIL D:.LTS-T 3.44
	
DELI C





RUf! COIDITIOMat	 10141 A.M. 3/30/70
PLOID - MiRCURT	 WALL MATL-30406
FTAP TINT •	 352	 VAPOR DILTA-T -	 00	 DA C
GRAY AN •	 0.00	 WIG W -	 0000	 620 ORIGINAL PAGE 13
IVA?	 I= T2	 16.9201 12	 4390000 CM OF POOR QUALITY
ADS	 LFRSO TZ	 1669291 0	 45.0000 CM
CORD
	
L=T2	 606'2913 12	 176.0000 CM
TOTAL I= T2	 1039'1600 12	 262.0000 CM
O.D.	 0.3760 0	 0.9620 CM
WALL fmaO	 000039 0	 0.0100 on
ORoor2 vim	 0.07V 12	 0:2000 ON
GROOVE III01t
	
000079 1z	 0:0200 CM
LAID WIDTH
	
0.0002 11	 0:1006 CM Ji
A 0Roova 10LOR1D1 Covun WITf zoo ME
so Lill? INCOMT211D AT	 -----	 60 WATER
-----------^ TOW- ,;aLTA-T -	 less	 Dw 0
-------- TOTAL mat	 -	 0060 W
WART PRA]ORMA202 DETAILS IT OR II ?T
PI	 P1-A	 PA-C	 PC D?1184112
i .1169022+07	 .110r6Qk07	 .1160381+07	 .11mlZw
TI	 T1-A	 TA-0	 T'0 Ono
300.006	 360.4f► 	 350.330	 360930
B7AP TRIP
	 CORD ?w	 DILlk-T
I
382	 300.023	 1097729
` DPC- 120072	 DPO- 0	 DPC+DFG- 120072	 DT122/CM2
DPR	 Dnm	 DPTA	 DPLAO





302IC LIMITS$	 IVAN	 6206	 AD9m 	7012	 WATT$
j
0/11 .1 --	 IVA?	 Cox:)	 AXIAL 'WATTS/CM2
3	 0	 617
E P 1ETN	 I A REIN	 LIO RFT N 	 C A Ruo C R RIIN
9	 3479	 187	 3480 2
I 30T FLUID CaA;al	 2821930	 GRAMS
ROOK rSXP. TOLUMZ OP HOT FLUID C13A
	
I	 2098796	 CM3










SVA-° LZ	 LVAP mssa
	 TiA?ORATIOU
-13410.1	 --172935	 .664618	 0100098 DID C
6 7:.70:	 lE)
	
VLFOR (A)	 VA?OP.	 IGJ
' .1506:8	 .10::539	 -.336314E-01
CC:iJmi i IT'.O:I 	 COi:D XLS3	 Cw,;) 1.4	 CIND W&L:,
k - £94357E-01	 .150059	 .115682	 .4608468-Ol :)m C,
,,	 c r'PCI:::a >T
	
'.)-)5 kAr.S CAU..... ----------- ^.,PILWRT LI1IITr D°L i L?s
iVLt;:3 CALC ULA11Jti WI S. At' •----------- ;00 %.IrT:'
------•----- iJ:.!L GaLrL-T - 	 S.ri3	 i:z C s
------------	 r:.:, .usz	 o.1,.9 sG s
RUN COADIT1083i 1113 P.N. 3127/79
ILUID - KAMIT	 WALL MAT1^10"S
IT&F TRIP -	 :'P7	 VAPOR DIiLTA-T -	 60 DAD c
G RAV AN - 	 0000	 WIG ANS -	 0. 00	 DM
ITAP	 L= TA	 16* 9291 IN 4330000 ON
ADD
	
Lm TA	 16.9291 W 4300000 ON t3WUNAL PAGE iS
COLD	 L=T8	 tl04913 IN 176. 0000 ON OF Poo q QUALITYTOTAL LING TN 	 10391600 IY 262.0000 CM
O.D.	 0.3780 IA 009524 ON
WALL TAIN39	 0.0039 IN 000100 ON
GROOTI VID?H	 0.0767 IZ 002000 OK
MOTS UIGA?	 00'0079 u 000200 cN
LAND WIDTH	 0:0892 IN 0. lea ON
8 OROOTIS ICL011DI OOTIM VITA 200 USA
10 LIMIT ZICOURTDADD AT - 266 VA?:S
-------»--- TOTAL DELTA-1 -	 2.08	 DDb 0
------• TOTAL US$ -	 0.•49 HG
WANT PInfiRNANCI MAILS (T ON U IT
PD	 FZ-A PA-C to DTAIS/CN2
269610	 265701 25372B 263630
TI	 TI-A TA-C TO DID C
2760066	 276.642 276.160 276.16
IVA? ?IMP	 COND TNMP DELTA-T
277	 274.921 200791
DPC- 127000	 DPG- 0 DPC+DPG- 11x000 DTMIS/C1142
DPVI	 DPLID DPTA DPLAG
2909	 2703 1971 20211
DPVC	 DPLCG
98	 11077
SONIC LIMI?St	 ITAP- 1500	 AD9w 	16113	 VAIPS
0/A'S-	 ETLP COED AZIAL V&TTS/CM2
2 0 370
S R RIT#	 S A REV# LIO BIT# C A REV # C R RZT#
6	 2436 108 2441 1
80T FLUID CHARGE 284.166	 GRAMS
ROOM TEK?o VOLUME Of HOT FLUID CHARGE	 20.0779	 CA3
COLD BLUID CHARGE 	290.43 G*'4MS
21.444 CM3
R::AT PIPE. (MESH) a 2 ODCA ?S	 168 . 3116	 0=4S
DL'LTA-T 7LLUESt
E76? BALL	 370 LdG L14P RESt1 ITAPORATI01
.1101. 1	 .300557 .4180013 .100088 DEG C
TS?OR (8)
	 virol (A) TL?oR (C)
.823920	 .373779 .1355472-01
CUILDESSATIJ:I	 CURD AESH CON 	 L,.G CO'AD 'JAL:,
.: Y	 °)L-01	 •1017(11 . 735424E-01 .:6t3l71.:-Ol Dm C
POJEr Of	 31U 4ATTS CAUSIS ------------ CL?ILLART LlAlTo 7?L > D?
:A9" ..03-1131r s"'	 C.iLCULATIJi J	 -^r
------------ "C rAL L: L "A-T =	 3.37 D.:. C
------------ :07 .;L tL:.S	 -	 ). •.. f ..G
k^.aRl'1 COIDITIOISs	 2867 P•N• 3/R7/79
nup • DOYTIXT'.N A	 VALL KATL-30465
SUP T1tiRFr •	 352	 VAPOR DsLTA•T -	 50	 an C
0 RAT An -	 0.00	 W10 1110 •	 0.00	 Dw
ORIGINAL PAGE IS11"LEWIS	 ld•9291 IS	 43.0000 OM
Of POOR QUALITYADS	 LUG ?I	 16.0291 IS	 43.0000 CM
COND	 1,11012	 119.2913 IN
	
176.0000 CN




WALL TRUSS	 00*0060 11	 0.0121 ON
01100Vj vim	 0;1069 II	 0.2760 CN
0205 19	 0.0760 CNGROOTI RII01T	 0.
40LAID vim0.00	 0.0;16 CML1
12	 011oo m ICLOSSDI COMM VITA 200 Mill
10 LINIT u0001i 'TZRZD AT -------+--•	 'LA!" WATTS
--+- ------- 'DOTAL DILTA-T •	 15006	 DID
----------- TOTAL MASS	 n 	 0j306 12
VAYT PIRIORNAlca DITAILS IT OR 11 IT
P1	 PI-A	 PA-0	 to DT113,40ma
•N48161+0?	 .NNN6i+0'1	 •4?N6Oii^0?	 . NNdIi+OT'
TI	 TI-A	 TA-0	 To DID C
330.0.16	 339.031	 3309910	 339.919
IVA? ?IMP	 COX D T 	 DILTA-T
362	 336.980	 16.0406
DPOn 3430	 DPG= 0	 DPC+DPG- 3439	 DTRIS/0N.2






SORIC LINITSi	 TTAP-	 32664	 ADD-	 39214	 WATTS
^3 A' $- 	 SVAP	 CORD	 AXIAL WATTS/CM2
2	 0	 347
5 R RiT*
	 R l m$	 LIO REY #	 C A USTO C H AITN
3	 ld5d	 552
	 1656 1
ROT FLUID CAA.V T	 66.0229	 GRAMS
ROOM TSKP- VOLUMZ OP 30? FLUID CHARGE
	
61.8192	 CK3
COLD nv:D COARGE	 O6-3d28GRATIS
ao.edu	 CM3




^"iIP L.3	 3VAP NiS.{	 iYAFO%AlIud
. 175J::E!	 10.4x3	 1.33C)ISI	 - luuu9a DQ C
,10OR (3)
	
Vd?UA	 (A)	 7APOR (C)
. is 34:1,5E-02	 .Z!J?Z.'!-02	 .732422.s-03
C01I.:riS..::C3	 COID .t.:Sid	 C;;UD L-0	 CO3D ;:ALL
.::•;,c571-01
	
.3:.6322	 :.ej 392	 .--3.5123Z-01 Dm C
?0'::R 01	 519 7ATTS CAU3LS ------------ -?ILLAhT L14IT9 D:• L w L7T
^ r	 p	 n	
------------
C	 .,.LA.IJ.i	 td	 I ' : 510 VA'IT ZC
-----•-----	 ::	 .^I, i ::I.:.'1- i -	 17.42	 D.P.
------------ :DIAL	 -	 ^- 0s cx
a
i
ROE 0099I1101181	 1143 Me	 3/27/79	 07
noia, - DOMTEEu A	 HALL "TL-304i,
ITAP 1W - 3V	 VAPOR DELTA-T - 50	 On 0)UT AN - 0.00	 Mils AND -	 0.00	 DEG
IVA?	 LM tII 10.9891 13 4300000 CA
AD,	 LM U 10.9291 U 6390000 CM
COED	 LSMOTS 6092913 IS 17460000 CM
TOTAL LERG?E 103.1000 1S 26200000 CM
00 Do 000000 IY 1.3700 ON
MALL "US11 0:0000 in 04127 CN
GROOVE WIDTS 001093 a 0.1750 Cif
GROOVE SEIom?	 0:0106 13 000660 cm
LARD WIDTE NOW iE Notes cm
11	 GROO ►E, IOf48ZD1 COVERED 11I 0.11 200 NEY
ORMINAa_ t c	 e
OF POOR
NO 1,I911 ESCOGETEIED AT
	
373 WATTS
-	 -- TOTAL DELTA•T - 10973 DM 0
-	 ----^ TOTAL MASI	 -	 0:294 to
MAST PERIORNASCE DITAIL, IT OE AI TT
PE PE-A PA-0 PC
.3320913#07 .331045E+07 .3320475+07 .332037E+07
TE TE-A TA-C t0
314494 310.346 316.368 319.394
ITAP TEND COED TEN? DELTA-T
327 316.27 10.7302
DPC- 4112 D70- 0 DPC+90.0- 412 MIS/02
DPT3 DPLM DPVA DPLAG
283 274 160 1722
DP7C DPLCO
103 1126
SOUIC LIHITS1 EVAP& 24880	 ADAw 29626	 WATTS
C/A'S- ITAP CORD AXM
2 J 294
E R W I A INTO LI0 RbTM C A 8L'YO
4 1972 406 1372
110T .FLUID CBA,'AZ 60.241`L'. GRAVID
ROOM TLIP. VOLUME OF 101 FLUID CSARGE	 36.4103 C33
COLD PLUID CSAME 7194413 GRAMS
MUDS CM3
H?A? PIPE, (MU) & 2 Et1DCAPS 216463 GRAMS
D}ZTA-T VALUES 1









%110R 11)	 V..FO.t Ii)
.3371051-02	 .2929b9F-Ca
CC'IDLIASA 1 10%	 CUD '4223
.2198.`.7 :-01	 .27 a3w1
7.:POR ( c )
.133:;13902
COZID WALL
1.^7523	 .372896E-01 DW C
2n`t?!I Oi	 121 44 1 13 CALZZS ------------ JAPILL.IR 1.131Tt DPL a, DPV
LA3 3GN-L::%!::D	 CA 3C-LiXIO :! WAS IT -----•-----	 420 '.rs2?S
------------ CO'.'d:, 46455
	 -	 U. a 1 :.G
1-1 1 'L, ..
iam CONDITIOSSI 	 2131 P.N.	 3/27/70	 ► f
TLUID • DOWTSSSN A	 WALL NAVL•304S3
ZTA? UMP •	 302	 VAPOR DSLTA-? •	 60	 DOI C
SPAT AN •	 0900	 YTS AXIS •	 0000	 Dig
ZTAP	 LMTK	 10.9201 IN	 43.0000 ON
ORADD	 LaoTS	 16.9291 U	 43.0000 ON ;GINA LCOND	 LMTS	 40.2013 12	 17 j.0000 ON Of p^QTOTAL LMTS	 103.1800 IN	 262.0000 ON 3	 ^c' - •,:.!''° r
O.D.	 008000 a	 1.3700 ON
WALL TSZSSS	 00*0060 IS	 09, 0127 ON
(ROOT! WIDTS	 0.10113 11	 0.2780 ON
3 ROOTS SSI(S?	 Co OZ36 IS	 0.0600 ON
LAUD VID?S	 090076 IS	 0.0194 ON
12	 aROOTSS mount COTSSSD WITS 200 Km
90 L!NI! SCOOSTZ8ZD a
	
316 WATTS
--------- TOTAL DELTA-T •	 0.30	 DST C
^--- TOTAL MIS=	 •	 O.ai 0
I
WANT PSR7'ORK"CS DETAILS IT 08 Si IT
PZ	 PS-A	 PA-C	 PC D	 U**CN2
022287X11+07 	 +222WI44J	 92228219+07	 .2:2804Z+07
TS	 TS-A	 TA-0	 TO DID C
206#287	 298.279	 208474
	 2089271




	 DT- 0	 DPC+DPO• 034
	 MSS/CN2






SONIC LIXITS1	 ZTAP•	 17710	 ADX1r 	20631	 WATTS
J/A • 5-	 DTA?	 CORD	 AXIAL WATTS/CN2
1	 0	 24t1
L F. 13TIV	 :: A 11TO	 LIB RZT # 	C 1 RZT0 C a A17. 0
'	 3	 1131	 :33	 1161 0
30T FLUID CHb.-DE	 87.1 18
	
(RAMS
BOON TEMP. TOLUN Z
 OY JO? M,UID Cums 83.79f.8 CN3
COLD 1LUID CEAD(Z 72.9800 (RAKS
68:3341 CN:
SEAT PIPlt IKESS) do 2 Xi1DCLPS 214 .816 (RAMS
DLLTA-T 1LLUISt
E7L? WALL 11AP LXR ETi? XzS3 STAP03AM)d
.130209 8.52068 .x162:60 .1OL098	 Do C
vao.lt l2.) 7b20; IA) VAPOR IC)
.7868382-02 -4Sd281E-02 .;,66211Fi-02
ZM iS/.IO:! CO3 1) ASS3 ^O:1D r z COED 'TALL
.214537Z-01 6238263 1.38508 .0.'20:3	 Dm C
Mi3R OS	 375 'JATTS CAt)SS5 ------------ CAPILL12Y LINITo DPL > J?T
LLST JOE-L:;IITlD I-OVER CLLCULATIOY .AS A^ ------------
	 370 JAM
----------- TOTAL D MA- i •
	 9.32 D.w C
--	 TOT'.L AASS
	 •	 0.2dt1 3C
201 OOIDITIoI41	 2120 ?*M6	 3/!7/PO
ntttD - Downum A	 VUL MA1I0-300 8
ITAP TAMP • I"	 TAPOI DUTA-1 • 50	 DID 0
OUT AN • 0000	 VIO M -	 0.00 an
ITAP L=T! 1660MI IN
10:0201 0
03.0000 CM ORIGINAL PAGE IS)03:0000 CMas	 LAnn
COID L=11 4062013 n 174.o000 ON	 OF POOP OWALITY
TOTAL L=11 103.1800 Il 26260000 ON
O.D. O.Q000 u 1627o0 ci
VALL TAIIIS 0:0080 u 0:0127 ON
OIOOR vim 0 . 1003 2 0.2740 am
g oo"IstOAl	 O.ou7 II O:o680 ON
LAID vim 06 0047 tI 0.0520 ON
!.2	 0200TAI (OLOsul COTnsD VIU 200 USA
10 LIMIT I2000TBA D AT --r-------	 220 VAITS




VAIT FUIORMAACI DATAILB IT 01 I ► TY
PE n-A PA-0	 Pa .AIrnAmn
61300135607 .1306402+07 .130403 sw
	 . 2304061+07
rz Ts-A TA-0	 TC D9 0
271661 271.700 271.701
	 2716740
ITAP ?AMT CORD TAK? DILTA-T
277 870.811 6.04177
DPC- 8868 D?G- 0 DPC+D10- 8600	 mn/CM2





SONIC LIMITS. ITAP- 11918	 AD 3 w	 13776	 VAT?S
U/i' S• IVA? CO34)	 AXIAL 4ATTS/CM2
1 0	 208
3 R RET9 I L UT LIO lZY#	 C A DITO C R IITO
13 UFS 1!#0
	 8E.3 0
UOT ?LUID CJAF4E 8661152	 GUMS
40:1 ?MP. TOLUt1E Of HOT nUID CHA '3I	 519606	 CH3
COLD lLUID CRAW"	 6868201 ORLYS
%O'Is76 CM3
H::A^. 	 (US :I) 6 2 7ADCAPS 2126!!37	 CRAMS
DI.LTA-T VALUZSs
i.A? IALL L73P L.4 EV4? H SH
	
SYAPORATI03
._1132:3 1.18533 .31.".347	 .100098 DID C
'tPhR
	
IE) Wal (A) 700R (0)
:09a0l;-J1 .7fl 683CZ-02 . '^;342ZZ-02
;J:1D:;;:3A'fIO21 :OJD 3:133 '010 L.`G	 CON 	 GALL
.: 2-15 47 :-ul .13867 1.02143	 "73363E -01 DW C
.;'1L3 Oi	 L10 11:'!S C,.JSES ----------- C:.'ILLAAT LZ%)I'T9 DPL s DPY
i0i- ::!I: :i :^ttD	 si,C'L.►PIJi Jb5 LT --- ------	 305 WATTS
------•----- "U:'G' DZL:'i-T - 	 7.43 D -Z C
0 
109 CONDITIONS8	 22:12 P.N.	 3/27/79	 20
fl,OID • DOWTBZU A	 WALL RATL• 30459
SUP T&MP •	 262	 VAPOR DELTA-1 •	 60	 DJD C






1609291 Is	 4:. 0000 ON	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS





TOTAL LJWT9	 103:1600 12	 262:0000 ON
O.D.	 0.6000 3	 1.2700 CM
WALL TRUSS	 0.0060 IM	 0.0127 CM
6ROOT8 /IDTB	 0.1083 11	 002760 CM
GSOOTD iiBIGHT	 090197 IN	 0:0600 CM
LARD WIDTH	 0.0097 11	 0.0247 CM
12	 6a00TSs
 iCLOSBD) co7n= PITH 200 xm
SO LIMIT 110008T8Rn AT	 --	 219 WATTS
-	 ------ TOTAL DATA-T • 	 4*08	 Da 0
--M -------- TOTAL MASS	 •	 0:276 0
WART P>cMRMABC>i DBTAILS IT OR 8) 4T
P&	 PI-A
	 PA,-0	 PC	 D$8S/=
837793	 837468	 837235	 83am
TS	 TZ-A
	 24-0	 TO	 Ds C
246.036	 2469017	 269.004	 20489
&TAP TAMP	 OOJID TRIP
	 DELTA-T
262	 20.010	 4696198
DPC- 6311	 DP6. 0	 DPC+DPO- 6311
	 DTBSS/ O)4?






SONIC LIHI?3:	 31AP•	 7617	 ADDw	 8733	 WATTS
1/1's-	 E7AP	 COND	 AXIAL
	 WATTS/CM2
1	 0	 172
E R AITO	 E A BST#	 LIO R3Tn	 C A 31TN	 C 8 =-a
2	 806	 131
	 806	 0
SOT PLAID CRATl I	 62613281	 GRAMS
ROOM T=MP. TOLD'K& OF HOT TLOID CHANS
	
49.1836	 CH3
COLD num CHADGZ	 66*0596 GRAMS
39:9806	 C113
BRAT PIPE* (HE H) 4 2 ERDCAPS 	 209.831
	 07AMS
DELTA-T VALUES:




	 .100090	 DBG C




CO21D251.:IO'.0	 C010 '!E:3	 COAD L.D	 CO:IJ WALL
. 240b7 r -01
	
..136508	 -767! f,	 . ?.30995 •-r-01	 ULG C





--«---^-••- TOTAL DLL" A-. -	 3-4L.
	 :r i




Us CONDI'PIONBl	 21 4 bne	 3/27/70
JLUID a DOVTBERM A	 VALE MATLo*30438
EYAP TSMF a 219	 VAPOR DELTA-T •	 50	 DIS 0
GAT As 0.00	 VIC AN4 •	 0.00	 Dm
ETAP	 LEMGTB 1490291 IS 43.0000 CM
AN	 LAWT1 16:9291 IR 43:0000 CM ORIGINAL 'AGE IS
COU D LW4T3 49:2913 IR 17600000 CM OF pppR QUALITYTOTAL LENOTR 103.1500 IN 262:0000 OM
O.D. 008000 LE 1-2700 CM
TALL TRUSS 0:0080 IS 0:0127 CM
0 S00 TE vim O: 40193 2 0:780 CN
GROOTE BEIOII? 0.0497 IE 0:0800 CM
LAND VIM 0:0097 Is 0:02U7 ON
12	 GROOTs3 (OLOSED) OOTERSD NI?B 200 NUB
uo LIMIT mcOOs TnID At 169 VAT"
---------••- TOTAL DSL•IA-? a	 4005	 DE4 C
------------ TOTAL MASS -	 0:274 m
V"? PER7ORMA[CE DETAILS 17 OR R) 7T




?E TI-A TA-C	 to D7 0
215.845 215.805 216*771	 218.724
ETAP TEMP COND TEMP DELTA-?
219 214.952 4604820
DPOm 7317 DPO- 0 DPC+DPG- 7317	 MSG/CM2






30ILC LIMITSi EVAN 3713	 ADDm	 4207	 MA?TS
0/A'S- ETA? CORD	 AXIAL rA?TS/CM2
0 0	 133
3 R RETM E A RL'T8 LIO RITM	 C A REir C R Iwo
2 643 76	 643 0
ROT FLUID CHAZ Z 53.9219	 GRAMS
ROOM TEMP- VOLUME 07 ROT BLDID CHARDS	 50:4837	 CM3
COLD PLOID CRAMS	 64.0596 CRAMS
89:1808 CM3




M? "ALL EVAP LZ -TAP :ISSN	 EVAPORATION
.7462412-01 2.44127 -53893	 0100093 DW C
VA20!1 l^0 11POR	 (A) WOR (C)
.3907123-01  .3417.'.13 8-0:	 .4683093-01
COID NSATION CORD MESA: CORD LZC
	
CORD :TALL
.241537M-01 -131746 .307897	 -018292 DIG C
Pf:'lzn OF	 220 WATTS 01US3S ------------ CAPILLA.PT
 LIXITr DPL > DPV
i3oT t;q3-LialT^D P01--2 CJLCUIlTi.11 Ill.' Lr --•---------	 215 JATTS
------------ .OTLL D:;L"_'A-P -	 , .12 DEv C
_^	 ---- nT.'L `SASS	 IN	 v.
24
RUN COADITION t o 9130 A0)10 3/30/70
1'LUID - NIRCURT WALL RATL-30453
CTAP TINP - 434	 TAPOR DELTA-T -	 40	 Dr, C
0 RAT ANO - 0 * 00	 1110 ANO -	 0.00	 DX
ITAF	 LnlTA 10* 0291 13 43 .0000 ON ORIGINAL PAGE IS
AN	 LR&0 is 10.0291 IC 43.0000 CN OF POOR QUALITY0010	 LNNOTN 0902913 11 176.0000 CM
TOTAL LRNO TH 10301800 11 202.0000 CN
O.D. 002600 IN 0.6360 CN
WALL Tl9XS3 0 : 0023 IN 0.0064 CM
OROOT& 1IDTN 0.1083 IN 0027010 CN
OROOTO 1110ST 0. OTO LA 000200 CH
LAND WIDTH 000336 IN 0.0900 CM
8	 31tOOT013 1CLOSZD) COTUND WITIi 200 NtSN
NO LINT? SCONTRAI,D AT •----------- 	 720 WATTS
------------ TOTAL DELTA-T •	 4.13	 Da 0
----------- 'DOTAL US$ •	 00290 [0
WANT PERlORNASCZ DETAILS IT OR NI TT
PFi	 PI-A PA-C PC DTN16/CV2
.3818e111D+m 	036070314,07 .37992"4-07 03803066+07
?S	 ?Z-A TA-C ?C DW C
4300645	 430.712 4300864 430.637
ITAP TRIP	 COND ?INP DELTA-T
434	 A290872 4012042
DPC- 114169	 DPG- 0 DPC+DPO- 114189 DTNIS/C92
DPTS	 OPLSC DPTA DPW






	 ADD-	 10069	 WATTS
3/A' S-	 SUP 4'OXD AXIAL IATTS/CN2
8 2 2273
S I RL'TO	 S a rry # LI3 R1TM C A RIT ♦ C A PET*
13	 7785 1393 7787 3
HOT FLUID CSA ,31: 206006d	 GP.AHS
nOOH TSNP- COLUNE OF HOT FLUID CUM 	 18.2117 CX3
COLD FLU:D C1IAMS 2130035 GRANS
1507268 CN3




STA? L#4	 S7A? AZSH	 ETAPURATIO9
* '?0616	 1.49874	 1.334d7	 .100098	 D1x C
VA20R (::)
	
T1. 10'3 (A)	 70FOR 1C
.103:318	 .147::1'?	 - .72500 Z-G 1
CJ::DuSAP!J:t	 .1r.:tD )GSH	 CJYD :..i3	 COID BALL
.. s+1^S71 .O1	 dUC ld	 ".939232	 .6+6.34331-01
	
D13
'Oaf° C 1	 5 4ATTS CAUSc"S ------------ CAPILLA-;,' L13IP0 DPL > 1 V




..----------- "O..1L ?$v	 -	 JO &G
,,	
0000
RON cOIDI?IOIS$	 of" L.K. 3/30/79
nup n mucuRy	 WALL "?L-30453
STAP TIMP -	 402	 TANA D&ITA-T n 	 60	 DIG C
0 PAT AN n 	 0.00	 V70 ARG n 	 0,00	 DEC
IVA?
	 LENTS	 16@9291 19	 43* 0000 ON PAGF- ISas	 LRIGTR	 momi a	 430000 ON




0 F POOR QUALITY
TOTAL =111	 1030'1500 3	 2620- 0000 ON
D.	 002300 11	 0*6350 ON
.ALL TRUSS	 0i0025 is	 000066 ON
OROOTS WIDTI	 0*1083 11	 0*2730 ON
Gr.00VS HEIGHT	 0o0079 Il	 0'0200 ON
LAND WIDIrs 	 04718 11	 0:1623 ON
4 GROOTIS (CLOSED) COVERED VITE 200 NSSR
10 LIMIT IRCOUNTIRID AT	 m WATTS
TOTAL DELTA-? -	 3962	 D& C
TOTAL MASS	 n 	 00,291 to
WANT PZRFORKAKCI DETAILS IT OR 11 ?T
PE	 PI-A	 PA-C	 PC MIS/CK2
'39489ZO-M	 9238636*W	 92374801+07	 0238*27aw
TZ	 TI-A	 TA-C	 to DID 0
399.401	 309*153	 3980924	 399*016
IVA? TIMP	 COID ?XMP	 DELTA-7
402
	 398.379	 3*62061
DPCn 11=1	 D10- 0	 DPG+DPGn 116291	 MSJ'/CK2
DPVI	 DPLM	 DPTA	 DPLAG
9242	 7658	 8462	 59687
DPTC	 DPLOG
-3408	 31338
SONIC LIMITS:	 STAP•	 54241	 ADBn 	 6618	 WATTS
ITLP	 009D	 JQIAL VATTSiCK2
6	 1	 Im
9 R 7-37#	 1 A RETO	 LIQ RETM	 C A HIT# C h HIT#
11
	
9726 	 397	 6729 2
HOT 7LUID CHAMI	 187061
	 GaAKS




HEAT PIPE# 1XIM) & 2 EKZCAPS 	 87 * 6669	 GRAMS
DELTA-T TAlUZSs
-VA2 WALL	 E'UP LaA	 XVLP MZSH	 EVAPORATION
,Z%54	 *950525	 1e31773	 1000hi8 DW C
VAPOR (a)	 VAPOR (A)	 TANX 4J) 
.248291	 -223004	 -,917969E-01




?O'dU 0:	 815 IATTS	 C.A.?IILA27 :::)IT* D7-L a D??
'13T NC3-L13!T= ?0*,'M GALCULA.I.'A VAS Al ------------ 	 GID WITT,
10T  )SLrA-i - 3-69 DZG
I OTAL UX'S	 m	 0.231 -G
aRUS OOND1110126 9662 A.N. 3/30/70	 yl
IWID • Ni1m	 WALL "Mosms
&TAP tw • 3"	 VAPOR WMA-? • 60 D& C
guy MS •	 0.00	 VIS AM •	 0000 M
MAN LIM U
	
16oMl IN 4390M 09
AW	 1,11441	 16:9201 a V:Ono 011 ORIGINALMU 1,31011	 69.2913 u ITG*000 Cl PAGE IS
TOTAL LEPTH	 103:1600 a 2s2.0000 w OF POOR QUALITY
00 Be	 0.2600 a 0.0360 ON
WALL vm ss	 0:0026 a 0:0016 ON
Moll YIDTS	 0:1093 III 0:2760 ON
•lDOTs Ssms?	 0:0019 S 0:0200 CN
LAID WIDTI	 0.131A a 0430 ON
3 $ROOM IOLOSADI 00VU32 VI?I 200 MI
f0 LINIT IICOOs?sm ►? -	 MO NAtti
--------- TOTAL MU-1 •	 3.30 M 0
»•--r----- TOTAL lug$ •	 Ws" fO
WAIT Ps2sO0moz MIAMI IT O1 sl IT
Ps	 Ps-1 !l&4 Is 011384612
.1162eRS+o7	 •111ffsir/f *"mw .UAAtlisw
4s	 WA 11-6 tO m 9





DPC• 120119	 DPG- 0 DPC+DPG• 120119 MIS/CN2
DPTE	 DPLM DPVA DPLAO






306IC LIMItSs	 YTAP• 2622	 ADBn 	2921	 WATTS
CVA' 3-
	
STAP CORD am WATTS/C'42
6 1 1389
E 8 :AT#	 & A RsTN LIO AM C A HEY# C H R ro
9	 5337 372 53" 2
80? nulD CRAMS 169.292	 GRA11S
aOOM TEMP. TOL0..I1 OI' 3OT ILUID CRA3GE	 12.4976	 CM3
COLD 1*LUID Ci kvz	 173.995 GRAX8
124448 CM3
EYLAT PIP&. IMSS81 do 2 ERDCAPS	 99.2507	 GUMS
DELTA-T VALUES:
STAP MALL	 !TAP LWs MP :TESH 4VA.POW,10H
.175328	 .6a0505 1.00319 9100099 nm C
VAPOR l y l	 7A?OR IA! VAPOR ICI
.-Ze?031	 .337354 --133C57
COHDOSAFI01	 COID ALSH CJSD Lc4 CORD JALL
.2 4557:-Ci	 .215538 .16Ebu3 0429394E-01 DEG C
?OYLZ OF	 50 UTTS CAU3:: --•--------- CAPILLARY LIAITv DPL a, DP^+
—:.;i 'ICU-L!Al-:BD 70'JL'i CALCULA:ICi *,;AS AT --•---------	 445 VATTS
------------ TO AL DE. TA-P	 3.34 DZG C




31 COrDI ?IOlSl 9838 A.M. 4/ 6/70
LUID • MEACURT WALL IU?L-304SS
TAP ?LIP 302	 VAPOR DEL?A-? a	 60	 Do C
RAT AIIG 0000	 V10 AID -	 0.00	 DIG
VAP
	 LEIIG?R 16.0201 U 43.0000 CM on1E°'.aNAL ME IS
DH	 Li= ?R 16.9291 11 43.0000 CM )F POOR QUALITY
OMD ' W?A 60.2913 Ill 176.0000 CM
'OTAI,	 AG T1 103.1600 IR 262.0000 CM
).D. 0.2500 11 0.6380 CM
)ALL TH[RSH 060025 IR 0.0064 CM
$ROO ►E VID?8 061063 IS 0.2760 CM
)ROOVR HEIGHT 0.0079 IR 000200 CM
LAID YID?H 0.131® 11 093348 CM
3	 GROOVES ICLOSID) COVERED VIU 200 MEN
90 LIMIT LICOUH?ERED At »---------- ,316 WATTS
------------ TOTAL DALL-T a	 4.81 Do C
------------ TOTAL MISS a	 0.2'!3 LG
IAY? PUZORMARCE DETAILS IT 01 A) 7T
PE PE-A PA-C PC MAI/CM2
446637 432020 418926 419862
TE TS-A TA-C TC Dig C
300.519 299.124 20'1.767 297.x66
S►AP TEMP CORD TEMP DELTA-T
302 297.493 4.60708
DPC- 124573 DPG- 0 DPC+DPG- 124573 DTRES/CM2
DPvS DPLEG DP►A DPLAG
13616 5634 13002 43954
DPVC DPLCG
-L027 23093
^Ov'^ L ;MITS: EVAP- 1062	 AD3)e 1146	 WATTS
3/A , S- EVAP COMD AXIAL MATTS/CM2
3 0 904
E R RETM E A REIN LIO BET# C A RKTM C R R!►TN
It 4208 254 4232 1
aOT FLUID CHARG ♦- 189049 GRAMS
ROOK rap. VOLUME OF HOT FLUID CRASG`	 12.5417	 CM3
COLD FLUID CHARGE 173.995 vRAMB
12.3449 CN3
SLAT PIP'. (MESd) s 2 LiDCAPS 99.2507 GRANS
P F:1TA-T 7ALUES:
&vAP IALL i.VAP LaO LVAP XIS3 s7APORATI09
.130209 .505764 .745609 .100093 Der. C
VAPOR
	 lit ,&POR
	 (A) VAPOR (C)
1.39453 1.37646 -.109375
COYDLASATIO`i N3D ALSd jOilD LZ COUD 'm ALL
.244557 S-01 . lo2729 .123a71 .319433'1-A1 Di4 C
poi i ll OF 380 4ATTS ZAGSL3 ------------ CSPI:.Lb.tT LIMIT, JPL > LPV
14L5T 104-LIAI'TsJ POI::t CAL^ULAIIO.I 143 dl ------------ .:645
------------ TOTi1	 - 5.Z1	 Di;. C
------------ TOPbL .MASS	 a U.Z?3 iG
:f




IVA? tar .	 277	 VAPOR DELTA-T -	 SO DID C
GRAY AN -	 0 .00	 VS Ax0 •	 0.00	 Diu
ORIGINAL PACE-13
&VIP
	 LMGTN	 13.1)991 IN 4390400 CM Of POOR QUALITY
ADD	 LEN IN
	
16.9201 IN 43.0000 CM
COND	 LNVOTN	 60.2013 12 170.0000 CM
TOTAL LZXGTO	 10391600 IN 262.0000 CM
O.D.	 002600 Ii Ood35O CM
WALL T81as$	 000028 IN 000006 CM
GROOVE WIDTH	 O:IOw IN 0:2780 ON
O ROOVI NNIGNT	 0.0079 IE 0.0200 CM
LAND WIDTH	 0.1319 IN 003340 CM
3	 GROOVIS ICWSnl OOVJMZD PITS 200 MESA
NO LIMIT IN♦ COUNTEVID AT ----------	 206 VA!!s
----------- VOTAL DELTA-i •	 8.36	 Dm 0
----------^^ TOTAL MASS a	 0:273 0
WANT P1170PJIANCE DETAILS IT ON 51 tT
PN	 PE-A ?A-0 PC mnlcI12
286642
	 240803 226a" 224008




EVAP TINP	 COND TRIP DELTA-1
277	 208.040 0.35382
DEC- 12'7035	 DPO	 0 DPC+DPO- 127038 UTNES/ON2
DPVE	 DPLID DPVA DPLAG
16048	 4701 18800 37334
DPVC	 DPLCO
-4	 19630
SQUIC LINITSt	 IVAP0 dU	 ADD- 430	 WATTS
O/A'SM	 IVAP COND A:I11, WATTS/CM2
3 0 833
I R F.
	 I A REIs LIO REIM C A REY# 0 8 RINO
0	 3737 208 31301 1
ROT FLUID CBARCS 170.187	 GRAMS
ROOM TEMP. VOLUMS OF HOT FLUID CNAROI 	 12.8036	 C163
COLD ?LUID CHARGE	 173.008 GRAMS
12.8440 CM3




STAP LSO ITAP NUB STAPOItATIO9
.111323	 .v. 32J17 .4;7878 .100089 DM C
VAFO:t la"1
	




COHJ K}:SR CONE LPL. COLD WALL
02645b'TS-01	 .Sov789 .1J6314 .273751e-Ol DID C
POWER OF	 350 YAT IS CA'7S= ------------ CAPILL,0! LIMITS DPL > DPV
i ►M i :^J i-LI:i: i	 ?0J.a: :ALA: L.3:103 i&j 	 «-»--»---	 340 741TS
'GTSL 31ILTA-. •	 1:'.a3 bW t,
-	 •»----- TOTAL. .iA5 i	 J.:73 iG
P
R07 CONDITIONS$ 12146 P.H. 3130/73
nup • mu cm	 HALL 14ATWO635
ZTAP ?IMP •	 434	 TAPO& DELTA-T •	 50 Dpi 0
4aAT AM •	 0.00	 W IG ANG .	 0000	 ^2G
CAP	 LIIOTA
	




L	 +,r','r^L^ 1AD!	 LEGGTI	 000000 11 0.0000 ON
COND	 LEIOTK	 896'2913 Il 178:0000 ON
?OTAL I=".1	 103 : 1600 Ill 202.0000 ON
O.D.	 002604 Il 0.8380 ON
VAU fA1133	 04025 IN 000084 ON
380011 VIDU
	
0:1063 IN 0:2?50 ON
Or.00TI 111031	 0:0079 IN 0:0200 CN
LAND VIM	 0:0380 Il 000919 CN
9	 GROOTES IOLOSZDI COTl1ZD vim 700 NE3l
20 LIMIT ZOOMTEEIO At 720 VAT"
------H---- TOTAL DELTA-T •	 2080	 910 C
----------- 90TAL MISS •	 0:790 90
WANT PEMRMAIICZ DETAILS IT 01 91 4T
PE	 PL'-A PA-C PC DTlll/CN2
.390EWPW	 .387124307 .3867211+07 93090963W7
TE-
	
fl-A ?A-C TC DID 0
02.39	 032.219 432.210 432821116
PAP TEMP	 COIID TEMP DELTA-T
430	 4310498 2080200
DPC• 114073	 DPJw 0 DPC+r,,A- 114073 D11lIS/CN2








SONIC LINITSt	 PAP- 8646	 ADBw 	10334	 QATTS
wk , S-	 -TAP COND AIIAL WAT13/CM2
0 2 228E
i R Rv#	 I A R.ZYN LIO RSTO C A SETA C 1 RZTI
d	 7758 390 7759 3
SOT BLOID CHARGE 206.234	 GRAMS
ROOM TEMP. TOLOHZ Ol HOT nulD CHARGE	 15.2247	 093
COLD nulD CHAPAZ	 2139233 GRAMS
15.7416 CM3




E74? 1 e0 EVA? NEEH ETLPORATIOH
.IZ6096	 .c196018 .773944 0100098 DEG 0
04MR	 7.QOfi (A) ":POR lC1
.171072	 .2d3281D-Ov -.693359E-01
COIDiSSATIO :I	 COND HX63 CORD L.r4 CO ;ID 'TALL
.469113E-01	 .3?Fiic33 .292541 .6612431-01 Del C
7014-': 37	 a-350 iA TS CAUSES ------------ C4?:LLA:.? 141AITe DPL a- D?7
LA:T .:OY-. ,*.I'iD	 CALCULAi'101 i:,S AT ------------	 1626 VATT!




PAP TsMP - 277	 VAPOR DELTA-T as	 50 DSO C
0 RAT i= • 0.00	 VU Ak% -	 0.00	 DO
ETA? L=TS 33.6x63 Is 66.0000 CM
An	 LZBOTS 0.0000 Is 0:0000 CM
COIID
	 LEMGTS 69:24)13 11 176:0000 CA
TOTAL LERGTH 103:1600 IN 462:0000 CM A&
O.D• 0.2000 II 0.6380 CA
WLLL TRUSS 0.0026 17 0:0066 CM
G ROOIZ VIM
 0.1083 IS 0:2780 CM
GROOV3 MOST	 0.00'70 I!1 0.0200 CM
LAID WIDTS 0:1316 Is 0:3368 CM
3	 GROOVES (CLOSSDI OOV`lClD WITS 200 MESS
50 LIMIT UCOiXTSSSD AT ----------	 266 WATTS
--------- TOTAL DZLTA-T -	 6976 DO C
--------- TOTAL MASS -	 0:273 B
VAST PnJORMASCS DITAILS IT 01 S) TT
Ps P&-A PA-0 PO mn/CM2
2.5001 260821 260617 240617
TI Ts-A U-C TO DO 0
216.309 272462 272.802 !12.08
E9AP TZMP COSD TZMP DELTA-?
277 272.21 4.79968
DPC- 12tJ975 DPG- 0 DPC+DPG- 126975 DYKES/CMt
DPTE DPLSG DPVA DPLAG
19010 9659 0 0
DPIC DPLCG
199 19601
SOUIC LIHITS1 IVAP- 661	 ADZn 092	 WATTS
0/1 • S• EIAP CORD AXIAL WATTS/C,12
1 0 933
E 8 UP I A an# LIO RZT0 C A RZTO C A RIT#
3 3731 200 3766 1
HOT TLUID CHAIGE 170.10	 GRAMS
RCOH TZMP. VOL'': li 07 ROT ILUID CHARGI 	 12.5831	 GX3
COLD TiLGID C:L'.ROE 	 173.998 GRAYS
12.x448 CH3
3ZLT PIPE•	 (M:;S3) 8 2 E:IDCAieS	 99.2507	 GAM
DZLTA-T VALJSSs
97L? GALL ZVAP :z PYAP YES2 ZVAPORATIOR
.3666141-01 .21x:182 .318741 .100058 DEG
7A20R (I) :APO! (A) 11&OA	 (C)
307168 .7324228-C3	 .419522:,-ul
CO:iOERSdPIOY COKD Assl CO3J L.-; CO3D '.TALL
.44911.!'x.-G1 .156322 .100037 .Z72y9I8-01 Diz
"I 'll, ;;;l Ci'	 500 iA."T! :1:.:	 -----------• 03 :iUAIC L;::i"
IA.' b:'
	 ----•-	 495 IATTS
y"
iAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY OF ARIZONA
PHO[Nllt, A01;0NA
APPENDIX B
HEAT PIPE COOLED NUCLEAR
REACTOR DESIGN INFORMATION
FROM





LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY
This appendix contains the parametric information concerning
heat-pixie-cooled reactor weights and sizes for use in the NASA Brayton
power plant studies which was supplied by LASL. Data on gas cooled
reactors was also furnished but not included herewith since such reac-
tors received only very cursory attention in this study. The mass
summary in Figure B-1 indicates that 90%UC-10%ZrC fueled reactors are
lighter but more limited in temperature than 60IUO2-40%Mo fueled reac-
tors. Gas cooled reactors tend to be heavier below 1 MWt for
90%UC-10%ZrC and 4 MW t
 for 60%UO2-401Mo.
For heat-pipe reactors, an allowance of 100 0R was made for the
temperature drop fro g, the reactor heat pipes to the Brayton loop gas.
This resulted in analyzing heat pipe reactors 100 degrees higher than
the desired turbine inlet temperature. The turbine inlet temperatures
AiResearch specified were 1150, 1325, 1500 and 1650°K. The accompa-
nying tabulations provides information at various operating levels.
It should be noted that the reactor mass includes one meter of heat
pipes beyond the core for use in the heat exchanger but does not
include the remainder of the heat exchanger. This mass can be
adjusted as needed using the heat pipe mass/unit length values.
Both 90%UC-10%ZrC and 60%UO 2-40%Mo fueled reactors with lifetimes
of 10 years at full power were investigated. For the 90%UC-l0%ZrC,
excessive fuel swelling becomes a problem at 1425°K above 1 MWt . For
lower temperatures and power levels, reactor sizes are limited by cri-
ticality and heat transfer considerations. For the region where
excess swelling limitations govern, the power density in the fuel must
be reduced. A number of means were examined including changing the
void fraction in the fuel, reducing the 2350 enrichment, adjusting the
heat pipe size and modifying the cladding matrix. Adjusting the void
fraction will lead to the lowest weight core but at present it is only
an engineering estimate as to how much void can be accepted in a given
design. It was concluded that the uncertainties and difficulties in
design would not warrant designing a 901UC-10/2rC core if the power
level and temperature exceeded 2 MW  and 1425 0 K since the weight was
approaching that of 601UO 2 -40%Mo at these conditions and would prob-
ably exceeded it by 4 MWt.
The 60100-401Mo reactor is criticality and heat transfer limited
for the 1425, 1600, and 1750 9 K outlet tempprature cases except that
above 2 MW  for 1750°K it becomes fuel-swelling limited. Based on our
curent best information on fuel swelling, a 4 MW  reactor operating at














































































p lerp ►Jn. .?	 15-17-78
ITOP
T'.Wrr NEW IFJ► 1JTt ►P F 1 . WH►=2 ...;TO►
n . -.1 0  A (PM) Pw^o-Tf1CF ►OWE ►F. HN	 (wcomw) Q t .' °VO • uO2) CORE Sul
1: ,5 6. (TN► ) HEAT 0 1 ►E rK p4w • nr .s K t J, oovor) (1 + 2' t'E 11 1DE0) REFLECTO" =oEO
?(I. ( TINR J LIRETTIIE^i}A r'/ 	 (Wwv) (1•2t`?1N!• mat W) MEAT 010-9  10"M
1. 1111 ( lLD ) CORE L 3 V RL,TIO	 rl^'1.^A ►FOIF) (1 F ^''L I ^ NA) VA►OR	 =NA
i rl. rl %VP A -'L J A . LAL. MT /LIJ.?F W W /CF1.^.	 OPw T I O ►•J	 wa
-' fl fl . (V T ►MAlf) F1A V PPQWL r)WL FA T O ID s.s K
t.ltit'1 (WPL1 ') PTPR EMTENtFtO►J.M
NOTES O P TIONY ANN I 1-CO DE ►T DESIeFit 'ZI- •E►E:IFIED DESI+sFJ
TvP! TN ANY OR POLLOW11,40 I DOORR K M ) ^f PFEF 1!M ) 1.'NPT VISTA 11401PR ..STO►
N► TPW'x:?4 JIT0► $4 ( tool ►E) N4. OP MEAT PTPE S
SETA	 i,h`'	 1JO D	 ALFA	 tNIN	 I))fMTN 1_t1RoA► EMD#7A►
rl. I 2 1n A. i)0o;	 0. n15r,	 0.600	 1.5100 u. 015 fJ 0. 030 0. 01 15	 0. 0015
T'rPEt 1TTOP • ON New CONZTANTr IE. V''=1.) . ►KAIJrIma " ETr ... STO►
tar_°u11.01v 3T00
?L I) 1rJr1F • 	=	 .3
J rIP = 1). 1 nil rl. 2r111 n. 300 0.400 0.1500 0.600 0.700 0.800 4 ► 900 1. 011ti
n. 1 14A n, ^ AS 1.1. 230 0. 2AA 0.2Q9 Q. ^^^^ 0. 437 1 . 15'':15 0. 94 $ •.
Dr^H 	 0.	 0.	 0. 192 0. 1315 0. 11 0 1). 095 0. tf,-65 0. 073 0.073 0.067
• ♦ °► 	 • ♦ A ♦ It ♦ ♦ • TYPE #30 OR START OVER • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • • • ♦ ♦ •
1?r0... $4 ► If'EE
VWTA =n. V500	 " ►JF =fy ..741:	 1^F =0.72157	 DM =0. 1000	 Dc =0.2237
REACTILA ITY 1„ HA1W4 Til • DELTA 1'
LF1_1oN s O. Arl7t$ E9ti• = U. 0151 R 1•ARE = 1.1 . 00000 TOTAL N 0. 042,30
PUtL. ELEMENT % OL 1.I MIF FIFA.: T I ON1
CL APD T N -'F	 FUEL PF E1l I ON	 HEAT PI P E 	 WALL+W i OK	 VAPOR
1;1. it= l(i	 A. A .4c	 0. 03531 	 A. 0 4 i	 n. 11 15 1 43
HE"AlONAL 1_OPi1 111=10 .7 OPF ►FRI: TIC7 ►1 PAcTOw = 1. 0ri'Mo
NvIMF Fe ow HF^r P T IO N'S _	 45 g4Jf n
MT ►JTN 11 111 PX^17TTCAL. flan SPE o:'TPTED) N 1J ► 1EE p OF HEAT PIPES =
	
a4
TEMJ><• f'R+i1rQPF	 WELV TN
MA'. f y " 6 .1rt F1.FL VSFLTA T = 94.2
ACAM DELTA T AccrF0;2• 1►IrAT PIPE WALL i1	 4. 7
r++/El^A tt^•
 Fi1EL TUMPO VIwwro-i FE
tlA ,' T M 1JM Pr OWL ThIMPEP)AT1.109 =1 1.4 1.21
FURN rFaAo--TI011J OF 1J.^'. isi -0. 0120
FT FaT0r1 YIJFF/FI- Y (P23••STON •E •1cCM ♦♦ r) _ 2. 4 9 E+20
P 1.1EL	 %' = r•1. ',.t?
RPr
 A .•' TOW D T MEN•F I O^J_r• U	 ►•4 1rT!' W1r FUEL ELE MENT D I MEN$ T OrJZ. MM
0.Z1 ,? .,7 O[11A4	 nioh -irTrA 23.11 WIDTH A°-tPFOEI H EX' FLATS
0.22 37 ccor WRT/sHT 24. 26 60 1JIV. P 1JKL ELEMENT DTA
11. 4N •3"? wirw-TOPF DIP 1 m3ITE1F 123. 65 FCt'1 1JIV. F UEL PKITON O.D.
11.4 =, S ;' PWACTOW HX T IMT 7.11 HEAT PIPE O. D.
0. 1 A0 RNFLICTOR THTCKFJEII 'F 15.151 1404Pe'OR DT04METE0F
1 . 0111)0 PIPE	 I.EFJ °11TH 0 1J7TTDW	 P RACT0111	C° ^. 3 1^ !VAPOR AIFEt+t.	 MM1•^
1 . i2:;1 7 TOTA41_ HEAT PIPE LEN111TH
1 . 4' =.7 O1lEAd. 1 L•,	 PFF.A 1_-TOW + w0FA► T	 PIPE LENS=TH
F1 EA-=TC3= WJF V; -;TF % WIL031F000F
F 1JEL*	 1.17 1-0	 s	 ^n.
R	 1 :. ? AEPLis . TO,
1'. i	 HIFAT P1 iPLr • 1,JT+''1.1 ►•IIT LEPq,3 TN 	 1n' ^`a''F1) =	 1;.1;t1
fl	 .
-OrITp[1t s Y ?TEM	 :+: ! 1.1^1R 1TO • J _ TA P j T
1'a .	 :11¢f^CitOT 3TN 1J^TIJA? %'^: OF ►F_FACTOP WT')
311x_. 1 TOTAL PS-ri KTOW + W $F AT F-IPIES
^^.. f^,	 ► ^ :J 'M1^ ^. A 1 '^: fe QWeF TrJ i^ 1JSLr00 04cs?	 PFM NERT P<•TPE
1 1'tl'1.
	
1)_; ► ttJ•'W►•L? . HTX T P LF A" T AL.	 FLUX* (1. a 15 HLJ 'ti	 I HTF• 10 LE  W A.D L4TWL"






^♦♦♦^^^♦♦^♦♦ ^^^♦^^♦^	 E'OOR QUALITY
PRcil 1 NO. :i	 5- 1 7-79	 TYPE NEW INPUT? Pon t . ►'HP-i ... STOP
PR-0. 4 STOP
0.400 CnRti R/r P.=TOR POWRRf MW	 CKCaat) C 1 ss	 o	 CORE -Uc
1250. rTHP^ HEAT PIPE TEMPODE4 K (KOWP0 ^1 +^^'SE^FIFO) REFLECTOR =DEC
	
(TIME) LTFWTIMEf DAYS 	 CVHJa? C142+3 I PA m9P.10+W) HEAT PIPE  -MO
	
All ( ELD ) CORN L•'V RATIO
	 (K 1> A4 POR )
	1 + 2 ''L 10 NA) VAPOR	 - ►•Jr*1
	
10.11 (PAWL) AXIAL HT FL1J•^+K4/•'=M^ ( I OPTN.) L 1 2)	 OPTION	 -^
200. (DTFMA^!) MA'as FUEL DELTA TOD' o3 K.
1. 011 (HPL 1) PIPE EXTENT I ON • M
NOTE • OPTIONS ARR I 1--CODE PT DES I4rJ r ::-SPECIFIED DET I4N
TYPE IN ANY OF FOLLOWTN4 I D C:ORE1 CM) '•!REF I"M) W11JFT FStTA NPIPE ..STOP
NPIPE-84 STOP
84 (rJP I PE) NO. OF HEAT P IPES
	
EET1R	 1JC	 VCD	 ALFA	 P 3.A1-04 rMIN	 DXMTN CORo% A P END4AP
0.150 0.012 0.050 0.600 1.500 0.050 0.0 0 0.015 0.005
TYPE: STOP. OR NEW CONSTANrs IE. 1,'C-0.
	 ETC ...STOP
STOP
SLD INDKW _	 .3
wNF - n. Inn 0. co nn 0.300 0. 400 0.500 0. 6r1 i1 0. 70 u 0.300 0.900 1.000
rw a n. 196 0.208 0.230 0.260 0.299 0.1352 0.4 .37 0.585 0.'343 ♦.
D+'H - 0.
	 0.	 0. 272 0. 1 9 1 0. 156 0. 1 35 0. 120 0. 11 a  0. 102 0.095
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 1 ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 40 OR START OVER ♦ ♦
40
SETA s t).15nn	 WNW - 0.3295
	
vF -0.67 1:15	 Dx - 0.1000	 DC -1.1.2:381
REACTTWTTY CHAN #3E7 * DELTAK
PUPN - n.0128=1 gyp - 0.01512 :AWE - 0.02000 TOTAL = 0.04800
W11FL ELEMENT VOLUME FRACTIONS
CLADD T rJ•%	 FUEL RE4I ON	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL +W I CK	 I.-PAPOR
	
0. 051.11;1	 0. 7984	 0.1516
	
0. 06 06	 0.0910
HEXAC-CINAL CORNER COwRECT T ON FACTOR =1 . 0251:1
rJ1.11,4SVP OF HEAT R•TPES =	 48. 6978
M T N T r/1_IM PRACTICAL COR SPECIFIED.) NUMSER OF HEAT PIPES -
	
84
TEMPERATI.IRE	 KELV I N
MA ' •'IMUM FIIEL DELTA T a 115.9
AWG PFLTA T RCCROST HEAT PIPE WALL = 8. :'1
ALP EA .T GW FUEL TF.MPE1•aATURE = 12'' 7. 5
MA:^ TM1. IM FUEL TEMPERATURE =1379. 2
PUP111 FRACTION OF	 a0, 0215
F T _ o I Ors DFN. I T ',•' ',F I S? ION 'C ►•t+♦:: a 4. 474Jr +20
FUEL - WELL I111 ,3+ 1•-OL 1_1 ME	 - 1 . 1^ ►+
of	 to 
'c4arse
REACTOR D I MENS T ONS • METE WS FUEL ELEMENT D i M1EMS T Orl 's'• •	 MM
0.238 1 CORE D I AmETER 24.59 WIDTH Fil.CR	 = rO..• Mt'h PLATS
0. ;=;: 8l CORE HE IC-WT 25. 82 EVU l l/. FUEL ELEMENT VIA
A. 46*1 PFACTOR DIAMETER 25. 1 1' EVUT1.l . FUEL RE-3I ION O. D.
0. 448 1 REACTOR HEIGHT 10.05. HEAT PIPE O. D.
0. 11; nO REFLECTOR THTCKNE •SS 7.79 VAPOR DIAMETER
1.0000 PIPiF LVll4 gTH OUTSIDE REACTOR 47.64 !VAPOR AREA+ MM ♦♦^1..3411 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LEN-aTH
1	 44:'--.'l O1.+ERALL REACTOR+HWAT PIPE LENGTH
REACTOR WEIGHT •_ %	 K T LOS+PAM•_






Sr.. 5	 HEAT 1- I PES O	 WT• • 'UN I T LENS-TH ti WGa 'P ,0 =	 27. ^ 1
_ _ • 1;1	 C'•)NTPOL
	 'SYSTEM CONSTANT - '^
4 ^?. 7	 •'?urPORT S TRUCTURE :` ^^; OF PL-ACTOR WT)
34E.. 	 TOTAL READ_TOR + HEAT PIPE:
47.''1 3 M4J'M ♦4 ^•r11.' ^. POWR IN FUELSPA O:E 	 4.76 KW . POWER PER HEAT PIPE
Mtl-'rt ♦ P29HTPTPF A` •'I ►.L HT CLI-1X. 	 F14J • "H^ ♦^^s+HTPYPE PAD HTFL>'
TYPE '3 r7 ^ts ,TOPb-
ORt^iiNAL PAZZ'
^O	 01: POOR QUAU,rY
F'wnR NO. 4	 5-1 7-78	 TYPE NEW INPUT: P'wn ! . KHP S Z. ...:4TOP
Pwslj. ;' FTOP
n. ;, iri	 PO ►JI[w• M ►J	 ;KI'LIwF? "1 r 2•' 1.1c • I.10e1 I_OIPE	 s ►Jr




TIt/IF •) LIFETI tiff + DAYS	 C 3.NP's 1 • ^t3 .0NF ► 0,40 • 14 ) HHAT P IPE s ►•10
l .
	
171A ' FL D ) COME L +' D RATIO	 ( 1 9 2 ,O L I l fJA0 VAPOR	 SNir
11. fl rV^ ,'L ) A:, TAL. MT FLt_Ix'•M;Wr'^_F/^:	 Iaw TN` f 1 •` )	 OPTION	 S`
'.'rTP' ►IA0 ►1A •' FUEL DELTA Tv DE3 t•:
On ';HO•LO PTPF ff"ITENFIONrM
NOTE * OPTIONS AWE : 1 -CODE PT DESI1 114 • 2-'SPECIFIED DES11314
TYPOr I N ANY CIF' FOLLOWI ►J 43 : DCOI111 E : M 0 ','ImWPr I) trN ON T RI CTPI NPI TPE ..STOP
NPIPE =1;:0 STOP
1211	 44 111`1110 10 NO. OF HEAT PIPE'S
WWTA	 1J._	 I,'CI)	 ALFA	 PK ►Ilt e.4 TY MIN	 D'>•'MIN COA ►$AP END00#110
0. 1SIi	 11. bI	 0. 05n	 (I. #$(10	 1. 4.50n	 0. n50	 A. 0:3 11 	0. 11 15	 0.01115
T 'PF: STOP* OA ►JEW CONSTANTS ?ff.	 ETC ... STOP
IBC=- f. 1108 XT13P
8LD INDE .'s =
1sNR
	
f1. 1 0 ..1 0. 21111 11.3f111 0. 4fln 0. 560 n.6 1 f1 0. 71:111 0.800 n.9,01.1 1.000
Dc = 0. 190-, 0.208 0. 230 13 .216.0 0.22'9 1 91 11.752  0.4''' 0.5:, 5 1;1. 943 ♦.
DCH - 1 .	 ^.484 0.354 0. `1 0. 209- n.1" 11.1!5'; 11.14 05 Co. 114 0.126
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPJF 030 Ow -1T0400T 0WEPOP ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
^+O
BETA = 11. 1500	 1lNF =n. -31 9 0 1%	 I/or =0.6095	 D':, =1;1. 10 0 0 	 DC - 0 . ZJ456*3
wFAi7T I6•' I TY I_HA1 ,07f5 • DELTA K
E1.1101I ►J a 0. 11197 s Eh•P S 0. 0 1 N 12' 'SAWK s n. 0EOLI n TOTAL = 0. 95,4$9
F!1FL EL . EMErNT WrILI•INE FhACTIONF
CLATIDTN ?+
	CI_tiEL RE ►3TON	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL+WIC w 	WAROP
n. 05(10	 n. -0, ;^L:, 9	 0.2271	 0. n9 0 S	 fl. 1:363
HE l,.A • aC1 ►d .•.L CLIPf%JFP CORRECTION FACTOR =1.
tJ ►!tI PFR OF HEAT P IPE_
M T t! I r1! tt1 PRA 0_- T I CAL •' OR 'SPEC_ I F I ED ) N I!M F: ER OF 1-46AT F 3 PE= = 1 ^ 11
TEMPFRATI.IRE	 KEL' IN
tIA'v T t•I 1! tt FI lI=L DFLTA T = 1 A.. 1
AI.'^3 DELTA T Ar-CRCI	 HEAT PIPE UXILL = 1 fl. 1;1
A l - 'FRArF F FUEL TFMPFWAT! 1=E = I 21 9 :71.  i'
HA': IMI! ►1 FIIEL TEMPEPATUAE =131-16.2
SO-O P4 FRAI TTON OF 1.12 :3.5 =11. n329
PI	 TON LEN' IT `i +FI'='=ION= •'^^M ♦ ♦. 'y 	 r'. ?r" , ^;g +11
FUEL = WELL I N-.. t:'OLQf I E	 2.77
,'	 t jtrec r.-I 9, : ;. ^.(.
READ' TOR+ D T MEN r T ON = • METEw S	 FUEL ELEMENT D I MEN. I CN = 9 M ►d
11. 25r.:?: cOPE D IAmETE1 to 	2.:. 24 WIDTH Ar; Cp0'i•S HE n FLAT'S
0. ,?568 COMIC
 WFIe.;HT
	 2 :3. 5, EGIJ I W . FUEL ELEMENT D I A
1;1 . 4:^ 6:3 FJFAc ram D I AME TER	 22. i°h ECI! I I". FUEL RE IF I DN O.D.
1	 0. 4A6R REACTOR H610HT	 11.13 HEFT PIPE O.D.
0. 11100 REFLECTOR THICKNESS	 8 . 62 V APOR DIAMETER
1. 111111 11 F I PE LENM.TH 01.1T'S I DE REACTOR 5 ,33 . 34 t.' AP'OR ►AREA! M ►•1*02
1 . 3- 1	 TOTAL HCAT PIPE LENiFTH
1 .4AP:.''1 0 1:'ERALL REACTO p +NEAT F • TPE LENGTH






=:11 . 4 REFLECTOR
r'•.4.:_	 HEAT PIPES , IJT/ !INIT LE•`J •:TH	 .};x.61
• 11 CCUJTROL SYSTEM  r FI = 1 ►1F_ -OtJ TAN T = _ .. KI;'^
_ =1_IP•F' ORT = TRUCT1IPS (' 17 % D OC PFACTO M &IT)
4 (1,7:4 9 TO-AL REACTOR + H9_AT PIPE'S
?? , ti'a titJ: ` 14+ ♦ • A l , C. PO ► JP, I M F! IFL _ PACE
	
5.!;-:: 
 F, w • r-r3w F7 F• ER HEAT PIPE
'a' .'^:=1 N4J•' ► /♦♦_. HTPIc' E A`'IAL. HT FLI_1 ,'	 11.:_: :'^ FI W l' tt ♦♦2•HTPIPE PAT HTFL):'




.	 ..	 ...ms...s sons.... .........c. _,a. _....__„o.u...x.t.
	
.m.r4.:a..l di.Y.t,.':._ ^ _.._... . ... _
1 , 111111 ': PA 2 A ►T i^CTOA FO^JEA • M► J
(TAP l NEAT PIPE TEr/F!t DE"3 ►'
^.,'Srl, + Tlt,1 10 L IFETTME • DAYZ
. 1 . Arl OrLD) e-OAE L•1'D 0004TIO
11. it (004 -,L) A l TAL HT FLIJ:f• ►'W'^_H^
`rill. J'DTFMA-.e l Mlrr•' Fl 1EL DELTA T•DI
1. 1151 HPL17 PIPE E`<TENTION•M
(KCOAE	 1 • C /LIC ! I., tic-,
^V.,RIEi? i 1 s ^.^1FE• >1RE0>
(Fof A PC , Opp ) ( 1 r i/LT } NA*?









O. . v. VVJ •1r. s1...r	 ..	 POOR Q€^}J'.'►LI'1
^f0








OPT I ON	 =t~
NOTE • OPTION 19 ApE S 1-CODE PT DESIMP-1 9 2-'FPECTFIED DE'3I4n
TYPtF 114 AN'r OF FOL LOW I Nee : DCOME CM •? '^e ARF t 14? 4'NFT F Sig TA NP I PIE .. STOP
NPIPE = 1062 STOP
162 <rJP I PE) NO. OF HEAT PIPES
SETA	 1.1C	 I/CD	 ALFA	 PK0411+03 >! H I N	 D'•'tt•/ I t•J COPMAP END43AP
co. l sn ci. nn;3 rl. n5n ri.6nn i.°Snn n. m n, n3n n. nl5	 n. r1r1S
TYPff: STOP• ON NEW CONSTANTS IE, I!r_r =n.	 ETC ...5TOP
11C'rl. "1 06 STOP
XLD INDEY a •1
11 11 W = n. i rin r1. c-nn n.:3 nn n o 4nn r1. 511 i1 11. nnn n. 70n 0.s. rjn rl.g Ilrl I. rlrirj
Dc = 11. 19m.' 0. 20:3 0. 23A 0.2060 0. 299 0. 352 1.1. 4 _17 n. g, s 0. 943 ♦.
ricm = 1 .	 2.6,11A 0,4 19 0.298 0.244 0.212 0.1:_9 n. 173 0.16n n. 17,0
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 60 OP ST04PT 0t1EA ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ •
i30
PVT^ -(I.15-nn	 vrJF .a n.4..1.83.	 t1 F =1).'5717	 D:+` M O. 1000	 DC =n.2737
REACT T U I TY CHANT-FT-- • DELTA W
FUAN = 0. 0253? E'.<P - CO.  n15 12 SAFR_ = rl . 02 0 00 TOTAL = 0. CIA 04 5
FUEL ELEMENT WOL I..It•/E FRACTIONS
67L APP I NG	 FUEL REG I OrJ	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL +I•J I CW,	 VAPOR
n. n5rir1	 0. 0+-413	 r1. 2852	 51. 11 4 1	 0. 171 1
HF'ri A'+riNrzL r-ORN vp CORAECTIOtd FACTOR =1 . 0943
NOWPPIP OF HEAT PTPE_' =
	
E.-*. 15911
MIrJT ►4 1 .1 ►r PRACTICAL (OR =GEf'IFIED ) NUriFEP Ow HEAT PIPE= = 1062
TEr1PE P ATURF 'SUMr9ARY• DJ5GREE ►` ELVIN
r^AYIMLiM FUEL DELTA T = 064.1_1
AL0 13 DELTA T ACCRO SS HEAT PIPE W4ALL =	 9.9
.y 1,'ERAl3F FL 1FL TEMPJERA '1'U pE =12188. 2
PIA'/ I iUll FUEL TEMPEPATL IRE =1349.7
FIit:JrJ FRA'-TTON OF L12:39 =fl. 1] 4 :2
FIn F TON DENS-TTY (FTC: IOMS'`^- ►/♦♦ '3`^ = -8.796E-+2rl
FIJFL S WELL I rJo3. 1• 	 UM'OLE ". =tt
PFP417 TOP D T MEN =
 T O ►J^ p t1ETFA =	 FU FL ELEMENT D I MEN= I ON'. • ►1M
rl.2;''i7 cORQ DIAMFTEA
	 21:1.42 WIDTH A C-'-RO== HI$'•' FLAT=
r1..;.7.3'1 COME HEIGHT	 21.44 EVQIV. FUEL ELEMENT DIA
rl. 7,0S. 7 AF ►'+ CTOP DIAMETER	 20. 89 EVU I4'. FUEL PEG: ION O. D.
r1. 4:=;'?7 REACTOR HFTGWT	 3 11.`153 HEAT PIPE O. D.
fl. 1 5100 PW; LECTUR THTCWNE == 	 ° 13.'37 W APOR DIAMETER
1 . fl l:i I_I I) P I P F LENGTH 01-IT-S IDE
 
AEAC TO M n i . 75 1. .-Apoff AREA, ► IM ♦♦2
v
	 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGTH
1. ;'37 Ot1ERALL FvERCTOR +HEAT PIPE LENGTH
RFAa-TOR IJFTG I-ITT+ WTLOMPAM=
1 1' ll FUEL • u2 3-5 ►tA:: -	 99. 4
1'=+7 • . REFLECTOR
	
a 1 .	 HFAT P T PE= • WT ./LIN T T LENGTH	 ;:
rs:';. II CO ► JTROL ?Y3TEM %'A5 U ►OE CONSTANT - '? l<
;A.9 =UPPOPT =TROCTUMe r.' 7% OF REA-TOR WT)
41-2.5 TOTAL REACTOR + HEAT PIPE S
94. 0.? ►1w' ri ♦+ ; • ►BOG POWPp I N F I.I EL-S PAC E 	 6.17 W- W • POWER PER MEAT PIPE	 a
► iW ."tl+* '. WTP TPE A .'•` T AL HT FLU
	
rl. ; 1 rl ► IW ` ►•1 ♦^ f HTP IPE WA V HTFL'x'
TYPE ^:n no T5o
oftlGINAL PAGE W
_ _......	 ....	 Of POOR QUALITYpro
PROW 010.	 TYPE NEW 2NPUT8 P •w-1. KWP02 ...STOP
P002. !TOP
2. n o n "Pw) worw-TOw Powww. Mw	 (WcowE) ( 10 2. •UC r UO2) Come -uC
1 ,:-, 41A. (Two) HEAT PIPE TEt10 4 DE13 K rKwlEw) (1 •2 1 BEr BEO ) REFLECTOR -BEO
3rJ^i(I. 'TTMV) LIFETIMKVVA 'V'P	 (KHP :I t'1e2* 3/1,4 s omo0W) HEAT PIPE -MO
to 011 ''SLZO CO-09 L /D PATIO	 (kie-APOR) e l e 2/L t r NCI) VAPOR	 -NA
10. 0 'tR ►n'::L) A:fIAL HT FLUW9I;W/C112 (IOPTN) (102)	 OPTION	 -`
21)(1. "DTF1401) F►A c FUEL DELTA T / DE^3 K
1.114 fWPLD PIPE t'?TEN-FION+M
NOTE + OPTION 'S ANK i 1-CODE PT DEStONt 2- 'SPRCTWTED DESIGN
TYPE IN ANY OF FOLLOW INO i DCOPff (M) XNEF CM) I•'NFT or BETA NPIPE .. STOP
NPTPE-21 0 STOP
2 1 0 (/.JP I PE) NO. OF HEAT PI PES
	
BETA	 I,0C	 IICD	 ALFA	 PKAI%13 11 MIN	 VXMIN ICOPMAP ENDOAP
n.150 0.0006 0.050 0.6n0 1.500 0.050 0.080 0.015 0.005
TYPF: TTOP• Ow NEW CONSTANTS tE. VC-0. PKAV-0-2. ETC ...STOP
VC=. 005 STOP
SLP INDEX -	 3
v ► ,F = 0. 100 a. 2fin 0.300 0.4011 0.500 0. 600 0. 701) 0.800 0.9-00 1.000
Dc = 1). 196 a '* 0* 0 230 0 260 0.2'09  Il ''S 1 0 4:i' 0.5S5 0.943
DI_H = n o	 :3.22a n.59n 0.421 0.345 0.299 0.268 0.244 0.226 0.212
♦ ♦ . ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE GO Ow START 01,'Ew ♦ ♦
130
11ETA - n o1S0 n 	 IINF -0. 546'	 vF -(1.4 1533	 D•>: -0. 1000	 DC -0.1.210
wEP .T T I 1) I TY CHA ►.J •3EE ► DELTA K
BI_IPN - n. n:3A'atl WVP - 0.01512 'SAFE - 0.02000 TOTAL OR 0.07402
WUF. L ELEMENT WOLUME FRACTIONS
CLALI1 INGr	 FUEL PEGION	 HEAT PIPE	 WA ► ,L+ ►+I/CK	 I.'APOR
	0. 05 11n	 A. 50:^6a	 0.4140	 0. 1656,	 0.2484
HE`•,I ABOVIJAL C'Ow ►Jf_ A CORRECTION wn cTOJa =1 . 2092
NUPi Ro= R OF HIC AT PIPES =	 $4.9168
► t T tJ T M1„• Ft PpA/. T I CAL row s.PR1C I F I ED) NUMDEP OF HEAT PIPES = 2 1 a
TEMPFRATI_•Pt? s1.IMFIARYlDE/:REE KELIJI ►•J
ttA'r.IM I_iM FUEL DELTA T = 311.'
AIlrY DELTA T ACCPOSS HEAT PIPE WALL a 1"si. 1
A 1 'F.RI14/3E FI_1EL TEMPE0047 1 _1 0K =1290- 0




FI:F'=Z0 ► J DENTTT `f (FI'a r^ZOFJ'S , 'CM^♦3) - 1 .351E+21
F1_IEL SWELL INM- O W131_I_IttE	 _ 5.291
1.	 . •	 1 d•1. SL- f-,-, y.: 6. ZL
PEACTOP DIME NS IONS*  METER'S	 FUEL ELEMENT DIMENSIONS.  f tttl
O .: P 10 (COME DIAMETER	 21 . 1)4 W IDTH ACICWO'S S HI.:W FLATS
A. 32 1 0
 CORE WF I GHT	 22 . 09 EVU I v. FUEL ELEMENT VIA
0. 551 0 PEACTOP D IAMETEP	 21. 54 EMU I V. FUEL PEG IONON O. D.
0..5'1':'.1 11 WFle: ATOP HEIGHT	 14.22 HEAT PIPE O.D.
n. 1 nn0 PF$r t. ECTOR THICKNESS 	 i l . 1',1 1 V APOR DI AMETER
1 .0(1I:n PTP • F LEN1'_4TH OUTSIDE REt4CTOR
	 j. 29 4 !'APOR AREA! F1ft ♦♦2
1 . 4 "?A 0 TOTAL Hr. AT PIPE LENGTH
1 .	 111 01-I F- PALL    REACTOP +HEAT PIPE LENISTH
REPCTOP WEIGHT= • WZLO'3 P9*111'
15?.4 FUEL 	 U235 ► IA_ E - 1 29. 5
23 1. 5 REFI_ECTOP
19 9 HEAT PIPE 'S ► 64T /1-INIT LEPP=T" 	0
:3,.1.) r_ONTaOL =Y_TEM
	
CON TANT = 3.7 1•:;15}
44. 2 SUPPORT STP I_I •CT! 1AE (7% OF PEACTOR WT)
rr^'4.'^+ TOTAL PEACTOP + NEAT PIFF. s
144.'-:":)  mw/ti.1'7; • A 1?v POWP IN FUEL P0iCE	 9.52 F: W . F• ONER PEP HFA'; PIPE















4. Ilrin {Ple) wr^i-TOle POWs► • ►1)J	 CKCDPE?
	 COf►E sIJ,:
1 v^i 11, ' THP) Mtrowr Pi pit  TRM► a nrov ►t	 (KlelgF') C 1 f (},• ..'EI[ * EEO ) 	RIEIFLECTOW =PWO
3n^r1. !TTMO LIFETTI/1FlDAY>3	 (KHP) C1^^^:j.' ►J1es/IO•W> HEAT RIPE s110
	
«LD) CORIl; L •'D P9 4T I O	 CKII^,leDle') ;1 * ?'L I f 111A) I ARr.)W	 s ► J041f1,11 :67111'^L1 P1 ;1 I04L HT	 fIOPTN) {1o;?)	 OPT Ir7N	 >s%
c 11 11. C DTIFMA':;) ME/ eh PURL DELTA TO DE s3 ►'
1.00 fMPL1) PIPE Ea'TENEtO ►1.r/
IJOTR. OPTION; AWfr i 1-CODE PT DESIONf 2-SP(tCtP r IED DWJrt,3PJ
TYPW IN ANY OF FOLLOWINI i DCORE (H) REF''M) VtJFT FtiETA NPIPE ..STOP
N► TPE=26.4 STOP
2.64 rNP I PE) NO. OF HEAT PI PES
SETA	 w C	 I/CD	 ALFA	 11PKEII,•013 PHIrJ
	 DXP/IN CON ,7AP F lIAD,3AP
0.1 551)	 0. 1)f1 wo	 A. n g n	 0. A- 0 11	 1. 511 1.1	 A. 0051)	 0.01:10	 A. n1S	 11. 01)5
TYPE! STOP• pR NEW CONSTANTS IE.
	 PKAl1.7-=2. ETC ... STOP
1•.,,_ u r•I. 1) (14 STOP
SLD IrJ VIE': _
I! ►JF = Cl. 1 011 0. 2' n11 1).:301) C1. 460 0. 150r.1 1)... nn 0.700 0. pall 0. ';900 1. 000
DC = 11. 196 1).::n-* 1).230 0.26 0 0.299 0.352 0.437 11.5;35 0. ,+4' :l
DrH = rl.	 4. 1 1 1 0 . 832 r1. 8594 0 . 487 0. 422 0. 378 0.34:+ 0.	 1:1 1.1, 11,10
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE GO OR S TART OVER ♦ ♦
GO
ZETA =1). 15 11 11	 L•'NF =0.6570	 1.'F a 0. 34 1-:1)	 D ; s[1. 10 0 0 
	 D,_ -0. 3954
PffAe7T T J,A I TY CHANGW S 9 DELTA ►:
1<UPN s 11. n5e1111 E-P = 0. 01512 SAFE	 TOTAL = 1). 1.19012
FUEL ELEI -IEFAT LA OL•1_ItiE FWACTTON•S
CLADrTN ,% 	 FUEL RE ,3ION	 HEAT PIPE
	
►JALL+WICK	 VO4POR
0 . 1)5 0 (1
	 r.1, 4 051
	 0.5449	 11. ^ 1,_:,
 n	 0. 3269
HW'g 0I , 7: ONAL CORNER COPPECT I OtJ FACTOR =1 . '? ^' d5
N! IPIE. ER OF HEAT PIPE: =	 11.11 . l8 7 1 0
►1 T t•J t t1! I ►1 PPkCT I CELL < OR S PEC IFIED ) t1!I ►1FER OF HEAT PIPE_ _ 2 E4
TENF ERr+T! IRE ! R1r1AR 'ti" • DEGREE E•'ELL ,
 I N
Mr+'o-' IM I JPI F! IEL DELTA T = 77. 2
DELTA T ACCROS'_ HEAT PIPE WALL = 1A.9
A t -'ERAMF FUEL TE'MPFRAT! IRE s 1 i 9i^. ,
PIA :! Ir1 1-I 14 FUEL TEMPEPAT I!RE = 1:iS^.S
$ll"PJ FRACTION OF ! 12'=:5 =0. 0917
FT8_ TC1PJ DEN:=TT'Y rFT53T0 ►•J3 Cr1 ♦♦ '^') m 1.911)E+21
FUEL = WELL IrJ,. % I;:OLI,I ► tF	 = 7 . 64►'_+4
	
ale* Se. +.,. 1
 `90 =t, 99	 a
!	 REr14-TOR DIME'NaION= . tIFTER=
	 FUEL ELEMENT DIMENSIONS! ► 1M
Il. ?994 CORK DIAMETER	 2:3. 1:3 WIDTH ACCROSS HEX FLATS
n. 954 cap ir HVr T GWT	 24.29 E[ U Z V . FUEL ELEMENT D I A
t
	
0. 6254 R6 ' ACTOR DIAMETER	 23. 67 EC I_I IV. F IJEL REI. ION O. D.
	
11. 6 nl,4 REACTOR HEIGHT	 17. 93 HEAT PIPE O. D.1 1l0rl PFFLE,_ TOR THICk ' NESS 	 13 . 39 VAPOR DIAPETER
1 . n r 1 n Il P I PF LENGTH OUTSIDE REACTOR 151.46 1•IAPO p AREA ., ► /M ♦♦ C'.
1 . 5 1*1 r14 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGTH
1 . Arl54
 OL.'FRALL REACTOR+MLAT PIPE LEN13TH
REA C=TOR LJFT ,_WT'=• ►:I LO,3RAM•
	2' 151 . 5 FUEL .
	 1-12:35 MA'S_ =	 1813. 2
:351'1. Il RFFLECTOR
4 1.13. n HEAT PIPES, WT/UNIT LENGTH (K.,3 tt) _ 271,':-,I)	 -,
11 CO ►JTp4L SYSTEM^A='SLIME' ,=ON_TANT
71). 5 -! IPPORT = TR! ICTi IRE ^7% OF REACTOR WT)
1 076. 9 TOTAL REACTOR + HEAT PIPE'=
2
7 ►1tJ •' MP ♦ ti.A,:',7- POWA IrJ RUEL: Pr'i,_E 15. 15 KW-POWER PER HEAT PIPE
1 rlrl. 114
	 A'.: TAL HT FLU':'
	 1.1.73 7:3 t1tJ /M ♦♦29MTPIF• E RAD HTFL".
	 a




POOR PSO, 8	 5­ 17-78
	
TYPE NEW INP+.IT: Poo l . WHP U2 • . • STOP
10000. 2 THP-1425. ATOP	 Ip
0.2 A(; (Pw •1 RIr.^ .::TOIa POwIffR • ► IW 	 ;KrOAt) !1 r^/IJr wU0^1 .ORE =UC
14223. (' THP) HEAT PIPE TEMP • DE-3 K "WOMP) ( 1 r 2 />))t • EEO) POPLECTO0 n EEO
3n'^Il.	 TTNE) LfP1EYTME • Ddlly '$	 {KNP) ( 1+El ► S /NE^MO ► W^ HEAT PIPS =F10
1 . 0 f1 0 r-L D) COME L / D RATIO	 (KVAPOW" { 1 ► C' f L I ► NA° VAPOR 	 syi
1 11. 1;1	 A to I AL. HT FLIJ'" e + KN,'CP12C { [ O P TNT 1192)	 OPTION	 s
aon. -'DTPr P9A-e) 10 10*+ • r F IJPL DELTA TO D9 ,31 11
1. fjil ':' HPL1 '? PIPE E•!TENS ION ► M
NOTtr OPTIONS Aw/► : I -CODE PT DESi 13N • i?-'t'PECIPIf[D DESIoIIN
TYPE IN ANY OW FOLLOW IN-3 t DCOMK <M>
	 VNPT PASTA ►JP I Pt ..STOP
hPTPE= :34 STOP
:34	 !►JP I Pt) FIO. OP HtIi1 T pipes
FETA	 !,'C	 VC!)
	
ALFA	 PKAVq EMIN	 OWHIN COlIROAP WNDIAP
X1.151:1 0.004 0.0230 0.600 1.5011 0.050 0.080 0.013 0.005
TYPW: S TOP• ON NEW CONSTANT'S TE. VC U O. PWAV4 302• ETC • .. STOP




vNF = 11. 1 00 0 .211 f•1 0.13 00 (1.4(1 0
 0.5n0 (1 . 6 60 (.I . 7 flfj 0. 80 1.) 0.4 0 n 1.000
DC = (1. 1'315 11, 2 fj=
 0. 23 11 n . 2A0 0. 299 fl. ?A2 A.437 0.5-9 15 0.941: ♦.
rCH = 0.	 0.	 0. 192 C1.1 35 0.110 0.(1 19 0; 0. 0-97, 0. 07-S 0. 11#12 0.060"
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPIT 130 Ow START OWED ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦
rp
EFTA =n.1500	 I±FJF =rl.2_7 43 	 I/R v-0. 7257 	 D'• = 0. 1 000	 DC -0.22.37
REF4CTT l ,'IT'Y CHS.F13F:=. DELTA W.
B 1JFaN = 17, IJiI'1 :3 E:<P - (1. 01764 3PIIFE = 1,1. 0200 0 TOTAL a 0. 044 .92
FI_IFL ELE PWNT WOL I. I ► IE WMAr_TION'T
CLA D D I N-3	 PrOJEL REGION	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL+W I C►.'.	 VAPOR
A. (5(1(1	 (1.:;1 42	 0. 011323 :3	 0. 0 ':4 3
	 0. 05123
HF;;l4-g OF404L CORNER CORMFC__TTOrJ FACTOR =1. 1.1rl_;^^
NIPIFFFA L1F HEAT PIPE= =
	
j:c. :!,a1:1
tIT ►JT ►IlPI PPACTTCAL ':OR aPECIFTED ) N!PIF'EP OP HEAT PIPE'S =
	 84
TENPERATI.IR11= :=1.IrrNARY9 DEC+wEE ► 'EL!?TFJ
F1 ►I:` I t1lPt FUFL DFLTN T = 84. 2
A1,'O: DELTA T ACCROS •= HEAT PIPE WALL =	 4.7
AVER AC^ E FU FL TFPiPFPAT l.sP =14557.8
► IH:: Irioo,i FUEL TEI •IPEPAT! IRF =1 51 6. 2
BUMPJ FRA C ' "TOrJ OF !I2:_:r1 =fl, 111 11
FI=?TI7 rJ DENSIT1' '.FI=_^fON:'; 'Cr1 ♦♦ '^ '> _ ^ .4'a^E+G[I
FI.I' L =WELLIFt._+•1.OL 1
_PIE ". = J. 7
it	 I JU4c- ^•..l
 1  -. 3. 85'
RFA i-TL I Q DIMENSION= . t'FTFPS	 F1JrL ELEM,E.► ► JT D2FIEN?tTOFI_ ! rVI
1) , ,=__? 37 COMIC D T APIETEW	 23.  1 1 WIDTH ACCRO •
	HE.' FLATS
11.2'-'=:7 cOME HE2 ,9HT	 24.26 eVI_I IV. FUEL ELEtIEI•IT DIA
0. 45'37 RrozcTvR DIAPICTEM
	 2 3. 65 EO IJIV. FUEL PF'3I0114 O. D.
11.4:: •=:7 REACTMO HEIGHT
	 7. 11 HEAT PIPE O. D.
(I. 111f11) REFLECTOP THICKNESS	 5.51 !VAPOR DIAMETER
1. flflflli PTPE LE*J o
_+TH O!1T:4I LI E PEACTO;;	 :.S:U VAPOP AMWAY t•It1♦12
TOTAL HeAT PIPE LENf3TH
1 . `i ' *3 7 OI; EPA IL L REACTOa+H =_ AT PIPE LEtic r"
REACTOR tJF T GHT. . ►: I LOGRITiM
C:i_ h FI IEL f	 ! I :'' 51 PIA= S
14_:.' REFLE_TOR
1 .. 1	 HEAT = IF• E=• 1JT-' II t:TT LENv.TH %'we- •' ►•/	 =	 1 ?.r,IJ
	
(I COIlJTPO l_ S'r• _TEM 'A_= 1 1 ► IE COtJ •3TANT =	 ►'i3`
SUP POP T STRUCTURE	 OF REACTOR WT)
1M. 1 TOTAL REACTOP + HFAT o IPES
n. r .} Hal  t1 ♦♦ =:. til.' PO ►• M I N P UEL'= PACE	 : • _ _ ►tw o r• 76JER PER HEAT PIPE
11111, i1-: rt1J • " ti ♦+ c'•NTPTPE A t 'TAL HT Fr L IJ"	 11.x,15 tIIJ •' rI W -2 g HTPIPE PAD HTFL::'
♦ ^^^♦♦*♦1^11^^11111♦
T VPF X30 00 .=TOP
1%




	 PwQI ►1c7. 9	 5- 17..'	 TYPE NItW iF/P'1JTi Poo l, WwP=2 ... STOP
Pwn0. 4 STO►
0.4 116 !Pw' mrocTow POWE Rr MW	 :KCowE) C 1 t 2-' 1JC t uO2) COME slit
1 42`x. lTHPs HKOOT PIPE TErIP • DE rf ►t	 ^WPW W)	 1 r 2••'1E t 160) PEFLECTOM i1I•!.0
^f+f.► n. !TI ►IE) LIFETIMEtDAYS	 :KNP' ! 10293 , 'NE0t It) aW) HEAT PIPE s ►10
1. nr1 !TLD) COME L -' D PATIO	 CKVAPOw)	 WA•OP	 s0,801
1 0. n ! OA''L ) A'%! I AL HT	 I Of• Tts ) i I t 2)	 OPT I O ► S	 s2
2 0 1.1. '•D TFMWf l ►/A' ,' FUEL DELTA Tr DE 03 K
1. O ff !HPl _ 1) PIPE wvTENS I O ►I t M
NOTE • OPTION 'S ARE I !--CODE PT DES 113 ►/ • 2- 1 PEC I F TED DES 14th
TYPE IN ANY OF FOL'.0417146 i DCOM[" ►/) tewror ;1to !,,NFT FTETA ►/PiPE ..STOP
NP f Pt=84 STOP 134 CNP i PE) NO. OF HEAT PIPES
ZETA	 I/ C	 fl icD	 ALFA	 PKA610iz 1" 1 N	 W M I N COw+3040 KND,3AP
1J. 115n n. nit ri. nsn r1.611n 1.500 0. n5n n. 0v?.0 0. 015	 0.005
TYPE: STOP t Ow NEW CON$TA14T'S i n. VCs n. PKA 1/ d1= 2 . ET'-- ...STOP
STOP
SLD T ►IDEV
1.fNF = A. 100 (1.20 0 0.301) 0. 400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.:300 (1 . 900 1.000
D,_ - 0. 196 0. 2 08 0.230 0. 2617) 0 .299 0.352 0. 4 37 0.5,:35 0. 943 •.k	 D^CH = 0.	 n.	 n. an IJ. 131 0. 115 ►, n. l	 f1. 1;: f1 n. 110 0. 102 0. 0'35
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ • ♦ ♦ • ♦ • TYPE 00 Ow START 0 1 .0 4111 0 ♦ ♦ ♦
IRETA =r1, i 1500	 1JNF =fJ. 32 95	 1.-F -0.501 6 15	 DW = n. 1 o no	 D EC -0.23311	
wEACTIIITTY CH 98 11J O3E90 DELTA K	 J
11.IMN = n. 0 1	 E'rP = n. fl1-764 SAFE = n. 020 0 1,1 TOTAL = 0. OS n52
FUFL ELEMENT b0 0LU11E FRr'+.CTIONE
CLADDIN13	 FUEL wt #3ION	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL +WICW	 4"AP01111
n. I) o.; 	 0. ;'9:34	 0.12316
	 0. 0 ►:	 0.0911)
Hrf •fAi"30PI .L COR ►19R r,COPMECTI01/ FACTOR =1 . 11258
►J41 ► I PE01; OF HKAT PIPES' =	 48. 69''73
t1T ►JTtiti ff
 PwACTICAL 'OP SPECIFIED ) f4Ur1VEM OF NEAT PIPE S =	 34	 1
TL'<r1F• EF+AT IJRE Ur1MARY t DE^3REE ►: ErL 1X 3 N
► IA •: Ir1U11 FUEL DELTA T = 1 1'^. 3
A t/r+ DELTA T A CCOMOSE S, HEAT PIPE 14ALL =	 {1. 'r
A l.-WRAME FUEL TEMPWRATURE =1472.5
► 1F.':.' I M! 111 F1.1FL TEr1PFw1AT 1_ 1RE =1 554. 2
PI,IFiN FRACTTO ►'I mr 1_1 2 735 =11. (12 1 5
FTSSTON DENSITY BFI'=CIO ►/_ ^CM.•'^) = 4.474E+20
FI 1 EL	 6.44
1l
	 1	 ^olt«f^ "^•+^ `'^ + 1 ► 5-13
MEAC TOM D i 11Ev4 I Or1= t t1ETEP S	 FUEL ELEMEI1IT D I t ENS I ON: t ► 111
f1. 2 81 S=ORE D I AMETEP	 24. 59 WIDTH ACCRO S •__. HE::; FLAT=
n. 2:38 1 COME HFTGHT	 25. -32 EVIJIV. FUEL ELEMEt•IT DIA
A. 4r: ?.1 REACTOR DIAMETER	 25.117 EO!1 I4+ . FUEL AE-=ION O.D.
0. 4431 PLA07TOO HETIHT	 10.05 HEAT PIPE O.D.
n. 1 (10 1:1 PFFLECTOR THICKNES S 	 7.71 9 1-I APOW DIAMETEP
1.1;1111:11'1 P T PE LENGTH OUTSIDE REACTOR 47.64  vAPOr7 ARE1A9 ,
 rm++2
1. '_;43 1 TCITAL HEAT PIPE LEN'3TH
1 . 44 :? 1 01.'EPALL REACTOR +HEART PIPE LErIi. TH
REACTOR WE I G3HT 3. K T LOGaRAM'=
=+2. 1.1 FUEL.	 1-12:3	 11w1_5 =	 78.. 21
112. 1 PEFLECTOR
HEAT F' I PE'S 4 tIT % U ►d I T LF_N++TH e 0-!'C- /P0 _ 27.21
3. 0 1rONTPOL SN' TEM !A. a 1JrtE CO43TANT	 Ks)
L:P 2. 7 S UPPOPT S T ►7U CTUPE '
	 OF PEACTOP WT)
::4n. •	 T13TAL PEA-_TOA + HE A T +- tP=5
47.'-:3 3 	 powp T tl F1_1EL PAC E 	 4. f ►, KW t POWER PEP HEAT PIPE
'^'=1, 'Jti ► tW!M^4 ^NTF• TPE A?'IAL HT FLU'{	 1J.S17 ► 1W I'M ♦ 02t04TPIPE PA1N HTFL"
TYPE G-0 Op TOP
,r
r
Ppas Nn. 1 n
P000.7 STOP
ORIGINAL^ 6;;'
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 	 OF POOR QUALI'T'Y
13--17-73
	
YPE Nall I NPUT t PM- 1. 1<►+P•2 ... TTO•
4.7110 <PP) RFAr rvP+ PoWER • ► t ► 1	 rWccpt)	 Ie2/U.+ 1o27 CORE 01.I47
14	 {T ww', Hfr i%T P T PE TF ► IP • DEA 1•' (►'pEF )	 REFLEICTOM -1110
.4636. (TI ►tR) L1FR'I ?tire DA1'!	 (XWP)<1•^-^'0•3''HS+NO0W W90%T PIPE sH0
1. 0 A ^SL.D) T=ORE L 3 D MATZO	 (kWAPOR) / 1 + /LIfNA ) VAPOR	 -►1A
111, r1 (C-404: ;1,) A"IAL HT FLU I. 9 KWC ►12 (IOPTN) f l •j? )	 OPTION	 -j?
(I A. (DTFMA:'^ ► tA`d FUEL DELTA T+DWO K
1, fill !HOLD PIPF CWTVISSIONrM
NOT!' • OPTION:; APE I 1-CODE PT DE2I 1301 • 2-SPECIFIE1D DESZ-3114
TYPE TH ANY OF FOLLOW T ►J4 a DCORE ef0 :'RtF APO VNFT F>«ETA NP IPE .. =TOP
NP I PLR- 1 2 n STOP
12 n NP IPR) ►1a. OF HEAT PIPE'S
11 ETA	 vc	 VCD	 ALFA	 PKAW011 EM1N	 DvMIF/ 0-100 131%P E114DM31AP
n. i5n n, ri12 A. 05ri 0. 600	 1.500 0. 0 450 1D.0-90 0.0 15 	 0.0643





I! ►JR = n. 140 (1. 200 6.3Q1) ().400 4. 1344 0.604 4.700 0.300 0.' 00 1.000
De_ - 0.1';'n n.2'rj :_ 11 .23n 4.26(1 0.29'4 0.352 4.437 0.535 0.943 ♦.
S. 484 0.'354 0.251 0.205 4.177 0.159 0.145 0.134 0.126
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ i ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE #30 Op •START O ILER ♦ ♦ ♦
X30
3¢ETA = 0..5(In	 WNW - 4.	 - (1. 64'?S	 D^,f - n. 1000	 Dc - 0.2553
REACTIVITY CHA ►•1t3E 'X9 DELTA W
rsip ►J = O. A197", E tP = 0. 01"1 64 rAwtq = 0.02000 TOTAL - 0. 45741
F! ► EL EL EME ►JT 1,TIL !RTE FRACTI ONS
CL ADD 1 11444	 FIJWL PWO I ON	 HEAT P I IC'E	 LJAL.L+4J I CH	 VAPOR
n, n5nn	 1:1. "1 4	 n. 2271	 4, 119 CIA	 0.13+ 3
HE Y A MrI PJ AL i'OJ,'j-JF_ p (CORRECT T O ki FACTOP =1 . n :' :I
NuttF:F17 OF HFAT PTPF_ =	 6r,1.6 7705
HT ► lViUtl PRA ,_TI ,=AL 'OR • PECIFIED '` ► J I_tr18E p OF HEAT PIPE'S = 12-0
TE ► 1REFAAT! I PE	 ►'IELW I N
► /A'.f TM! Rt F! IcL DELTA T = 1 01. 1
A I ' s$ DELTA T ACCIPO = = HEAT PIPE ►JALL = 1 4. rj
H I 'E pA:E FUC-L TE ►1PEr4:IT1 mmr =14618. 7
t1A'•'IP1UP1 FUEL TEF1Pff0*AT!1PE =1541.2
E!IaN FRA TTON OF !123.5 =rl, 0-129
FT ,_ = TOr!	 DEN = I^''^'	 F IF=If]N=.' ^M^i'	 = ^.:=:h^F+;:(1
F! IFL	 . uffLL Tt4G-, WCIL!R1E ^:
4.
pErn: T^:o	 DTML^N 'SZO ► J=	 ►tET1E p = FUEL ELE ►tENT DSNEN = SONS+	 ► /H
CI.	 Cn::: cop s DIAMETER 2,2.24 WIDTH ACCROSS HIE;, FLATS
(1.1'568' COPPEr WFTGHT is	 . :- -9 e0 f.11 1/. FUEL ELEMENT DIA
0. 486* AEA_ TOP DIAMETER 22. 71 6 EVU I V. FUEL RE-3 I ON O. D.
6. 48r.',S M gAo7TOO HE I GHT 11 . 1 :3 HEAT PIPE O. D.
11.1 1'I i 1 (1 PEFLECTO W TH S'_ W NE_ S 8.62 VAP OP DI AMETER
1 ,	 11111111 FIRE LEN G3TH OUTSIDE AEA C_ TOFA 5:=:. 34 vAPOp AREA+ tm+# 2
6 1 IP TOTAL HG AT PIPE LENo3T14
1 .4,=,r,.: O I •'ER ALL PEAC TOM +HEAT PIPE LENGTH
NET 13HTS • ►: T L0 f3PA ►1 s
1:F.0.4  PFFLECTOP
64. = HEAT F^ TPE = • WT-'QkJTT LSPJ,=TM	 47. 61
'. (1 CONTPOL ^'9'STEN Sri= ?! P1= CONSTANT - ,y ~ Kea+
^' ►^ .:^ = UPPORT STRUCTURE  " I". OF PEACTOR NT'`,
4I.I'+. 9 TOTAL PTACTOP + HEAT PIPE.
Q EA_T[7 Q
7 : ":'+ rnJ•'rr ♦^:;. AL ^3 FONP TN F1_1EL'a@ ►T^ ^_E	 ^.	 ►:N. PONE p Pew wwAr PIPE
N ► J +' ►1 0- ♦24 HTPTPE AaTAL HT FL IJ ! '	 i;l,	 + t ,tJ • 't/ 4•« 2+HTF• SRE J=AD HTFL.;1
T't'cc Go mm TOR
I. nnn (PR) pEA .-TOR PO4JEP•MW
1 •a ?0; . (TRIP ) WEAT PTPE TEMPO OEM K
'3+!r,n . (TIME) LIFETTMffPVA'r3
1. nn OrLD) COOF L/D w04TTO
in. n (V^A :L) ANAL HT FLUA' +KW•/CM2
20A. (DTFMA+') MAK FUEL DELTA T+DI
i . 1)0 (HPL 1) PIPE [xTENf I OhI+ M
(KHP	 /Nr+MO•W)
tt0^• TN ) (1*^)
^^ K
ORIGINAL PA.
•♦♦♦•♦•♦♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^•	 OF POOZ QUAL,17Y








NOTE• OPTIONS ARE I 1 -CODE PT DE3114 N+ 2-SPECIFIED DESION
TYPE IN ANY OF FOLLOW IN4 I DCORE (M) YAEF (M) VNFT FNKTA NP IPE .. ET ►JP
NPIPE*152 STOP
152 (NPIPE) No. OF NEAT PIPES
	
META	 100C	 VcD	 ALFA PKAVO 11 M TN	 D7(MTN CORmAP ENDOAP
n.200 0.01:15 0.0150 x,1. 600 1.500 0.050 0.0*10 0. 015 0.0015
TYPE= STOP+ OR 1 14KW CONSTANTS IE. 1,'C- l). ►KAV1I1=2. ETC ... STOP
SETA-0.25 STOP
ELD INDEX =	 :3
VNt = moo0n n. 20n 0.'300 0. 400 0.1500 r-1.6on 0.700 0.200 0.900 1.000
Dc = a.1 96 1:1,::03 0.230 0.22,0 0.299 0.:152 0.437 0.585 0. 94 13 6.
DrH = 0.	 n.	 1.391 (0.3-83 0.276 0.227 0. 197  0. 177 11. 152 0. 150
♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 0310 OR START 01,060 • • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ 1
X30... ADJUST NET^ FOR 10 ! ' TWELLIp1-3
SETA - 0.2500	 13NIr = O. 4_ O4	 VF -0. 5196	 O X =0. 10 0 0	 DEC -0. 2904
REACTIVITY CH^P4GE'S+ DELTA K
p1JRN = 0. 1 212' 0 E'XP - 0. 01764 EAFE * 0. 0200 0 TOTAL - 0.05054
F11Et. ELEMENT 1 ^OLUME FRACTIONS
	
CLADDIN 63	 FUEL RE ,=TON	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL+WICK	 VAPOR
	
0. r) 15A0	 0.6970	 0.25'311	 0.1012	 0.151-IB
W a r ' MONONL #:ORIJ.$R i_-VXWVCTTON PO4CT1300 =1.117 5
N 1.IMRF p OF MEAT PIPE S. =	 70. 81302
h1 T N I H UM PRACTICAL (OA SPECIFIED) N I-IMPLE R OF HEAT PIPES+ - 162
TEMFt=AAT1_1RE a^IMMriR 'Y+DE^?REE KELVIN
llW,fTM!1M FUEL DELT A T = 437. 5,
AWG DELTA T ACCRO 'fiS HEAT PIPE WALL = 9.4
A f--'ZWAGE 9 11 EL TEMPERATURE =1405:1. 5
MA o-! I M! lM FUEL TEMPEPATUPE = 152'6. h
EUAN FRACTION OF 1-12-3 5-1 sl:l. fl':' ,^;,
FT'ESION DEN'S`I TY 	 7. 1.117E+20
FUEL S WELL T NA 9 WOLUME % = 9.54N 
PWA TOW DTMENETONS• h1ETER •_ 	 ►= UEL ELEMENT DII.IENSIONS+ 111M
fl. ? ,?ri4 r
_O pr F DIAMETER	 21.e-7 WIDTH ACCRO'SS HEW FLAT'S
0.;-:904 CORE HEIG WT 	 22.75 FVUIV. FUEL ELEMENT DIA
0.5a04 REACTOR DIAMETER	 22.1$ EVU 2 13 . FUEL REGION O. D.
1). 51:111:1 REACTOR HE I 0HT	 11. 44 NEAT PIPE O.D.
rl, 11:1!11.1 REFLECTOP THICKNESS
	 e. 805 vAPOR DIAMETER
1.0000  PIPE LENGTH O!I TS IDE WEACTO M A l .71 I ,APOR AREA+ MM ♦♦2
1	 54 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENS=TH
1.5rlli4 O1IEPALL PEA,_TOR+HEAT PIPE LENGTH
FACTOR WEIrWTSf KILOGRAMS
1 29. 4 FUEL • ! 12155 MASS = 11 0. 0
2 16.1  REFL,ECTOP
	
94.9 HEAT PTPE Z+ ►JT/UN IT LEN raTW	 57 .9
r_ONT pOL :','STEM (A SSUME C=ONSTANT = 33 KG?)
SUPPORT STRUCTURE	 OF PEACTOP WT)
5f1n.4 TOTAL REACTOR + HEAT PIPES
7c, (II	 POWR IN FUTL . PACE	 17 KWfrOW$p PER MEAT PIPE
	
:111, fl? ►•1W/Pi
	 .HTFIPE A-11 IAL HT F U'%"	 f.1.7r'+^7 MW^'hl ♦♦^ HTPIPE PAD HTFLY
TYPE GO Oa =TOP
^. fj 111;1 (F R) wqA.-TOA POwtR t ►•w
142 . I TWP ') HFAT PIPE TEP/P ► VICS K
3n^11'I. e TTh/E) L IRfTTME • DAYF
1.1;11;1 ( ILD ) COME L/D RATIO
11:1, IJ r C,9^ 3L,) A:,fTAL HT FLU','vwW/rM^:
2(1 . 1 DTFMIb-,'') ►•IA-' FUEL DELTA T/ DI
1. 00 CHPL1) PIPE VXT9MXIO ► / +M
(we-Owe) (1 t 8 /IJC t UO2)(vwEF) (1 •2 / IE t EEO;'
(KHP) ( 1 . 20 t l m at mat W)
(kWAPOP) (1 • 2 !L 10 ►•►A)
(IOPTPJ) (10a•1
9 03 K
ORIG1RIP. Pf, - r 3









NOTE • OPTION; AWE 1 1-CODE PT DEZT ,sh/ • Ic -'lFPECIFTED DES1411A
TYPE IN ANY OF FOLLOWtN •s I DOOAf (M ) xRER(M ) I. ANFT Faffr^ t1PIPE ..STOP
NPIPE N210 STOP21 0 (NPIPE) NO. OF HEAT PIPES
EFTA	 1/r_	 vCD	 ALFA	 PKA1/O =MIN	 D•►CMIN CCTR.)t1I1.P ENDI7AP
1J. S0n 1J. n1J5 n. o5  1:► . #,%no 1.5n0 0. 0Sn 0. 030 0. n1 w.► 1J. oo03
TYPE: 1-TOP• OA NEw Cal-ITTANTS IE. wC n o. PKA1/i ne. ETC ... STOP
swTAs 0.4 STOP
SLD I ►•IDE`s s	 3
1%rllr = 0.1 00 0. 200 11.3011 0. 400 0. 1300 0.600 0.700 0.300 0.900 1..000
n. 195 0.20 .3 0.2"30 0.26A 0.299 n, x521 11. 437 0.535 n.9,"3 •.
^,: H = Ci .	 n . 0.	 0.	 0.515 0 .390 0.1-1 1.19 0.263 0 . a 3'3 1:1.212
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 00 OR rrAOUT 0 1 /ER ♦ ♦
-70... ADJUST lrff TA FOR 1 0% SWELL I NeS
t1ITA sfl.4nnl:l	 1J11jF a n.5217	 1/F =0. 3 :7 	DV' 111 0. 1 000	 Dr a 0. 3572
RFAr,'TTI.A IT'Y CWAN-3E'8t DELTA K
$I.IRN as n. n y 113 ExP a 0. 01754 'rmpr tr or 0.02'000 TOTAL a A. 05377
F 1 .1CL ELEMENT 1/OLUMF' FPO4CTIONT
Ct-A LIDIN uR 	 FUEL MWOTON	 NEAT PIPE	 IIA_L + 1•II _K	 VAPOM
1:1. (15,1;1(1	 n.5'?;.;
	
1).3154	 n. 1255	 0. 1 c-93
WF': AMC NQL CORN$P CORRECT I Orl FACTOR -1.  11 7'?
HUMFEP OF HEAT PTPET s	 1.4.2127
rII ►J I ►•11 Jr1 FJ*A- T TCAI_ (OR w P E-' IFTKD ') 1,4 I1ttSE ►0 OF HEAT PIP Es. a 21 n
TEM W WRATOOff	 M EL W 1114
►•/A :d T r+1 tM F! IFL DELTA T = $'a. I
Iryl.'g DELTA T ACCPOSZ-F
 We:•T PTPE WA -L a 11.4
r• 1 :'FRAj7-'E FUEL TFMPFP+1• T!I QE =1466-3'
rlA ^: T MI I ►1 FUFL TEMPf'PAT1 IRE a 1 .' 1 . '
BUNN FPACTTOhI OF 1-12'35 =1;1. 051'
FI °SICI^► DF ►1a TTY' ^FT'33TON?'^_t•t ♦• 'i) s 7 iy':1fJE+211
FUEL =4J^LLThn: • I lOLVME	 z11a.5rr
1,	 1	 d C. s•• {u 4.1 '^.
	 17.1( C
I	 REAC=TOR UTM1iNs iOr. • r1ETER?	 FUEL ELEMENT DIMEN S ION • ?,1M
11. 3on7a' C'7Rtf D I AMIFTER	 24. 07 WIDTH ACCRO' 3 HE'.! FLATS
0. 'in "` C.3RE NE I m- wr	 25 '="=t	 ! 1 1.^^	 -	 . ^ ^_ E C^ I	 FUEL ELEMENT D I A
1	 1). 5'a 	 PV ACTOA DIAMETER	 214.6'4 E[!UI!/. F I_1 E►L PE-7ION O.D.
11.577;x: PFACTC)a HEIOWT	 14.22 HURT PIPE O. D.
0. 1 rl rl 171 PKFLECTCR THICKt•IFE'S 	 11. nl	 1.l0:40OR DIAMETER
1 . IJ I I t I is P i PR LE11 A r3TH OUT'z I DE RQAC TOP 95. 2h 1/APOR AREA • MM ♦♦2
1 . 4 7.''2 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LEhJ,':TH
1.51772 0 1 %[. Ptr4LL PFACTOW+HEAT PIPE LENgTH
RFACTO 14 W= I3WT'3• WTLOGPRAM'=
1 .4 1). 4 FUEL. •	 U2'35 MA-FT a	 1 51 ;a
410.7 10!rFLECT^ta
Il11, '	 H19010T PIP¢: • WT/1-IN T T LENi?TH ^ 0+'0:1' 04:' a 1 :11. 1,1
:. n CONTROL : Y TFM 1':1,` =IJr•€ CO ►16TA JT a 33 V17)
----c 1 =`;- $! 1F'POaT &TRUCT! IPg
 ' ' 7 OF Pa A-:TOP WT"
7''5. 7 TOTAL PEACTOR + hIF ►+T PIPE=
r• td % ht 41 01 =.. ;-•i? : PC7 ►dP T ► 1 F IJ£L'=PACE	 9.52' vW • POWEP PER MEAT P I P!f
+'=+. =1	 ►.+1.1%M ♦ ^^•HTPTPE r+'-.IA_ HT FLU •'('	 1). 7 ff	 FIAD WTFL•K




♦♦♦♦♦ ^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ^♦♦♦♦ 	 P40fl QUALI!
	
	
Pace NO. 1'3	 '5-17-7 13	 TYPE NEw IN•l_ir: PRa i. ►tNP=f . • •1TOP	 TM
$TDP
4.011n +Pat Rf^CTOa POWER tMw	 ( K CORE)	 CORE alar_
1425. kYWO) NEAT PTPE TEMPtDWI H ( ► RE R) (1•.: 'two Tw0 y REFLECTOR n PWO
	
KTIMF ') L ? Or ETIMEtDAr1I	 (WHO) 11t2. t	 MOO 11,I) NEAT PIPE 01,11Cl
	
1 .0 1  ( IL D) CORE L S D RAT T O	 (1 o 2_ /L T t h1A ) 1 •'A=OM 	 a ► IA
14.0 r OA -L ) AkIAi, HT FLV^tN'W"CM,0 t'IOWTH) eloa)	 OP Y'ION	 =%
2011. (DTOW1,1011t,:) P1044 FUEL DELTA TO D963 W
1.00 (WPL1 ) PIPE EX TENS ION•M
r1OTE • OPTIOfI! ARE : 1 -CODE PT DESPINt `- IPECIFIED DEETON
T`tPE IN ANY OF FOLLOWIN3 I DCORE(M) aREF(M) VNFT WIPE TON NPIPE	 STOP
N► TPE a264 )TOP
2A4 4AP TPEI NO. OF NEAT P T PWS
*WTA	 VC	 VCD	 ALFA	 PKAI'13 IPMTN
	 D*MIN COR 13AP E1•104JAP
0. x..1:10	 11. 1111 4 	0.111 431)	 tj . ft 11	 1.5 1:71 0 	 (1.0650	 (1. 0-3 071 	 0 .01 5.
	13.10105
TYPE: j'TOPt OR NEW CONSTANTS IE. 1,lO=1l. PWAV4 111 2. ETC ... VTOP
WIFTA0 0.51+ STOP
ELD INDEX a
I rNF a 0. In fo 0,1. 2 00 0.140171 0. 4171171 n.5 01;1 fl. F.1111 0.700 171 . 8 1111) 0. 90 171 1 . 0110 0
DC a 0. 19A 0.208' 0. 23 0 0.2611 0. 299 fl . 352 0. 437 0. 5 35 0. 943 ♦.
D^H a 0.	 rl.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 1.512  0. 567 0.416 0.1144 MR01
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ TYPE s30 OR TTART 0 1^'E0 ♦ ♦ 40
307... ADJUIrT PKTA FOR 10% SWELLIN-3
*RT^ a n. 56o (i	 VNF =0.7415	 vF . 0.2';'35	 vX a t,• 10100	 DC =0.426]
WFACTTVTTY CMAN e3EE9 DELTA K
EI_IRN a 0. 0 lo►
 4 E%rP a 111. 1711 764 SAFE a 11. 02000 TOTAL = 0. 0706203
FUEL ELEMENT VOLUMF FRACTTONT
CLADDINq 	FUR). 1 11 E I3ION	 NEAT PIPE	 WALL+WICK	 VAPOR
11. 1151) n	 0. 5:398	 Q. 1:16112	 0.1441	 0.2161
MR1. AMONAL CORNER ,_ ORRE _ T I ON FACTOR a t.  1 545
1,11 •1SIFPt OF NEAT PIPET a	 1 27. 4599
t1Tt•JTM I!M PRA TI D=AL FOR 'SPECIFIED) NUP .IVER OF NEAT PIPE= a 264
TEMPER +aTU pE FI! ►MtARY • DE^=REE KELVIN
rta>: TMUM FUEL DELTA T a 9 06_'^ . 6
DELTA T ACCRO a's HEAT PIPE WALL = 13.7
AVEPA IAF F t.IFL TEMPffPATI_lRc =1470. 9
Mir>.
 T MI!M FI_IEL. TEMPFOPTU R F =1 542.2
sli"N FRACTION OF 112-15 = 0. 0615 4








"FACTOR	 D I ME1,1 _..ION ? •	 ftETKPDZ F! I EL ELEMENT D I MFtJS I ONr P	 MM
A. 4 :3.6 CORE DIAMETER 2:3.45 WIDTH ACCR0's•E HEX FLATT
0.4: :1 61: CORE HEI ,3HT 29.87 ROUtV. FUEL ELEMENT DIA
0.716 63 RE04CTOO DIAMETER 29. 11 EVI.IIV. FUEL RE3ION O. D.
0. 696' ? REA ,_TOP HEIGHT 17 . 92 HEAT PIPE O. D.
0.1000 REFLECTOR THTCWNE 'ss 13 .  R*:4 VAPOR DIAMETER
t. 110300 PIPE LEN D.TH OI_IT • TDE REACTOR	 1531.40 VAPOR AREAL	 t/M ♦♦2
1.5913 TOTAL HEA T PIPE LENGTH
1 .69165 01,1EPALL REACTOR+ 1.1 WAT PIPE LEN13TH
AF ►+ ,-TOR WETrM"r= a	 KIL0'3RAM3
i 1:12	 (1	 FUEL •	 _Q7115 MA's'? =	 ;256.7 
4';+:1. 6 	 REFLF=TOP
4 ^.^^.. 5	 HEAT P I PF__ t	 WT/IJN I T LEN3TH (k^_ "M) =	 271. _ 011
CONTROL = `i S TEM (A F = UME CON= TANT = :; ti Ki:
s1.1P • PORT = TR! 1 CTUPE	 7. OF RICACT0R WT)
t =t4 ,FI. 4	 TOTAL REACTOR + NEAT PIPES 
7w,. 411MLt / ►•t ♦♦ i• iN•^^.+ POW" IN Ir UffL*SPA-:E t5. 15 KtJfPOWER PER HEAT PIPE
11111.1;1'=1 MW




0. eon ° p m) REAi'TOR PO ►•JEw• ►wJ
14r'^. (TWP") HIrAT PTPR TEMP• D94 K
C TTMF ► LIFRTIME•DAr'T
1. 11 f1 (ItLD ) COPF L'D RATIO
1St. n fV^'(L ) Ir+'TAL FIT PL1.1ie•h'W"CM2
( DTFMA .) ►1d. F1.IWL DWL TA T t D!
1. 0n 1 HPL.1 ) PIPE Eti'TWHVION+M
(KCOwE') (1 r 2/uc+ljO2)(WwEw)	 1+2/16R+tR0>
(WHO P ( 1 +.?•^fN^•MOI!w)








*^;ORIV1,) PA. PASSE M--"7
.M	 OF POOR QUALITY
I	 •1111♦♦1♦♦1♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 	 i
POOP NO. 1	 a•• 13 -7th	 TYPE ME W INPIJTT Pws1. KHP 02 ...STOP






r,OTR+ OPTTONP Aor 3 1" 17OD9 PT DEit IRN ► 2-iRPECIFIW4 DRSI1fN
TY"PF I ►J ANY OF FOLLOWMO I OCOwE(M ) ,eag oreM) i"41rT RTETA NPIPE ..STOP
NPTow-84 STOP
84 (NPIPE) rJO. OP HEAT PIPES
DWTA	 VCD	 ALFA	 PKA1-PA3 FMIN	 Da'MIN COMINAP WNDMAP
0.1 On A.	 0.030 0. 500 1.300 0.030 0.030 0.013 0.005
TYFFI STOP. OR NR/J CONIFTANYT TE. VCwo. PWAVI N2. ETC ... STOP
IlCan 012 114--D=0. STOP
YLV T ►JPE:,( a	 3
1JN/' a no 1 (10 A. ?0n n. 3 01) n. 400 n.300 0.600 0.700 0. 300 0.900 1 . 000
Dc a 0. 299 0.3Z-#o;  0.36'r 0.4t212 n.473 0.1sA2 0.694 0.961 1.754 1.
A.	 0. P 07 O. 14P O. 1 13 0.099 0.0'-"-9 0. 091 0.074 0.070 0.066
♦ ♦ • • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 130 Ow START 0 1 'E0 ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦
efO
PET^ So. 1 00n	 wNF all. 1301	 upr • O. $4'99	 DV 0 0. 1 000	 DC U0.31 15
PEACT T I? TTY CHANr±tES • DELTA Ft
Tl JF►N n A.00444 E')e P - 0. 01274 SAPS a 0. 02000 TOTAL a 0. 0'3738
F1.19L FL EMFNT 1! OLUME FRACT IONT
rL^riDTllJm	 FOWL RE ,3ION	 MEAT P TPE	 WALL +WICK	 VAPOw(l.	 A. x1!55.3
	 0. 0442	 0.0177	 0. 0253
1-IF'e A s"Af'1 ►J.%l CORNFM i-ORRF iT T I ON orpoc TOw a t . [10 x. 1,1
N1.IMFFP OF WF.>rT PTPE'1` a	 31.15S 0E.
MT ► JT ►11.1 ►l Fs WA TICAL ( C)M TFEctPIED ') r,1,1M pER OF HEAT PIPES -	 A.
TLrr1PFRa.T1.1RE SI_1 ►.1rtAwY. i^E13REE h'EL1?I ►•,
tiA .r T MLI M FUEL DELTA T a 763.2
All- 13 DELTA T 01# 17 r'PCI F S HEAT PIPE WAIL s	 1. 4
A VA EP^431E F1_IFL TEMFERATI ,IML► -1453.4
►1rf.%T ►4 1 1M Ow l-I .L TEMPFI' RA TI_10II - 1505 * 1.5'
SUM1V IM PAcTIORJ OF 1.12:35 U0.0077
FTE3TO ►J DENSIT'Y	 3.1;438+19
F11e1 
	 a 0.
REA--Tn m G T MFN:; T nN ;+	 METFX T P'I-OW L
 ELEMENT D I P1EN$ I ONS •	 MM
fl. 3115 COMW DTAr1ETER 3Z'. 1!J 141 1DTH ACCR022 Htlt< PLATS
1 1 .:: 1 13 CO M E 04FT13WT SS.79 EO1.1I1.+. WURL raLEMENT DIA
fl.54t5 "FACTOR DTAMETEw 3?.79 ECt 1JTV. F 1.16L. 061ION O.D.
0. 5215 REACTOR HET ;WT 7. 11 HEAT 1•'IPE O. b.
CI.	 111111;1 PEFLRCTOR THICk'NEFF 3.31 VA P OR DIAMWTWN
1, ftll(Ifl PIPE LEhICXTH OUT: TIDE REACTOw	 23..81.1 VAPOw AREA,
	
M1,104-2
1.4165 TOTAL_ HEAT PIPE LE NG T H
1.5.''15 OWERALL REACTOR+HEAT PIPE LE ►40=TM
RFr'I^ T[1A WETGWT- • WlLO4;P^M'g
,2 14. ~ FUEL •
	 1.1^ 33 MA i'E s	 1 1.1S:' . f
241'1,	 PEFLECTOA
1, 9.3 HEAT PIPEV+ WT,'IJFJIT I.E1 ,103TH (W,3 1W s-
^.	 C=ONTROL TY'^TEM 4A'r''-1.1M$ CONSTANT
	 33 K-30
1s	 ----'--3- SUPPORT FTMUCTI_Iwg ti i OF REACTOR WT'S
!!	
34:'..- TOTAL P60hirTOR + HF A T PTPE'S
^t , ^.'' MW • ' ►1^ ♦ ti. a^.'¢ POWM TN FI.IELSPIIL.E
	
F'W. PO1,JER PER MEAT PIPE
	 1
1 fill, 1"14 M^dJ ►•t ♦♦;_"+ WT P TPE ►i ^r T.,l ►+T FL 1J'^	 (1. 442 	 PA D
 
MdT FL'a!








TYPE NEW INPUTt 000 1. KNP OZ ...STp=
0.4 111 IfPw •1 OFA ,CTtfw POWE w• MW	 C ►(rowR) (1.2Ia1.r 1.102) COME n fIa6o o:-.
142!;. (TNP ) HRA r Pyre  TlMP r pE.! w (waisw) ^ 1 r s ! SR r EEO ) wEFLEw TOO W#W0
3.517. CTIMEI LIFIITIMRrDAYd1 	102r.'^ /N900400W ) HEAT PIPE =MO
	
1 . 111'1 : XLD j C-OF► li L.'D RATIO	 (WOPAPOW) ( 1 r 2 iL I r NA) VAPOm	 =NA
111. 1  ( VA WO A : IAI, HT FLU `t r v'61 •'CtI2 (IOPTW e102)	 OPTION	 =2
21111. (I►TFMA'.,t) Mix FUEL DELTA T r D940 K
1.011 { NPL1) PIPE E'n'TEN*TON•M
MOTE• OPT ICP§iF Awl[ I 1-.ODE PT DESI4r'1r 2-'fPE.IFIED DESIGN
TYPF IN ANY OF FOLLOWTN ,I1 I Dr"ORE (M' WwEF (M) VNFT FSETA NPTPE .. STOP
t4PIPE =:34 STOP
134 ^NPIPE) NO. OF MEAT PIPES
PUT^	 v	 VCD	 ALFA	 PKA1!r71 lMIN	 DwHTN .OwrtAP ENDOAP
0. 1 f11I 0. 012 0.	 0.500 1.300 0. 050 0. 0-: 0 0. 01 5 0. 005
TYPES STOP. C1w NEW r.ONFTANTS TE. U. =0. PWA1,00132. ETIG ... STOP
STOP
SLD ItJtf9w _
wt-sw = 1).100 0.20 0 0. 300 0. 400 0.5Q0 0. 5 00 0. i'0 A 0. -9A0 0.900 1 . 000
D,_ = 0.299 A. 421, 0.35.3 0.412 0.475 0."652 0.594 0.9+1 1.754 0.
p ,- ►+ = r.1.	 0, 233 0.201 n.16? 0.140 0.125 0.114 0.105,   0.09::.k 0.093
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ T-f PE ISO Ow STAWT OleVO ♦ ♦ O
X30
=ETA =0.10AA	 wtIF u 0. 1i34:3	 1!F =0.8152	 DW =0.1000	 DC =0.3214
wEA'_TT I,l IT'Y i,HAr•l ,EIB$. DELTA K
fiIIWN = 11. 011?$1 E'r,'P = fl. 01274 SAW N = 0.02000 TOTAL = 0. 04155
FUEL ELEMENT 1- A CILUME FWA,_TION'S
r.LADDIN s%	 FURL OW INION	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL+WICK 	 VAPOw
0. 13.9167	 0. 0 :33:	 1:1. 0333	 0.06300
Hllr "= ,?I ONIT.L CORNir• ,-OwwE.TION FACTOO = 1. 01.1711
N1,1141Fw OF Hti^T PIPES =
	
405,.5570
MTNTMfJt4 Pw.A^-TOTAL (OW •BPtr r=TFIED ) t1iUML'Ew OF HEAT PIPES =
	 84
TlrMPFRATUWF '_ i Ir/n/rrw Y • DEf3wF! KEL I^ IN
HA'x'IMl.1M Pr tFL DELTA T s 111 1 . i^
A11^3 DELTA T A,-CROF_ MEAT PIPE WALL
04 1 .,'E00 •3 V F! #Fl_ TFMPIfwAT1 IRE = 145 :1. 5
11 ^ l/Tt/1_IM FIIFL TFMPFPSr-+ TI.IIA E =15415.7
ta1_I=04 FRACTION OF Ir2'.;5 m 11.1+147
FIS=TON DEN •- IT'Y ^FTs-SIOr•J3^ ,.M ♦ ♦,3 Y = 1.'S ;=;RE+411
FUEL _S WELL I N,a - 1 'OLUME : = 11.
REi+,,TOW DIMW pJ TO ►•1T. METEw •8	 FUEL ELEMENT OI111EN7I01450 MM
A. 52 14 ''OPSR t, .AMWTEP	 33. 1 9 WIDTN A ,_r_mo s s HE •>t IrL.ATf
1). 14 comw NETINT
	 7'4. 85 EVUTV. FUEL ELEMENT DTA
11.
	 14 WIg,Ir,-TOW DTAMFTWP	 34.85 EOl_1111. FUEL REOTON O. D.
0.5 ':14 wor ia .-TOW HE2 ,3Nr	 10.115 NEAT PIPE o.L.
0. 1 0 00   wFFL E''Tow TH T cwNE'$S
	
7. 79 1/APOw D T AMETE PS
1. 11111,111 PT PF LFV-J03TH O I_ITSIDE REACTOO 47.66 VAPOR AwEAr MM ♦ ♦ t+
1. 4264 TOTA1_ WFAT PIPE LENOTH
1. °_i X14 O l?ERALL REATTOP+WWAT PIPE LENCRTH
PFar #'TOW 14EI ,3HT= 4 KIL01004rIF
&25. 6 FUEL • u2 3° MA'3E = t 14.4
251.'x+ PSEFLECTOR
NEAT PIPE T* WT'`lJ ►•JIT LEN ,=TH r K .3•'M 1 IS 27.22
LI CONTROL 'F Y •. TEM (ii'= F41Mif CONSTANT = rj 3 W,-,)
SUPPORT 'STOUCTUPE {^''. OF REACTOR WT)
TOTAL WEAOT 'Ow + HwAr fpIPEE
1 ^+. '^4 F14J / t/ ♦♦ = . A^.'^± POWW IN FUSL IPACE	 4.76 W14 t POWEw PEPS HWAPT PIPE
MW/"M ♦ ♦` • HTPIPE w+'IAL HT FLU	 1'1,^.1:1=j M1J r'M ♦♦^.NTPIPE PAD HTFLW   
OMMAL PACE IS
OW PM QUALITY
s wn k Nn. q	 'S- 1 ^-73	 T YPE NEW I NOUT: Pon 1 . KMP=e ... STOP
pan 1:I. 7 TTOP
0.70A Ir om) MEA ,"Tass Pr3wEMemW	 (We.-Ong) (1 • 2 1 1Jcf 1.10.21) C01sli =M04OUO2
1425. S TMP) MEAT PT PE TrMPTor,s K iKM1IM' ( 19Z/969960) OWPLECTOM AZEO
	
i.% fl CTIME % LIMETIME f DAY $ 	(KMP) (10203 /N90MO 0 W) MEAT PIPE =MO
	1. O11 elFLD ') 1:OMf L/D PATIO	 (KVO4POA) (1 f Z/L I) NA) 4,'APOW	 =MA
	
10. A (YAWL' A r i AL NT ML!1 f KW /,.N2 00PTN) (1 . 2)	 OPTION	 =.?
2 n 0. tnTMMA'<) FI/I► ',f MLIQL DELTA Tot-90  K
1.01'1 (NPLD PIPE EWTEMFlaNIM
rIr7TK. gPT'ONs Aift I 1-CODE PT DESI IfMf 2-fPE ,:tMIED DE;ION
T YP • E IN ANY OR FOLLOW I N 131 i IDCOME(M ) WPEM <M) I,+NPT P *ETA NP I PE ..STOP
NPIPE ffi 140 ZTO►
1211 6,41W IPE) NO. Or MEAT Ptrwi
*IFTA	 Ill„	 VIED	 ALMA	 PK^M03 *MIN	 DXMIN rOA riAP ENDIDA=
0.101) 0.IDt2 0.	 0.600 1.50 1 0 . 050 0.030 0.015 0.005
TYPE: STDP ♦ on NEW 1_ONZTA ►JTZ IE. 1lc=0. PKJMII,;ta2. E'TL. ...STOP
1 ,0t=0.003 STOP
SI.D tNDEK s	 3
wt,jor = 0, 100 0. 200 0.30A 0. 40 1) 0.500 0.600 A.700 0.800 0.900 1.000
DC = A .2"'09 6.321; 0.13053 0.412 0.475 IM-NA2 0. A. 94 0.961 t.734 •.
D,.W 2 0.	 0..38'0 0.21 06 ? 0.214 0.184	 0.150 0.139 0.130 0. 122
♦ ♦ 	 ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ • TYPE 11:0 OM 'tTA f,T o 1 .AEw ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ •
130
Y : W TA :0.100(J	 wNM =0.2264	 IJM =0.77:35	 ID-If =0.1000	 DO =0.33+13
PEA1'T I V I TY r'NAN #71E1 • DELTA be
* 1.IwN = 0.1'114:.5 rwo = 0.01274 SAME = 0.02000 TOTAL = 0.0470'
M IML. WL1[ MRNT MCC 1,1 ►IA M11)AICTIOPIF
CL ADDIN gI	 M!1EL PW'31OPJ	 MEAT PIPE	 WALL+WIICK	 IlA0019
1) .	 0.30565	 0. 1335	 0. 05 4	 0. 08 ot
NF':*A , tr7rlAL r_OwNS' w r_OMMWCTION P ' A+CTow 's1.6180
tJ11MFFR 0f► MEAT PIPES, =	 ►}51. 1470'+
VITNTFt 1 .1 PI PW^ C TT1.0RL (OM SOL'IfrIOr IED ) N IJl g PFPF pM NEAT PtPEZ =	 120
TV PIP; OF 	 T I JPF - 1.IrIMAN Y * =I E e.4wE' Q 6'11 L 1 +' I N
PfA 'TMQM 1rOEL DIFLTA T = 101.51
a1 l ,: DELTA T A1-1.007'F MEAT PIPE W1111LL cJ	 7.7
►.I.FR.*.,g{T Ir l16L. TEMPFISAT 1, 1Ar =14AO.;.7
t-IA " THOM 1r1-0 7L TEMPMR ►4T 1.fWff = 1 5.^^3. 4
VIJUPi Fr P^i TTON O ►r 1023 1 1 sf1. 1;1 =' ^:'a
1r Isxt0f,J DEN'FTT'Y' ^Ir TZ'STO^J'S r,. rta •3) = 2.S'34E+20
M!I lrL F ► J0= LLT1kJ 1s. 1 s p LIJME	 A.
RQA,:TOM DTMRN'I<20 ► +?f METERS	 FUEL RLEMENT DtMENTION>g f r1M
	
camor D I AMiTEM
	
29.00 W I DTW ACCROZZ M OIL' PLATS
	 1
1). :"s4* 1_Clpq MET1$04T	 ? 0.44 W01.1 TV. FUE L ELEMENT DIA	 a
	
lr.;,4:; ME^n. TQM D I AMETEM	 ''1'1. 44 ECRU I 1.'. FUffL 06110N
0. 534 :; MQA ,.TOR N!'tator	 11.12 NEAT Ptr , O.D.
A. 1 AIl0 MfTISLE ,'TOM TMIr'KNE'FS	 3.62 1/APMX DIAMRTEIR
1 . W i n PIPF Lr ►J effiTW OUT -FIDE 0E04+_TO1s 5 :1.31 1 A04P17o AJ1JE049 MM ♦02
1. 4 3'')•; TOTAL NEAT PIPE LEN,;TM
1 . 5'4'4 ::; 01rERAL l MRA,.TOM +WIIrAT PIPE LEN,fTM
Mfrr^ ,'Ttifa Wlr I ,31WT? . v.IL0171M1i1,M*
	
M 1JEL .	 112.:: MA$ E =	 122. 8.
REWLIECTOW
MEAT PTPWVf WT /1_IhITT LE11 J 47TH i.r,g/M) _ 47.li
?:^:. I;I r_pNTM01_ 3Y3TE/4 r.A??!1rtE I.ON$TANT = :^? De
42.9 SUPPORT ZE TPOCTURN (7% r7M M[A ,.TOR ur)
TOTAL MEACTOR + MEAT PIPES
i
'. ^.^ ► Iw/ ► /•+-:. r.1:',; Pow• Ttl R I!ELI P A'- 1I	 55.33 vwo Powsm P$'M MEAT PIPE
i (111. 11'^ HW'M ♦+ . WTfo TPB .*. K lAL MT ML! 1'x	 ^1. x.•34 M ►.l `M•+' • WTPTPE P^v mr wL v	a
x
°	 T Cf .7n f1 Gf STf°7^
1
OWCINAL PAGE IS
••♦♦♦♦♦♦• ^♦• ^♦♦♦♦ ^♦♦ 	 OF POOR QUALITY
TYPE Mew TNP 1JTf Pon t. KHP=Z ... STOP
+110
►ROE NO. 4 5- 1M-78
Pos t. STOP
1. 0 OA 1 PR) "FACTOR POWERO MW	 (K1 ome) (t r 2/1Jc: O UO2) CO •e =M0506JO2
142'R. (THP) MEAT PIPE TEMP .
 DE17 1 K (k'REF) 0 4 a.. sE+ lEO) RE0 rL9CTOR =EEO
.'650. (TTME) LtFETIME+DAYS 	 eWHR') eI129 1 14&0HO I W) HEAT PIPE =1,00
1. 0A ^'# L D) COPF L /D RATIO	 (KI.JASOR) ( 1 f 2/L 19 NA) WAPO"	 sNA
t
	
A. C (PAWL) 0%v T AL HT FLU ,: • KW , *CM2 ( I OPTN3 ( 19 2) 	OPTION	 =2
A. (DTFMAK) MAr.' FUEL DELTA T! DEG re
1 . A n (14PL1) PIPE WXY WNSION +IN
NOTE • OPTION? ARE I t -r'ODR PT DESIGN • 2-1PECIRtED DESIGr1
TYPW IN ANY OP' FOLLOWINI t DCURE ( M) WW9F(M) VNFT W*WTA NPIPE ..STOP
NP IPE=1152 STOP
162 (NPtOW) NO. OF HEAT PIPES
META rJC	 VCD ALwA PK. AV1; SMIN VWMIN comm" ENDGAP
n.100 0. 1)03 0.	 ID. 6 00 1.500 0.050 0.030 0.015 0.005
YPE= STMWo OR NEW CONSTANTS TE. VCs O. PK,AI-PGs2. ETC ...STOP
11(15 STOP
SLD TNDEX =	 .3
IANPS
 = 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.460 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.300 0.900 1. 000
DC s 0. 2~39 0. *?26 0.361 1).4j,-.' 0.47 1.5 0.562 0.634 0.961 1.7 654 ♦.
DCH = 0.	 0.449 0.' 13 0.255 0.220 0. 197 0.179 0.166 0.15' 0. 146
♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE +30 OR START 011ER ♦ ♦
GO
RWTA -0.1000	 INF =0.21 ': 1	 VF =0.7:370	 Dy -0.1000
	 Dr =0.3432
REACT I I.• I TY CHAN SIIES • DELTA K
leUMN = 0.01'315 EYP = 0.01274 SAFE = 0.02000 TOTAL = 0.05139
F 1.1EL ELIEMfNT 100LUME FRACTION(
CLADDIN G FUEL REGION HEAT PIPE WALL +W I CX VAPOR
n.
	 0.3233	 0.1762	 0.0705	 0.1057
HF'PeAGONAL CORNJ?R r_ORRECTIOP•J FACTOR =1 . 0= 15
NUMPWR OF HFAT PIPES =
	 71.X21'3
MINTMUM PR04 5=TICAL JOR SFFCIFTEDa N 1.1111 FffR OF HEAT PIPE. = 11 2
TF_MP I FNAT1JRlF _ UMMARY01DWONEff KELVIN
MA'W IMIJM FU EL DELTA T s 87. 9
Awl DELTA T A 1'CRO'$S HWAT PIPE WALL =
	
7. 3
A 11'E'RA9ff FUEL TEMPERATURE =1 462.1
MA.fIMQM FUEL TEMPERATURE s1 524. 7
B IJRN FRACTION OF 1_14-1.5 a rt. r1319
FTs.FTC" DENSITY 1^FT •:ZSTON''7/CM ♦♦30 = :.447E+20
F IJEL SWWLLIN KS.VOLUME % = 0.
P FACTOR D I ME'N 3e I ON •3 •	 METER': FUEL ELEMENT D I MENS I ONS O MM
0. 34:32 OGRE DiAMI!<TER 25.97 WIDTH ACCROSS HEX FLATS
0.34P? COOP WFi GWT 27. 27 EVUIV. FUEL ELEMENT VIA
A.5782 REACTOR DIAMETER 27.27 WOU I V. FUEL REGION O. D.
0.5582 REACTOR HEIGHT 11 . 45 HEAT PIPE O.D.
0.1000 "EFLWCTOR THTCWNFSS
 S. 3 7 VAPOR DIAMETER
1.00 0 0 PIPE LENGTH 0 1JTSIDl REACTOR 61.74 VAPOR AREA a MM•*`:
1.49S'C' TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGTH
1-558R Ot-ISPALL REACTOR+HEAT PIPE LENGTH
RFAS_TOR DJEISM.-4TS!	 WTLOGPAM•S
:59. 4 	FUEL a	 ^ 12:15 MASS =	 131.5
?R5.5
	 RFFLEOTOP
98.8	 HEAT PIPES 9 WT/UNT T LENOT ' H (WG/M) =	 68. 02
3S. 0	 CONTROL SYSTEM (ASSUME CONSTANT = :31-I	 we.4)
47.4
	 SUPPORT STPUCTI.IRE ( 7% OF REACTOR WT)
724. 1 	 TOTAL REACTOR + HEPT PIPES
:i ►a. ^ti :1 Msd r`Ma•:i. Al's: POW" IN FI_1EL SPACE
	
f+. 17 KW, POWlER 9 ,' .s HEAT PTPE
MW! ' m+*2%WTPIPE AX104L HT FLU X
	RAID HTFLX





	 OF POOR QUAL(,'Y
PROP ►JO. 5	 IS-7 At	 TYPE NEW INPUT: PA>i 1 . KMPSy ... ETOP
PP1rs2. •STOP




1 ,425. f THP) HIr PI T PIPE TEMP O DIF IS K (WRO11r) ( 1 w 2 •S EE w TEO ) PFFLECTOR sEEO
	ll. e TIME) LtFETIME9rr► Y3 	 lf^F1)e) il w wa +'NEwMO^W^ HEAT PIPF WHO
	
1. An (SLID) CORE L/V RATIO	 - LI•NA) VO40W OP I)	 sN14
1 rl.II ('C+.:I•xl.) 04WTAt- HT FLU'x'9KW/CM2 ( IOPTN *) (t e e)	 OPTION	 =^
1,111. ( p TFMAK) MPII +" FI JFL DELTA Tw DE ►3 K
1.I;I II (HPLI) PIPE EYTaNEION•M
NCITFv O P TION .9 ARE . 1 -CODE PT DCSI13NO i?-SPf CIFIED DEEION
T •r PF IN ANY OF F OLLOW I NM : DCMW9 (M) '!'0WP r t'M ) VNFT FICTA NP I PE .. ETOP
NPIPff=210 STOP
210 (NPTPEti NO. OF MEAT P'TPffS
1.►•'ETAI	 VC	 VCD	 ALFA	 PIrA110131 T H I N	 DXMIN CORIIA W ENp13AP
1). 1 rill	 ri . r106
	 0.	 0.500	 1.500	 0.050	 0. 030	 0. 01 43
	
0. 0 1) 45
TYPE: STOP. 00 NEW CONSTANTS M. VC0 1).
	 ETC ... STOP
!•' I_ = (l .	 STOP
ELD INDE'K =
I.' NF = 0. 1 (Irl (1. 2-1.11) 1;1.'i Il Q r1.41;1( 0.501) 1).600 0.700 6 .300 0.'000 1. 0 0rl
D I' = 0. 29 1? 0.' 86 0. 36 ^ A. 4 1? 0. 475 0. 54.2 0. 694 0. 9A  1. 754 •.
III-N a rl.	 ri. 6:32 1). 442 0. 6 rl (1 . 311 0.278 0.25'c: 0. 234 1) . 2-1'9 1?.207
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE GSO OR STAPaT 0 1!EP ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 1
X30
ZETA =r1. 1000	 IJrJF : r1.:35166	 wpr =0.66 4 4	 px =1) . 1 000	 DC =0.:_39`3
REACT I I.' T T1'	 DELTA k'
vi_I7iN s	 0. 1.11 ;°4 TAPE = 0. 02000 TOTAL - 0. x154 12,
F 1 . 1 9L. ELEMENT !! OLUME FRAICTIONT
	
CLADDING FUEL REGION	 HEAT PIF• F	 WALL +WICK	 VAPOR
rl.	 1).'1^5	 0.4:315	 0.11.?	 0. It, S9
HE '. ;nr-JAL I_OP/JE'P I7pc;0FCT I ON Pr'.I_TOR = 1. 0='2 5
N! 1M E FP OF HFMT P i PF =	 92. is ~ ^:3
MINIM'-1r1 PPACTTCAL (OR SPE C IFIED" N 1!r •1E'ER OF H904T P IPES = 211)
TFHPFPtt-TI IPE	 1. IMMIr.W'•I'. DFGP$E' WEL1.1IrJ
MA ef TM011  FUEL DELTA T = :37 .'3
F1 1 .'.r DELTA T AC_ 7PO _- 3 H(WAT F• I PE WALL = l r1.:3
A1'FFPA•'6F F 1 . I FL TEMPERATURE = 1 465. 1
h4ri K jh1IIM F11FL TFMPW_R k T!IPE :15491. I)
$1_1RM FPA ._TT(3N G° 0-02 --'9 =rl. (1523
FIsFrorJ GirNSITY [ FTSSION :^f'•_M ♦♦ ' ) = 5.^.48F_ +21)
F1 .1FL SWELI.IN •9• ►?OLUMH % = 0.
PEA •
 TOP DIMENSION-5# 	 METERS Fl1E . ELEMENT	 D T MBrJ'?ION •= .	 MM
It. ' ,'J = I-OPE D I AMF TEP 25. 52	 W IDTH ACI_PO'= = HE W PLATS
?:3'.4 ' 3 cap w HE I i.H T 26.80	 EVU T V . FUEL ELEMENT D I A
0.61 9 3 PEA-TOP DTAr4fTEAP 45.8L)	 EVUI!.'.	 FUEL R E 1_ION O.D.
1).^-i'=+'^1'^ PIFA •_ TOR HEI'-,WT 14.212	 HEAT PIPE O.D.
0. t Il11rl PEFLECTOP THI-_Kh1ES •S 1 1 . (11	 1,1AP O ►P 	 DIAMETER
1, 1)1)1► 1t PTPF LENGTH O! I TS IDE O ACTOP 95.26	 1'h"eROR APEAI•	 MM+.Zo
1 .4'=► 4 = TOTAL HEAT PIPEE LENGTH
1. 01?Eh,;ILL PEA TOP+HEAT PIPE LEOJ•.TH
PEA •=TOP LJEI I.HT •- q 	WILOCAPAH_
3 16.  E,	 FUEL .	 M A S •S =	 1 E• rl . 5
: 4 1 . _3
	
REFLE=TOP
2 Ll :.	 HEAT	 PIPES.	 WT•r1JhJTT I.EN •_TH	 I:.F;::^'1'4^	 -	 1 •. ilj
rl	 CONTROL
	 :','_ TEM	 :An 3 1_nte cON=TANT	 K.= )
=UPPO o T	 ST MI.I CT 1_I PE f'7% OF PFRCTOP WT)
'	 TOTALPFACTOP + H4 a• T PYRES 
rll. =1?	 ► /WPM ♦ ^':.r'+1'B ROWP	 IN PUELS mI*► •_E '-4.54 kW.PO4JFP PEP HEAT PIPE













^IYfiYW.... e:::: 	 ..	 s_: _. . 	 .....	 . ..:	 ..	 :..	 a..::.....a....Y:u.^:L.se_....... 	 :..._..:..,..LSZ. 	 e.ute•	 e. ',.s, ..a. .,	 a	 .	 _	 ..	 ._....	 ...	 _	 .,. _o	 ....... _.a.... 	 .a.._. _w..r._.	 .sc..s__ay.¢x4-
Ym
- ORDINAL M%i. 4.,
OF POOR QUALITY
PoOr M0.	 5-18-?34	 TYPE 1149W I NW IJ T S Pwz  l . k'Hn =2 ... 'f T01n►
Pns4. .STOP
4. 111111 c►w wEAC row P OwEw 4 M16•J	 fk CpsrE) f 1 r 2/I.1•w • IO C?) 1C'OwE	 sMpn 1110
14:`5. (THP) HE4*4T PT ►E TEr1P4 DE 131 W	 (WWFF} t l ^ ►'.• II ' ° lTp) 110 9FLECTOw F-SKO
-4 1). ( ' TIMF) LIFETIMF s PAYF	 (kWw) (1	 , + '4 W) HEAT PIPE uMO
1 . 1111 ( -FL ID) COPE L /D RATIO	 (WI-lAS•OA ► 	 4 2/L. I • + A' ► I 'AP 004	 UNA
1 0. 11 CC+A VL) 4*+ T AL HT FL 1 I?' 4 KW •'' 1::MZ I I OPTN y <1%2*) 	 OPTION	 s`
^?Il1). i DTRMf4`.'> MA r FUEL DELTA T+ DWO k'
1 . 1)1'1 ( ' HPL 1 ) P TPE lr *! TEN'3TON4 M
NOTE % OPTION F ART 0 1- 6-MDE PT DE4' I III N 4 --lwPEr- TWIED DESTON
TYPE TN ANY OF FOLLOWINGW : DCOPPE-M 1 "wEFCM 1 I/NFT FTETA NPTPE . $TOP
NPTPE=,n ►j
 'STOP
210; (NPTPE) NO. OF HEAT PIRWI
T--ET04	 1,pc	 VC 
	
ALWA	 PWAI-I13 EMIN
	 D'`tMIN C00 43AP END,30%P
0. 11111	 1). (11)4	 1).	 11.kf111	 1.5 (111
	
0. 0511	 I). (1 8-0	 0. 015	 0. 0 115
TI'F'F: •STOP4 C709 NEW CONSTANTS IF. 4'(= 11 4 P ►tA1143 U
 . ETC ...VTOP
TOP
5LD TNDE\ -
i"NF = 11. 1011 11,2(111 11.:31.11) 1.1.41111 11,500 0.61)(1 0.700 0. 800 0.900 1. 000
D. 0	 1).412 ll 47 5 0.562 0.694 11. 916 l l 754 •.
II•.N = 1;1.	 1'1. =3'=111 Il,624 0.508' 11,c339 1), 3' =!? 0. 3 58 0.3'-.'1 0.'310 0. 2_92
♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 150 Ow S TAmr O I ,, Ew ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
130(BETA =(I. 1 (11'1(1	 wowr -0.47211	 ?F -0.52-PI)	 rix =l1. 1 000	 DC =0. 44S34
REACT T I -'TTY CHAN er-PS 4 DELTA A!
FIi pN = 11.0477" vww = 0 . 01214 _SAFE = 11 . 02000 TOTAL - 11.113:1151
F 1. 16Tl FLEMENT 4'OL I!1MIE FRACTIONS
1-LPE)DTM 1+	 F ►.IFL REGION	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL+WIC ►'	 01.1APOw
1).	 1).533911
	 0.4110	 O. IA. 44	 0.2465
HF A-.C1NAt- r_pRNFR 170Rp F o7TTON FACTOP =1 . 1:340
N11`4FFR nw HFAT F' IFFS = 1 15. 1)`34
MI111TFtl1M PRA,7-rr _Al_ C13" 3PECTFIED" N 1 111FFIM OF HEAT PIPE -Z,
 = 266
TEMa [-RAT 1 RF Ur1rtAAY 4 DF ;MEE WELW I N
MA TM11M F1.19L DELTA T =	 111.5
A 1 '!: DELTA T ACCIMO= S HEAT P TPE Wclt.L = 14.'+
AWFWAI. ta' FIIEL TEMPERAT I IRE =14i.,9.4
MA C Tr1111^ FUEL. TEMPEPAT1J1 10E =1533.
BL O WN fr PAi-TIO lA Cl- 1.1:':;54 ( =11. 0796-
FTc=T0 1 J DEN=TT'i' ( FI==IONS `1_M ♦♦ '31 = 3^,r^'a'=F+^I)
Ir ! 1BL	 DELL I rJ0.4 1 'OL 1 IMF ^t = 11.
IMPA•-TOR DTMFN ? T q NS 4 METE1o _ 	1=!IEL ELEMENT DIrtEN TONS. MM
0. 45'14 17nxv DIAMETER 	 26. 54 WIDTH ACCPO-F S HE T
 FLATS0
.4554 CORE HF I qHT	 ;-' 7. 8 7 WOU I!r
 . FUEL ELEMENT D IA
(1, ► ,.':35#4 RFACTOw DIAMLrT! ' A	 2-7. 87 EVIIT I? . FUEL PEGION O.D.
11,r., ►,54 wLr A •- 1'010 HFTMw r	 17. 87 HEAT PIPE O.D.
0. 1 (111A RFFLECTOP THTCKNESS
	 1 3. S4 VAPOR DIAMETER
1 , O II11 11 P IPE L ENMTH OUT S
 T DE REACTOR 15 0. 41 I..'APOw Alowwo MM ♦♦2
1 .56114 TOTAL He= r3 1 PIPE LNEN1=TH
1. 6 ,-:. 5 4 01 6MALL PLACTOR+NEAT PIPE LEN-=TH
PWA•"TCIR 16JFT314Y?. k'ILVGPAMF
	




HEAT PIPES4 WT' 1.1NTT LE114 •3TH (k'•:,.rr/t =
 272.09-
11 CONTROL Z 1'' S TP'M C A<; = 1-Irlig CONSTANT = 33 k 13 1
SI.IPPbPT _ TR IICTI IP F (7% OF REACTOR WT)
TOTAL PEACTOR + HEAT PIPES
91.91 11114 ' M•♦30 A 1••. POWM IN FUEL = PACE 151.114 h16 .4 4 19 OWWR PER HEAT PIPE
r '^.' 1 '^ MW°'r41♦?4 HTPIPE A"'TAL HT FLUr
	 R1=4D HTFL'<
11 	 T VP>F ia0 Op TCIPi•
,-	 .,,	 ,_.^:W...^_.:.._	 W:-:_.:_.-^^:. 	 __._. 4444-_.a,..,:.s,....:^. .._... 	
-	




	 OF POOR QUALITY
PIYOIP Nn.	 TYPE NEW I NPUT S PRs 1 . KHP E ,-* .. STOP
P1194110. 2 THP = 1600. 0,6 ,'>;PORu1 STOP
A. 2 1) (1 I'PR1 RIfA'':Tf7R POWER*M1. 1	 tKcORE) I, 1-2"I.IcpIJO? `I rORF	 01'sor'%OI_I0-2
1611A. ( THP )
 HEAT PIPE TEMP. DE3 W (K00EF 1 f 1 r 2/ 1I:Er SEO > REPP LIFCTOI0 MIKO
'i651 *1. ( TIME) LIFFTIMW%DAYS	 ( ►1HP) i 1 • `! N1 0 MO+ W 1 HEAT PIPE n MO
1 . fl I'1 C =L D1 I_ ORIS L /D RATIO	 <WI.'•> POR) i 1 w :` ./L I P NA1 VAPOR	 sL I
	
1 1). Il : rlA'IfL) A K I AL HT FLU'' • KW •'CMS t I OPTN) ( I l 2 '1	 OPTION	 =2
2011, iDTFMAa1 MA":-' FUEL DELTA TPVC4, K
1. 01) lHPL1> PTPE E`'TEN'STON•M
NOTF• OPTTC#,J ARE T 1-CODW PT DEST 131144 2-tPKCIFTIED DWSTeAN
TYPE IN ANY OF FOLLOW TNI+ : DrONW 61 1 ` WfflIr 'M) 1,1 N IrT FfIETA NP IPE .. XTOP
1•IPIPE = 84 'STOP
34 i'r•JP I PC ') NO. OF HEAT P T PES
SETA	 011_	 VCD	 ALFA	 PKAt!13 *MT?lj	 DXI'IIN COROAP END3AP
Co. 1 r111 0. 004 	 0.	 0.6Arl	 1.500	 0. 0u.;0 0. 0:30 0. 01'5	 0. 005
TYPE: TTOP• OR N IEW CONSTANTS IV. I11a11. PKA1113=2. ETC ...!'TOP
1j . 1:11 2 S. TOP
?LD TIJLIE:X' a
L'1•JI= = rl. 1 rlrl 11, a00 rl. 3110 0. 41111 0. x111 r1 rl. I:,0n 0. 70ll 0. it l.1 11. 9rl0 1 . QQ11
I, ,_ = rl. 299 0 .^ ►• 0. 1 ►^ 	 11 . ^ 1 ^ 0. ^7^ (). ^I,` 1;1. ►. ''I 	Cl .':,6 1 1 . ^r 54 ♦.
D I. H = r l ,	 0.207 A. 14,- n. 1 15 o. o , q rl . rl ?.'- 1;1. r 1 •_ 1 Co. D 74  0. 07 n rl. n'.'6
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ T'1''wE I30 OA ZTAWT O I/EW ♦ ♦
C.
PIT T A =rl. 1 r11111	 Wtjw = 0. 1 "irl1 	 I,+F =0.8499	 0. 10 1 0	 DI= =0. 3115
AEAC T T I.' I T`I' CHAN-FE'IS • DELTA W
st imr-i = fl. 0046.4 E "•P = 0. 0 145n SACS = (1.02000 TOTAL = 0. 03'420
FI_Itt. FLF. MFNT W OL LIME FRAC Y TON'
CLAPI) T I+I!-	 FUEL RE 13I ON	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL + W I CK	 VAPOR
0' 	 A. -=+95A	 11. !144;'	 0. C, 177	 0.015
MEx*r.I.rT1•JAL. I_OP+tNER I
_ORREI'TION FACTOR =1. rlfl^-'11
NUMFE p CIF' HEAT PIPE= =	 31.50-9?i^
MTr•ITP •t I .IM P-RACTICAL (OR :PEI_ IFIED) NUMEEP OF HEAT PIPE_ _	 4
TFMI=ERATI IRF '.,L1/1Mr+ R''/• DE,:RwE KELWIN
1f x4v'TMI_IM FI.I>=L DELTA T -	 75.2
A'-"5 DFl_ TA T ACCF:;03' NEAT PIPE WALL =	 -1.4
A I :'EF^A^=E F! IFL TEMPEPAT I- IRF = 1 t+2 lj . 4
P-IA:•tTM I IM F I.IF.L TEM r• E ►'ap•T I I pE =106- :_I11, 1
PURN FRACTION rtF I ` jC
 =11.0117 7
FI'E T TON UENZTT `r' ':FI'='_ION='' I.M ♦♦ j:I = _. 45E+19
F$-'EL 	 = I1.
PFACTnM DIMERJ ? TC1FI .5• 1"IETER '5 FI!EL ELEMENT '6'sIME'NsION'FR MM
0. 1 15 I_OMW DIAMETER
	 _: . i :j 4JIDTH ACCRO 'S'a Hfe'r.' FLATS
f1.'-:115 CO Q - 1-1FIGwT	 79 EV I_I T+.'. FUEL ELEMENT DIr1
A. 54 15 Rle A- TOR DIAMETER
	 .. 79 E[C! I C 11 . FUEL PRI_ I ON O. D.
11. 51 ' 1 CI RFA-'TCIP HEIGHT	 7.11  HEAT PTPF O. D.
fl , 1 rl 6111 RFFI_ F .-TOR TH I CI-- rJ1='_ :. 	 5. S 1 WAPOR D I AME TER
1, Illl1*1fl	 PTPF LENGTH [1 1 .1T5IDE Pv EACTQR	 2 2:11.81.1 I? APOR ARE04% Me-p-+7'
1.-^1n5 TOTAL HFAT RIPE LENi3TH
1 . 5:' 1 '_► OI•'ERAL
 L REA I; TOm+HEAT PIPE LF114,3TW
REACTOR l•JEI 13HT '= • ►` ILOI' P AM=
21 4 . _	 FUEL .	 1_12:391 MA__ =	 1 "18, . i'
2411.2 PFFLe TOR
HEAT PIPES, WT-'!INTT LE 1 • J .?TH I:1•'G+"I4'f =	 1 ti.r•l1
. I I CONTPOL TY'= TEM	 CON= TA ►•J T = _ K^= )
SUPPORT = TPI I-_T I fQ i' ^	 OF REACTO» WT*
TOTAL RFACTri p
 + HEAT PIPES
:i,'a = MW%'M ♦•?. aL'3 POOR IN FUEL' PACE
	 KW•POWFM PER HEAT PIPE





T Y'PE GO O= ?TQG	
1
l
DD oR^amrac P^r^^ ;;
	
♦♦a♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 	 OR POOR QUALITY
Poor NTT. I n	 5-18-78
	
TYPE 11 E1d INPOT1 PP O I . WHP s2 ... STOP
PPs n. 4 FTOP
ID. 4PIII (PP) PIE A --TOP POW16mrMW	 6"coppa'. t' I • flJr rUO^ 7 COPE =MO^•nSJ02
1F.(ICO. (THP) HEAT PIPE TEMP • DE 43 K (KPP$R)	 PEPrLEOTO+f sFEO
=:051). tTTMPT" t_TPr FTTP4ff*DAv'3	 (KHP) ilrcr 'NTKfMO•W) HEAT PIPE =MO
1 , I'l11 t ?L D) COPS L t'D PAT IO	 (K6?4POP) t 1 • C: .''L I r NA) VAPOR	 OL I
	1 [I. ii (FPAxL) A , -` IAL HT P r L 4J''PKW !' 4.M4 C tOPP TN) (492)	 OPTION
	 a.?
t Il ll , i DTFMAIC) M14'a F 1JEL DEL T l T P DE 03 k'
1. IIll ('WPLI) PIPE FWTVN=20149M
NOTF • OPTIONS AWE I I-CODE PT DEEION • 2-TPECIRIED DWST-3N
TYPE TN ANY OF FOLLOWIN 63 I DCOPE (. M ) ?!WNW(M) 1'1,4FT F1l ETA NPIPE ..STOP
NPIPE =*-4 STOP





	 ALFA	 PKACAM 3c MIN	 D`.^'MIN COPl,.4^P END1'iAP
n. I oil 1). 012 n.	 1).61)0 1.5(11:1 1). 051 0 1). 68  1). 015 0. (105
TYPE: •STOP • OP NEW C ONSTANT S
 IE. k.--C=1). PWA i -' 5 s4. ET A_
 ... STOP
STOP
Z. L D I t  D E >Y,' =	 i
taN^ = it. 1 n1) 0.2111) 11.:3110 n. 41:1ii 0. 500 Ll. X1)1) 1). r Ili:l 1.1.:31)1) 0.900 1.000
Tyr = 1:1. 2 ; 9 0. '32-0 0.3 4% ?- 0.412 1).4 (' S 0.56;? 0.61 ' 4 0.961 1 .7054 ♦.
DCH = ll.	 1.. ,;, 7 fl. 20I A.1 0513 0 . 14 0 1.1.12 8i (1.11 4 0 .10 ,c-; 0. 0,.0-.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 030 00 START O I,'EP ♦ ♦
ISO
aETA =11.11)00	 I:'r,R =n. 1 :_: 4 .1 	irF
	 Dw =0.10110
	 DCX1.1.:32.14
PFAt-T I!' I TY CHAtJGF S • DELTA F•'
P-QPN a fl. 00 S.810.8  E`CP = (1 . 0 14 65 16- SAor a n. 1) . 00Il TnTAL. = n. 1)4'{.7?
FU14L ELFMENT WOLUME FPS s- TTO ►•,=
CLAPDIN .:	 FUt=L PFGTON	 HEAT F TPE
	 WALL +WICk	 t,-APO=
1i.	 1).9105?	 1).083x3
	 1).1)3;3	 (1. 1)51)0
Wfs'kAGCINAL r:(3WNFP 4-OPPF#TTTON FACTOR = t . Ilfi L)
N I I ► 1F: FN OF HEAT F• TP/E. =	 4 41. 55 7 0
MT ►JTM !tM FPACTT-:AL COP S PECIFIED) NUMFEP O F HEAT PIPES -
	 734
TEMPFPATi iP 9	 KFLW I N
t^tA+'IMllFt FVFL DELTA T = 111.1.:0
All y. DEL T =. T ACC- POTS HEAT P IPE WALL =	 6. 5
A' 'EFDA-';F FUEL TEMPF'PF.TUOLF 
_ t ► :} . S
MA W I M I iM FUEL TEMP gRAT! M F =1 721.1.7
SR I JPD N FPA,'7Tlt3N OF u239- =11, 1'114?
FI'?=TON T)EN_IT'. iFT'^3TClr,_f'^:M ♦♦ ' ^ = 1.5^` r 1)
F l.lFt. ?wEL L T tJ1. • l•'Ot_UME
P6 A.-:TOM D T MiSN = T f]1+, S • METERS	 Fl IE L 'LEMENT D I MEN 'S I ONS ^ 4M
I). '":'14  r0=q D I AMETEP	 L 1? WIDTH FICCROS'S H!i' . FLATS
I,l. ' 2 14 C 0 P -T
 HE I G=HT	 34.:3 5 EC?U I V. FUEL ELEMENT DIP
0. 55 1 4 REACTOR DIAMETER
	 '34. ^5 EG+!.l I l.'. FUEL REGION O. D.
_714 PERC-TOR WL5I-3HT
	 1 0. CI:, HEA-r PIPE O.D.
Il, 11:II't0 PFI< LE':TOR THICKNE • 	 7. 7e I---APOP DIAMETER
t.0000 PTGE•
 LENGTH OUTSIDE REACTOR 47.66 ! , Apop. A!mAo MM ♦♦2
I . 4,=: r+4 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGTH
1 .014 01 :WPALL FiEA-'TOP+WLCAT PIPE LENGSTH
PFA! TOPS WEIi±WTF. KILOSPAM='
225.6 FUEL• L1235 MASS = 114.4
251.9 PFFLECTOP
HEAT PIGS_ • WT"UNIT LENMTN	 27. 22
. O CONTROL SYSTEM i.fg = i lME CON'_ TANT = '^ i F'i_ )
'T E (7% OF PEA S=TOP WT)
c - . 9 TOTAL REACTO R
 + HEAT PIPES
tn,'^3 M ►J ' M ♦ bi.A^: P0140 IN FUEL : PoNCE	 4. 76 k:W•F'OWEP PEP HEAT PIPE
MW :'' M ♦ ♦,^ • ►.+TPTIDE A"-e? .L HT PLUf	 i1,nnS M ►J 'M ♦♦ePHTPIPE Pi1D HTFLa'




. . -	 OF POOR QUALITY
PJ.or No. 11
	 5-1S-73	 TYPE NEW INP!Irs Post. KHOse ...ITOP
PPP= (I. 7 X TOP
(1. -$IAA ( w op ) RI[An'T01R POI.1tN. MW	 <KCONE, (l f Z/Uo_! UO2) +_-ONE sMC p. 01J0:
16110. ( TwP' HEAT PIPW TEMP! 0913 K < k'NLrw) Cl +j*_ ! [Ef EEO) NEFL.ELTO" EPIC
3Al11. CTTME )
 LIF[TT?,lF!DfiYF	 <KHPI C1^2f'j fNElMOfW) MEAT PIPE =MO
1.1111
	
r_pPE L +'D RIA. T I O	 <KI/AF pIRJ < 1 9 Z/L I 9 NA)I 1/04PO?R	 *L I
1f1,(I C^A1':•i1) A-WtAL HT fLV`^fkv1' I=Mi: <IOPT ►•J1 (1020	 OPTION	 a
Z-:'0 (). !' LTPMP 'K '1 MP',•' PrUFL DELTA To MY K
1. fill ( 14P'L1) PTPE EXTEN'IFIO ►J.M
NOTE• OPTTONF A►w!' i 1 -COI+[ PT DE3j014 11 %-'3PErIRIED DEEI13N
TYF'F TN ANY OP FOLLOWINIIi ! DC-0046( M) 'xfRE1R VM) 1! ►•1F'T REETAI NP TPE .. (TOP
NPTPE-120 STOP
120 CNP TPE) NO. OW HEAT PIPES
EET04	 !loT	 1,lOD	 A LFA	 PKAI-pos ?MIN	 D '*. MIN 1_OWIAIP ENDIA/P
0. 1 rjfl A. 11 12	 0.	 0.600	 1.5611 A. OSn	 0. 03x1	 0.015	 0. 005
T` CIF : X TOP! 000 NEW CONSTANT S IR. VCU O.	 ETC ...'STOP
!,C=1J.0(1n'' STOP
SLD INDE / =	 3
1 r NJS = 11. 1 0(1 11.'2110 0 .'311 f.1 (1. 4A0 (1. 5, 1) 	 f,1. k-A(1 0.'70A 0. A. n0 0.90 0 1. 0 01)
Di- = fl. .199 1.1.32 s; 0.'363 0.418 n. 4'5 (1 .562 0.694 0.961 1.754 ♦.
rcH = Cl.	 0. :1 131) 0 . 263 0.214 0.1 %34 0. 165 0.150 0.1 :3'3 r1. 1 41;1 0. 122,
♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ • i ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE ti30 ON START O!• + EN ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ •
.30
BETA► =(I.10011	 b-Igor =0. 22'2 64	 1/F s0.?'46	 D'K = 0. 1000	 DC =0. 3348
R[I*rCTT I? ITY CHANGFS1 DELTA K
pi.ipN ►m 0. fl 1435 EY.P w 0.01456 SAWK s 0.02 0 00 TOTAL s 0. 0489 1
FUEL ELEMENT I OI_ I !r/E FRAtrTION
	
CLADDIN f'm	 FUEL REGION	 HEAT F'IF'E	 1JSILL+WICK	 VAPOR
0.	 (I.8-0565
	
0.13'35	 (I. 1,)5:,4	 0. 0301
HE:•"rGONAL CORNS°R COMPlE _T I ON FACTOR z l .x11 .31;1
►•J I .IM p ER OF HXAT ►,'TP • F= =	 61. 14'6
►•1lrlIttUr1 P'PA CTTCAL COR s pFcTFIED) N!1 ►4FF p OF HEAT PIPES = 1::0
T6HPFF; AT I.J R!3 	KE'LI'IN
►•tA •; j ►4 1 J ►•1
 
FU FL DELTA T = l (I l . q
►+^: DELTA T ACCRO' 3 HEAT FIFE WALL a 	 '.'
H'. 1 ?RA4 43E Fr i I=L TEMPF ppA,rusee = 1641 .'
► •IF+':' I M! IM FUEL TEMP ERATl_IRE =171 3. 4
B I!arl F R .+ -CTIO •J O F U2 -35 -0.021;=1
FI_^=2 ptJ L^sN'_ I T 'i' +FI:'%ION=''CM 1♦j1 = 2.584E+C(1
F! I eL = ^•^^ LL I N., 1 ^.'OLUr.1 E '; - 1;1 .
RFACTOP I^TMFt?,JFTONs %	METERS FUEL ELEMENT DIMKN IOr-JS! 	 MM
0. '_ =1 4:? ct=-	 D T J'1ME-rsm, 29.00 WIDTH AC CRIO -TS HECK FLAT•T
0. _,34:=; CCa=_ WwTrHT : 0.44 EV IJIV. RUEL ELEMENT DIA
11.E=,4:1 PFA''TOR DTAMETER 30.44 EGUI IJ. FUEL RE 13ION O. D.
544: PFACTnm HFIGHT 11.12 HEAT PIPE O. D.
0. 1(Ifi(I REFLECTOP THTCVP-JSZS 62 IfAPOR DTAMSTER
1 , (I A 00 P IF'F L EN'?TW OUTSIDEDE REA C=TOR 1.,-AF:- OR AREA.,
	 MM ♦♦`
1.4'39* TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGTH
1 5- 4 4A O l ,'EMALL F; EACTO1w +x11=AT PIPE LENGTH
PF_ACTOP t•JE T f:F•1T • .= .	 W I LOi?RAM?
POEL!
	




HEAT P I PPS v	 WT•/ U ►J I T LENGTH (WG /M) =	 47.58
? 0	 CONTROL SYSTEM ! A F F I It•I E 	 =pN 3TA •JT	 = I'S.	 k'. 1
42.9	 : UPPOMT STRUCTURE (7% OF ReAc TOR W r)
TOTAL. AFACTOR + HFAT PTPE=
►1W.	 POWR IN F I!ELSPAIr'E 	 5.93 F.'W.Fpw$R PER HIEAT PIPE
11;I f1, (IC Mw ' ►•• ♦♦ d1 WTPrPE A I=L HT FLUB
	






r	 ► • 4L	 ORIGINAL PAGE Isao	
♦♦♦•♦♦•.••♦•♦♦•♦.•••
	 OF POOR QUALITY
PROs mm. 12	 5_18-78	 TYPR. NEW INPUT: P0=1. WkwsZ	 [TOP
Pw=1 . )F Top,
1. A 11 n	 REACTOR POWER • ►n ► 	 (Kr_ORE	 fUC, UO2) CORE apgok n!► O 3
1 x.11 i1. (THP) HEAT PIPE TEMF v DWG K (KoF F) i 1 • 2 ! I1 E • EEO) wE►LECTOR = eE0
'3 11 5 l'1 . ►'TIME > 	(KHP) e I o 2v3''Nr • Mo9w) HEAT PI ►E =MO
1. 11i1 ( SLD ) _ORE L/D WAT':O	 (VIANPOw) (1 0 2 /L T f NA) WAPOR	 =L i
ln.ia ( CI O% L) A:.'IAL HT FLU`•' • Kw r'CM;? (IO►TN ) 002)	 OPTION	 =^
21.)il. ►`DTFMA':±> r104'v FUEL DELTA T+ DW 13 K
1.00 (HPL 1) PIPE E <'TEN*X ION. M
NOTE * OPTIONS AMR : 1-CODIE ►T DESIGN , P-'S►EC:IFTED DTfI4N
TYPE IN ANY OF FALLOW IN1Io : rco pff (M) )+REF (M) 1:, ►•1FT FEETA N► IF'E ..STOP
NPIPE=152 'STOP
1 6;^ (NPIPE) NO. OR HEAT PIPES
T%WTO.	 !s%	 Vcv
	






	 1). 050	 ri.08(1	 0.015
	 0. 005
TYPE: STOPP OR NEW coNSTArJT'S IE. bh:all. PW^V-3=2. ETC ..STOP
WC-0. n.
	 $TOP
.=LD TNDRY =	 :3
1rr,1r = 0. 11;111 0.200 (1.301) 0.400 0.500 0.151;10 0.700 n. :?00 0.400 1.000
D .'- = 0.24:? 0.'326 0.36'. 0.412 0. 475 0.5 2 0. 644 0. 96 1 1.754 ♦.
DC H = n.	 A. 444 0. 313 0.2 655 n. 221.'1 A. 147 0.179 0.166 0.1655 0.1415
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ O ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE GO Op START MO WN ♦ ♦
^.O
PWTA >=n. 1 niln	 IJ ►JF -0.2630	 t?F =0.7370	 DW =I;1. 1 non	 DC: =n. 343`
MFA o_TI4'TTY C:HANC-EE • DELTA K
p.umN = 11 . 0141 5 E '^eP = 0.01456 : MIFF = n. 02111111 TOTAL - 0. 05•~71
W'JFL ELEMENT WOL! WMF FRACTIONS
CLADD I N-3	 FUEL REC3I ON	 HEAT P I PC	 WALL + W I CK	 11-IRPOF7
n.	 n.i3L1i3	 0.1762	 0.0705	 0.1057
HE'>!A C.ONAL CORNER CORRECTION FACTOR =1 . !1315
N ►JMFE p Or HEAT PIPES =	 71 . 2214
MTNIMVI ./ PRACTICAL row -PECiFIED •) N!► p•iFEp OIL' HEAT PIPES = 11:13
TEMPFRAT! PE _ ►JMMAF7 'Y q DEGMWE KEL 1,1 IN
Mr.,sIMUM FUEL DELTA T = t37.9
A $ Ai'. DELTA T ACCWO =': HEAT PIPE WALL =	 7. :
A&--'EPA'+ E F!1£L TEMF'ERkTURF =1 +37.1
1•IA`3
 I r/1.1M FUEL TEMPE pAT! ► p E = 1 ^4' + . 7
PUMN
	 OF 1-12 39 =11.0^1'3
FIssroN DEN:=IT't CFI=SIGN=c%,_M ♦1 '3'1 = 3.447E+20
FUEL SWELLTN 17- OLUME ^: = fl.
REACTOR DIMENSION'_. METR OS	 FUEL ELEMENT DIMENSION 9 MM
11.34 : 2 CORE DIAMETER	 25.47 WIDTH ACCROES HEX FLATS
6.34. 2 1:ORE HF_Ii=HT
	 27.27 EVVIV. FUEL ELEMENT DIA
0.5782 REACTOR
 DIAMETU M	 27.2? E['►►.► TV. FUEL MWOrON O. D.
0. 5'5RP REACTOR HET3HT
	 11.45 HEAT PIPE O. D.
n. l nrl(I REFLE C=TOR THTCWNE_ E 
	 13. A7 vAFop DIAMETER
1 . (l i 11)1) F• I P'E LENGTH OUTSIDEDE REACTOR 6 1 . 74 1.'AROp ARE ►^i o MM ♦♦2
1.45?2 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LEN1_TH
l . 5532 O ►.lERr.LL REA 1_TOR+HEAT FIRE LENGTH
PeAC rop
 WE I 1 HTS • h T LOS?RAMS
259.4 FUEL r '-'235 MAss = 141.5
285.5 REFLECTOR
9  8 . RE, HEAT PIPES, t•1T !1JNIT LENsTH ^^: ' M) _ ^ ^. 112
3S. n CONTROL SYSTEM eA-r- UME C(3N=T^1NT = 3'3 Kc3)
47.4 SUPPORT 'S TPUCTURE 4 7%- OF REACTOR WT)
724 .1 TOTAL REALTOR + HEAT PI PES
,.n.-_:$MtJ M ♦♦=:. F ►:+^• FOWR IN F',IE <. SPA^_E
	
6.17 KW + POWER PER HEAT PIPE
':► '=+	 HT FLUX	 fl. n'37 MW ►•/♦ ♦2 lHTPIFE MAD HTFLY.
•=P1 na •^Tr'1 is
A
^s cw
0.700 0.800 0.900 1.000
0.694 0.961 1.754 ♦.
0.2'3 0 0.213 0. 199 0. 1 X33
Dx -0.1000	 DC •0.3759
0.020 00     TOTAL s 0. 0621 2
PROD N00
STOP







1 .65 1.) (PR) REACTOR POWER• Mw (KCORE)	 C1 v 2/UCf UO2)
1600. ( THP) HEAT PIPE TEMPP DEM K ( 1 f 2/DE f DEO)
3613t1. 9TIME) LIFETIMEPDAIYS (KHP) QP213/1'>RfMOrw)
1 . 0 1.1 ' XLD) CORE L /D RATIO (KriAPOR)	 ( 10 2/L 19 NA)
10. 13 r :'AXL) AXIAL HT FLUX P KW/CM2 (I OPTN)	 (1 f ,2)
21117. K DTFMAY)	 ►-IAX FUEL DELTA TP DE4 K
1.00 r HPLO PIPE EXTEN3101,1+M
NOTE4 OPTIONS AAZ 1 1-CODE PT DESZOW9 2-SPECIFIED DESION
TYPE IN ANY OF FOLLOW INO 1 DCOPff (M) X NEW (M) VNFT FRET^ NP I PE 
- - STOP
NPIPE = 162 STOP
162 CNP I PE) NO. OR HEAT PI PES
SETA 4'C
	
VCD ALFA PKAv %
 DMIN DXMIN COPOAP ENDOAP
0.100 0.	 0.050 0.600 1. 5 00 0.05 0 0.080 0.013 0.00.5
TYPE: = TOPP OA NEW CONS TANTS IE. VC w 0. PKAVr3 =t2 . ETC ...STOP
EXTA- 0 .1 1,1 C 19 0.006 VCD = 0. STOP
SLD INDEX s
VNF = 0.1 00 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 11.6017
DC - 0. 2'?9 0.326 0.363 0.413 0.475 0.562
DCH = n.	 7.477 0.4 02 0.327 0.283 0.252
♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 01 ♦ + ♦ TYPE 930 OR RESTART
GCS... PT D93I ,304 FOR PRE3 LAI 'YTON AND HARPER
BETA =0. 1000	 !"NF -n.3,286, 	 VR' s 0. 6714
PKACT 1 4^ I rY cmAi,43E = f DELTA K
suRhJ - 0. 02756 axp = 0. 01456 SAFE
FUEL ELEMENT VOL. I!I`.E FRACTIONS
CLADGIh4 13	 FUEL PKIZON	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL+WICK	 VAPOR
0.	 0. 750!5	 0.245-15	 0.0':9'3	 0.1497
Hfx:' r^:Ordn^ CORNER CORRECT I ON FACTOR =1. 0642
NUMPER q F HEAT F IC= ES =	 86. 1730
Mir12 ,1!r1 PRACTICAL (OR SPECIFIED) NUM SLIP OF HEAT PIPES a 162
TEMFER^T !!RE =UMrtrrfa 'Y!DE r3PEE KELVIN
t9M'••: IM! ^h/ FUEL DELTA T = 1 1.1 6. 4
DELTF+ T ACCROS3 HEAT PIPE WALL
	 12.0
r+:'^RA3E FUEL TEMPERATURE =16 47.4
MA':<'It1UM FUEL TEMPERAT I!RE -1724.3
EUPPJ FRACTION OF x!235 sll. 1140 _^+
i-i3?IODJ DENS' IT'•f r:FIa3IDN = 'CM♦•3) = 4.9b^E+20
=UEL ?WELLIN3rVOLUME	 s 11.4' Y j^ Z ^. _^
REACTOR DIMENSIONS! METER 'S 	 FUEL ELEMENT D I MENSI ONS f MM
0. S 7059 COME DIAMETER	 2e. 04 W IDTH ACCR r]SS HVX WLATF
1). 3 7 59 COPE H=ICMT	 29.44 ERUIV. PURL ELEMENT DIA
0.6059 PaA+CTOR DIAMETER	 29.44 EMUIV. PUURL RE41ON D.D.
0. SS,59 REACTOR HEIGHT	 14.71 HEAT PIPE D.D.
Il.111110 4EFLECTOR THICKNE35
	 11.39 VAPOR DIAMETER!
1 . Cl 111,i ll PIPE LEIJG TH OUTSIDE REACTOR 101.90 VAPOR 04P.6049 htM••2
1.4:_,IJ':_4 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGPTH
1.5 :.'5':' OVERAI-L REACTCM+HEAT PIPE LEN3T14
R.EA CTOP WE I3NT = ^ K I L03RAM3
	




166. 2 HEAT P I PES I W T/UN IT LEN3TM r; k:3/hf .> = 112.25
33.0 CONTROL 3'YETEM r A=3Ua`tE CON=TAIIAT =
57.	 =UPPORT ETRUCTUME (7% OF REACTOR WT)
$ 7 6 . '_3 TOTAL REACTOR + HEAT PIPE_'
5D. I_I }
	 POWR IN FUELSPACE 10.19 I•' W q POWEP RE;* HEAT PIPE
	
'c9.9c. tiW/M*02!1-+TPIFE A"'TAL HT FLUX	 0.7-57 MW/H*+Z'fHTPIPff PAD hTFLX
aG
1 ♦ ♦♦ ♦++• ♦ 111 • ^A^^♦ ♦
0.
PMO$ NO.	 3-2-73	 TYPE NEW INPUT= PR = 1. KHP=d ...STOP
STOP
1. 650 (PR) REACTOR POWERr MW	 (K.COmE) ( 1 • 2 /UC r Uoa) GORE =MO6AUO2
1600. (THP) HEAT PIPt TEMPfDKO K (KREP) (1+2 /2EtBE0) REFLECTOR =1ZO
35511. ( TIME) LIFETIME / DAYS	 (xHP) (1f2'3 /NB rMOrW) HEAT PIPS =MO
1.00 (SLD) COPE L /D RATIO	 (WVAPOR) C 102/LIONA) VAPOR	 =LI
	1 0. 0 (G9^ CL) AXIAL HT FLUX r KW/CM2 1. I OPTN) <102) 	 OPT 1 ON	 =2
2011, (DTFMAX) MrT!': : FUEL DELTA T• MY K
1. (10 !HPL1) r iPE axTENSION!M
NOTE + OPTIONS ARE = 1-CODE PT DESIGN! 2-SPECIFIED DESIGN
TYPE IN ANY OF FOLLOWIND I DCORE (M) XREF(M) VNFT FBETA NPIPE ..STOP
NP 1PE =2I 0. \. \ STOP
210 (NPIPE) NO. OF HEAT PIPE S
BETA v 	 VCD ALFA PKAVI BMIN DXMIN CO A?AP END~
0.100 0.006 0.	 0.1600 1.300 0.050 0.030 0.015 0.003





wNF = 0. 100 0.300 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800 0.900 1.000
Da = 0.299  0.32:+ 0.363 0.412 0.475 n.562 0.694 0.961 1.754 *-.
D^_H = 0.	 0.574 0.401 0.327 0.292 0 .252 0.230 0.213 0.199 0.13$
1♦ * ♦♦ O• ♦ 0 TYPE 10 OR RESTART P O 0 ♦ P 1 0 O ♦ 1 1
,30..9PT DESIGN FOR PRES LA'YTON AND HARPERINPIPE=211.1
18ETA =().1000	 vNF =0.32eO	 vF = 0.6720	 DX =0.1000	 DC =0.3756
.mVEACT I kV T TY CHANORS! DELTA K
s SRN = 0.0:760 ExP = 0.01456 SAFE = 0.02000 TOTAL = 0.06216
FUEL ELEMENT 4'OLUME FRACTIONS
CL Art D I NI3	 FUEL PROI ON	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL+1 •4I CK.	 VAPOR
0.	 0.7504	 0.2496	 0.0993	 0.1497
HE'x:A ,3OtJr+L CORNER CORRECTION FACTOR =1.064:'
NI f r1E-ER OF HEAT P I PEA- =	 86. 21 71
M I N I MUt-1 PRAC TICAL <OR SPECIFIED) NUMSER OF HEAT PIPES = 12110
ammo.mm.
TEMPEPATURE SUMMPRY! I)KOPEE KELVIN
t1r1 :; I MUM FUEL DELTA T	 t 2. 1
Al '-3 DELTA T ACCROSS HEAT PIPE WALL = 	 9.2
Ak-A EPPROE FUEL TEMPERATURE = 1636 .6	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
MAXIMUM FUEL TEMPERATURE = 1696 . 0	 OF POOR QUALITYPURN FRA C=TION OF 1_1 G.35 -0.0460
FI33I0t •4 DEN3IT'Y e.-IS3iOp/ •E /CM •+:3) = 4 . 96,8E+20
FUEL SWELL INCa ! WOLUME : = 0.:::7 K 3 a 1. 11
REACTOR DIME •JSIONe!	 METER = FUEL ELEMENT DIMENSION O MM
0. :,r56 r_OMS DIAMETER 24. 62 WIDTH ACCRO R3 HEX FLATS
0.37 506 COFIE HE I -sHT 2.5. 35 SMU I V. FUEL ELEMENT VIA
0.6056 REACTOR DIAMETER 25.85 EOUIV. FUEL RE320N O.D.
0.5,356 REACTOR HE11HT 12.92 HEAT PIPE O.D.
0. 1111;11.1 REFLECTOR THICKNESS 10 . 00 VAPOR DIAMETER
1. 11111;11) PIPE LEN t3T14 OUTSIDE REACTOR	 73.60 VAPOR AREA! MM•+2
1.4,.1.1 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGTH
1. 5856 01/9P TALL REACTOR+H1EAT PIPE LENG-FTH
t^,-CritTOf^ Wf8I3HT ! {ILOGRAMS
:.ter ii FUEL P u235 MA3z	 150. 6
1322 .1 REFLECTOR
106 1'_,. 2 HEAT PIPES , WT/UNIT LENGTH (vanlM) - 1 12.24
a?.0 CONTROL SYSTEM (AS SUME CONSTANT	 3:j KG)
51 . •2. SUPPORT STRUCTURE	 OF RE04 TOR WT)
875.5 TOTAL REACTOR + HEAT P TPE 3
53. 1 1 	 POWR IN FUELSPACE	 7.86 KW! POWER PEW HEAT PIPE
99.':4,_n r1L•J/M f►1i-! HTP T PE AXIAL HT FLUX	 0.666 MW/M++21 HTP IPE RAD HTFLX
r	
	 P!f!B tin. 1
	 5- IS-78
	
TYP E 1`1 E64 INPUT I P10-:1.. KN0=2 ... ETOJw
PRO?. $TOP
. U f1 rl f s w) 1•e A . Tow POWER. MW	 (KCc3wlg) (1 • 2 /J,)r • UO.-:p) CORE umo6 1uca
tr,flll. (Two) wtv Ar PTPF TFMP+DE l3 K (waver) ( 1 • 2 / 11t+ oEO) OWFLECTOR sEEO
..5 f1. kTTf1E) LIFFTTMV $ D^eF	 tKNP1 (1.` ► 3 1 N1y 9MOfW) HEAT PIPE WHO
1, n rl ( FL D ) I'D w e: L •'D PATIO	 (WVAMOM) ( 102/L.IP/Jfi ) 11 4000	 eLI
tf1. 11 trA'.-:L) .... I14L NT PL IJU 104 &rl /CF/21 (IOP TN) (10 2) 	 OPTION	 •^
^.nf i , (DTPM+r)e ) MA- F!IEL DELT04 T+DE eP K
I. rll'1 (HOLD PtPE F:TF ►J'$IONfM
►•JOTLr• OPTIONF AMF 1 1-c=ODE PT DE!'2-3r1• 2- yPEciIr iffri DEEI-3N
TYPE IN ANY OF FDLLOWIN 13 : DCOME (M) WRtUr (' r1) 11 1140r T Pr vwTA NPIPE .. STOP
NPTPE =21171 STOP
` 1 1)	 ;FJPIPI[') NO. Olr HEAT PIPET
PET^	 11CD	 AL Ir^	 PKAJ 1 31 EM I N	 DXM I F! CO1P.3AP END63^P
r1. 10 A 	 1). 0r1:;	 n.	 (). A gin	 1.5nU	 n. n o.; G	 U. O .A. A	 r01. 01 43	 0.0043
TYPI : STnPo OW i•JF. w cONvTANT$ IE. VC a n. PKAW01 111 2. ETC . 00 STOP
1;C s 0. II171 5 .TOP
SL D I N D F_'., s
I1. 1 111.1 1'1. 21) A  n. 3 (J Q rl. 4f11;1 0.5n0 n. ►-1111 Q. 71111 0. t:1U 11
 0.900 1. 000
D ,. s A 2';9 n. --2 n.'3 ii, •3 0.412 U. 475 n. 562 n. 694 0.''61 1.754 .
D ,_H _ fl.	 A.:,?2 11. 4 42 11 .:;4,0 U. _11 1 1). P78 0.25:1 11.34 0.219 0. 207
♦ • ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE lTO OR 'ZTAMT 0' .-ER ♦ ♦
GO
BET A -fl, 111rt1;1	 I,r.JF s(1, "35(:.(^	 11F =n. X434	 D'w, =U. 1 UIIU	 DC srJ. 3c3y3
PFR'-T T 1 1 T TY :i-4A p ztrS- . DELTA W
I=o p ►J = n. 031 38- Eo-tP = (1.0145-6	 0.02-1)(11) TOTAL s 0. 0o-;594
FOWL FLFMF)JT J ;C1L1_11149 FMACTTON€
07LAr)1)1"M	 FUEL PFMTON	 HEAT PIPE	 WALL + W ICK 	1.1APOP
n,	 f1. 71;_.'6,	 11. `S15	 11. 1126	 U. 1+ ^q
NF `A:Ct^J:rl s_OAr•JFA -O pJ Fi7TTON FACTOR =1.
tJ^_1M',"17 OF HFRr F IPF. -	 ''1:.'. ti _':^'.
HTNTr •1 #.IM FPJA l'TI-7PL ( OA _ r ECIFIED ) tdUMfE p OF WEAT PIPES = 21 1)
TFrt c -Z .QAT l JQF	 WEL.I:-T14
t1-7- TM l Ir-f F l . l L DELTA T =	 :37. *
?:w ,5  I# FLT:i T RCCRO F = H D 41T PIPE IIAI_L =	 t IJ. 1?	
"'	 tiA"F P`A ,F F 1.li? L TEIMC Fr AT! las = t 64 il. 1	 ORIGINAL PAGE
^
M:r .' I PtlJtl 971 ,1c L TCtlP r: A c-T l lMF =1 7 04. U	 OF POOR QUALITY
BA TON %rFPA-"T T OrJ D-	 =1). [152
FT??TDN r-F.IV=TT''i' !FT:=ION=r^-r/ ♦ ♦ j'^ = 5. 1)4' I +`0
PlIEL  
PF0k ,7TrlP IlIMFN:.TOtJE.	 METFA: FUEL ELEMENT DIMENSION= • 	MM
II	
_	 :,''	 = =01p= DIrrMETEA C.	 5^ WIDTH ACCRA '€? 	 0-4E$.'IrLATE
-::Osar
	 -,= T ,-, WT 2 .80 EC-U-t TV. PUEL ELEMENT DIA
0. ►^ 1'c+' RErY!CTo p DTAMETEM 2r:..'=1_i Evul!+'. FULL pE3iON O.D.
PEACTOP H= I a H r 1 4. 22 HEAT PIPE O.D.
1.1,	 t	 i:lilfl AEFLECTOA THICOI NE=S 11.01 VAPOR DIAMETEIo
t	 1'llllllt PTPF LFFJ.TH D O!TTIDE P EACT04	 95 .26 VAPOR AREA, MM ♦•
1 , 4'=!4:. TOTAL HEAT PIPE LMNi.TH
t . 5 '4 	O!•'F'p ►+t L f;FACTOA+H'=AT GIPE LEN-34TH
' T LOS±RAM?
FUEL •	 !1`-35 M*r=r -	 16 r1. 5
AFFLECTOP
HEAT FTPEFo WT'ltNIT LEN C:TN ^N:3 M^ = 13 r,., rl :
v7MITAOL
	 )'_ Tc rf	 J_OtJ'=T ►+NT = 'i':: h: .`•
=! PPO O T = TA! JCTWatg (7 O= IaLr ACTOM WT)
TOTAL AEAi_TDM + HFAT PIPES
nfi,	 '1N M ♦♦ •.-.i',^ POtJQ VJ vllEL=PA- E 	 V/JfPO4JEr7 PEw N£AT PTPL









I r PwQf Nt'1. 14	 01- 19-78	 TYPE MEW 2114P IJT1 PP= 1 • h'NP S` . • • ETO►
Pw-4 . x TOP
4. 11110 (Pw) PFA'"TOM PowEP•Mbl 	 (K«:OPF> (1+2/ 1.1 '+102) OpwE =MOp.*%o-J02
161111, (THV ) HFF+T 'v IPL TE PIP + DE #i K	 trrwEF" (102./affo t• EO)	 wE FLE 1_TO`11 WIF0
	
{ TTMF' LtFFrTmwo rook e y 	(KHPI r 1.2+'3'NJE0P1O0w) HWWIT PIPE =MO
1 , 1111 ( TLD ) COPE L !D PAT IO 	r60!41+'OP0 (102/L I • NA) VAPO +P	 =L I
1 A. rl '17A WO A v I AL HT FLU'• O OKW/CM2 ( I O R TPA J k j v 2 )	 OPT I OW
21111. (DTFMA'+') r/Av FUEL DELTA T+DE 13 K
1. I;I11 (H11 L 1 ) PIPE W%'TENsI OM •M
MOTIF• OPTIOPJF 0499 t 1-cavw PT Das ioM• -TPEr_ IFTED DEfI1iN
TYPE IN APAY OF FOLLOWIN-3 1 t'CON9 (M) 'uwE F Y M •) VPJFT FFETA PAP IPE ..STOP
NPIPJIru26+:, STOP
r.+:. (NP T PE ) PJO. OF HEAT P T PEi1
SETA	 /!r	 1oSD	 ALFA	 PK0%1'13 :MIN	 D"111111 COP #3AP EPJD'i1AP
n.1 ri1)	 0. 011f	 G.	 0.600	 1.501:1	 0.0150	 0.(IS, rl	 0.015	 11. x0 13
TYPFS X TOP• O p NEW CONSTANTS It.	 PKA1'13 =2. ETA' .. . STOP
vcurl. PA4 STOP
E L IN I rJ ri W'*t =
I.'NF a Co. 10 11 11.20(( 0. 30rl rl . 4 0 n 0 .51;111 n . 6Arl 0.7rl 0
 rl .:3rlrl n . 9rt 0 1. 0 A 0
Dc : 0. :"^Q 1 . S2P''_', n. '36 3 0. 4 1;? 0. 4 7 15 x1.156 2 0. 6':44 n. q61 1. 754 ♦.
D_H a 0.	 1). :99 0 pir ?4 0.Im.;0? 0.4'3'3 11. 392- 0. Sr::'. (;1 , '3 ':'1 0. 310 0.292
♦ ♦ ♦ + ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ TYPF GO ON TTA1PT O I 'Fw ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ •
^3O
J WTA s0. 1000
	
l..'PJF - 0 . 4720 	 wsr = 0. 152'80	 Dx = n. 1000	 Dc -0.45454
pEA- - T V.0
 I T'Y	 DELT 14 k'
ruw-j - 0. 04777 ExP a 0. 014 156 -rAFE = 0. 022'000 TOTAL - 0. nS*-_ 33
F! I EL FL EMENT WOL UMF_ FRACTI ONS
1=LADD I N-i	 FUEL P/E111 T OPJ	 HEAT P I PW	 WALL+W I •=K	 VAPON
fl.	 0.15:_,.:, r 1	 r.1. 41 1 A	 0. 1644	 0.2466
Hr 'a:A+70r4AL ^. oRtiFA	 FACTOR a 1 . 1:341
Nllr•IFFA OF HFAT c'TPE= =
	
115. )='3 4
F/TNTM I JM F•p Ar '1'TC AL ( Op • R'FCIFIED ') N lJ + 1EEw OF HEAT PIPES - 266
TEM 4 FRATURE =! I FIFI AII Y • DW G_ O FF P-F.LI•'IN
r•IA:+ IM # Ir/ F! I FL DELTA T = :;6. 5
p1?r ro7LTA T ACCRO-7 HSRT PIPE MALL : +4.6	 ORIGINAL PAGE ;'d
A I •'EW^gF FUF L TEMPER A TURE = 1 643.4 	 OF POOR QUALITY
MAtiIM!IM FUEL TEMP g PAT Off = 170?.?
91-10111 Crp «y^-T T ON OF 1 ^` ?a = 1;1 , rl ^..;ai:.
Fi r.Fla r l Dfff' = I T •v (F I'a = I O nJ _ •^.=M ♦♦ '3`I a : , 15'c!'?E+i^ 0
FUEL ?Wk LLTFJ3^ ► ? QL I_IMF_ ^: = I;I.
PFA - TOP D T MFr •J ? T D *J ' :Z • M6TEW S	 FUEL ELEMENT DIMENSIONS* MM
A. 4 515 4 CONS P T A MFTEP	 26.54 W T r TH ACCRO= 3 HE'.e FLATS
0. 45 e4 1: omE HHIGHT	 27.87 EV I I I.'. FUEL ELEM K I18T DIA
0. r_',:
'a4 PIVA=TOOP DIAMIETEP	 27.87 EVUTV. FUEL PE e3ION O. D.
0. C'. ,;c4 PEPCT O R HEI r3HT	 1 7.S7 HEAT PIPE O. D.
11. 111111;1 PEFLECTOR THICWPIES S 	 13. 4 VAPOR DIAMETEP
1 , x111111;1 PTPfF LEN3TH auT: trim PEACTOp 15x1 .41 IiAPOR ApffA • Itm**_'
1 .5 4,r14 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LEN-39TH
1. 6654 O I 'FRALL PEA C TOA+HEAT PIPE LENGTH
WFA i- TO R We TGs4T'F• KTLO#-PArA'=
41'•, Q FUEL 9	 123-5 PI ► T -B. = 21 rl. 9
44,E , 0 AEFLECTOP
HEAT PIPE'=• WT- UNI T LEF+3TH	 272. 051
:• K ri 	CONTPOL ='Y •=•TEM (' A'33 1-I 14E 1'0114'm'TANT - ::	 P030
!C'. 1	 r! IPPORT = TA! 1CTL IPR (7% OF REALTOR WT.)
1'4A7.5 TOTAL PLE ACTOP + HEAT PIPES
`x1.''4 1	 POWP IM F 1 EL=PACE 1 5'.x. 114 KW•PCWff p PER HEIST PIPE
^`+. ^^'^ M4J!M ♦•^•NTRiPE A 'Tr+L HT FL IJ"	 6.760	 HTFL'•!
TYP E X30 OP =TOP J
^y	 l
0. ` orl ('PR, offift TOR PowEwo Mw
1750. t THP) HRAT PIPE TEMPO DE 0i Of
365x1. (TIME) LIFIRTIMPODAYE
1.(11) ( SLID ) ►:ORE L /V RATIO
1 1). n V^'eL) A% I AL HT FLU'S s KW/CM2
21111. i V TFMA y) MA`S FUEL DELTA T / DI
1. Aft ► HPL1) PIPE EyTEMSTO ►19M
(KCORE) e 1 r 2 •'UC r UO2)
(KREF) ( 1 • a •'t#E a *EO)
(KHP) ( 1 . 2.3 "NO 9MO0 W)
(KVAPOR )




Pwort<• No. 15	 'S••1^••'8
	
TYPE NEW INPUTI Pont. KHP=2 ..•STOP






NaTE • OPTIONS ARE I 1-CODE PT DESIGN • 2-IPECIFIED DESIGN
TYP[ T ► l ANY OF FOLLOW INI I DCORE (M) xREF (M) tiNFT F*tTA NP IPE --STOP
NPIPE wr^ 4 •STOP
24 (NPIPE) NO. OF HEAT !PIPES
*ETA IJC	 VCD ALFA PKAIJG *MIN DXMIN CORGAP ENOOOO
n. 100 n. 0114 0.
	
0.600 1.500 0.050 0.0' 0 0.015 0.005
TYPE! 'r-Tope CIO t•IEW CONSTANTS two VCs O. PKAVGs2. ETC ...STOP
VCs l). n 12 9rTOP
SLD INDEX :
11P1F - 0. i 0 ri 0. 2 00 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0. A100 0.900 1.000
D.:	 n. 299 0. X26 0.363 0.412 0.475 0.562 0.694 0.961 1.754 0.
DCH = A.	 11. 207 0.142 0.11 5 0.099 0.03t3 0.0 131 0.074 0.070 0.055
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE GO OR START 01.. 1 Eltr ♦ ♦
030
PETA =x1. 10011	 I,NF '• 0. 15x11	 wor n O..9499	 Dw n 0.1000	 DC n 0.3115
REAi: T T ,/ I TY CHOP-403 ES • DELTA K
tf! 1PN • 0.00464 EXP u 0.01612 SAFE • 0.0:1 000  TOTAL s 0.04076
WL IEL EL V"WNT ► 'OL! ►ME FRACTIONS
r_LADD I Nrt	 FUEL RE D]► I ON	 HEAT PI P E	 WALL+W t CK	 VAPOR
n.	 n . 9553	 0.0442	 0.0177	 0.0265
HK*X A-70 ►-lAL CORNER COPPECT I ON FACTOR 011.002 1)
NI11, IEF" OF' H EA T
 F IPEi• =	 31.5856
M I ► 1 i tI f 1r/ PRAC T I CAL (OR sPEC I F I ED) ►J 1.111Ti ' ER OF HEAT PIPES i	 24
TFOPPRATUR g 	 KELIJIN
► .A T MUM Fl-1 L DELTA T = 763.2
A^ ? 3 DELTA T ACCRO'FS HFAT PIPE WALL =	 3. 4
AWERAqE F! ► EL TEMPEPATUPE =1778.4 	 ORIGINAL PACE IS
MC. I M ►JM !F IEL TEMPffPAT ►.►RE s 1 $ 0. 
Te s,'RHI P R ►•-- T I OM I]F 0-1205 = v . 111177	 OF POOR QUALITY
= T?5TO ►1 DENSITY	 ISs 18.345E+19
;r 111mL .tdELLING-WOLUME	 s iSt 1.4-
REACTOW DTMEND IOt1s t 1 ,1!7-TEP 'T	 FUEL ELEMENT DIMENEI ONSt' MM
0.31 1 !, COPIF DIAMETER 	 32. 18 WIDTH ACCROSS MVX FLATS
A. - : 115 C-04E• HEIGHT	 33.79 EVUIV. FUEL ELEMENT DIM
0. °415 waAcTo p DIAMETER	 33.7 + 9VUll/. FUEL Pq%ION O.D.
11. ^^- 1 c AE.;._ TOR HE IIHT	 7.11 HEAT PIPE O. D.
11.111 r1 I'1 PEFLECTOR THICKNESS
	 5. 51 IJAPOR DIAMETER
	
:	 2:3 A. 1) ► /APOR AREA% MM ♦ ♦2. Ililllil PIPE  LEN^3TH Ol ► T'_ IDS REACTOR c^.. A.
1. 41 r-5 TOTAL 1-1F ►AT PIPE LENGTH
1- 52 1 5 O ► .'ERALL REACTQR+HhAT PIPE LEN-3TH
REACTOR L1EI f'rHT1=• 1-''ILOMO^M•3
214. 13 FUEL  f	 1-12,35 MA'T'S =	 10 .
24 ft. 2 REFLECTOR
HEAT PIPE's} WT • 'UNTT LENGTH r K^s•`*13 s 13.t^,(I
_''. Il COMTPOL SYSTEM "'A M-SUME CONrTANT s' 33 w.G)
'3^. 5 ¢!1FPORT sTRI Jr_T IJRE	 OF R£A CT019 WT)
54.''.: TOTAL PEACTOR + HEAT PIPES
8-9  Mb/ 't1 ♦♦ '~ . .^ ^ ^.: POWp T N F ► JEL SPACE	 k'W . F OLtER R ER HEAT PIPE
1011,!14 tiwr` M ♦♦ 2 • I/T1= IFS A`•1194 L HT FLIJ v	0.442 ri41•'r1 ♦ ♦3 tHTPlPE PAD HTFLX
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
4.





PIPol No. 1 L6
	
5-19-7 8	 TYPE NEW INPVTI PAn 1. KWPW2 . . .STOP
piss 0.4 STOP
0, 400 PP) wff^r'TOP PowEwr Mw	 (kCONX) ( 1 ► 2,'U.• P Uo2) LOPE 11040601JO2
1 754. 'Two ) NEAT PIPE TEMP o DEG K <KwEF ) C 1 • S'.'sEP aE0) IPEPLECTOA 0190
35 4. eTTME) LIFETIME ► DAYS	 CKHP) (1+293.,Npo MCI W^ NEAT PIPE nMO
1. 44 ( ELD) COPS L"'D 004T IC	 CWVO POP) f 10 2•'L I P NA) VAPOIP	 ll ► . I
	10.0 ©AxL) ANAL HT FLU'w 9KW , 'CM2 {I0PTri 7 <1r2)	 OPTION	 02
2-00. DTFMA,t) MAX FUEL DELTA To CEO K
1.00 :HOLD PTPE EXTKNSIOPJ•M
Nal 'R+ OPTIONS RIPE I 1-CODE PT DESIGNP Z.'-SPECIFIED DESIGN
TYPE IN ANY OF FOLLOWIN4 I VC006(M) xAEFlM) VNFT FsETA NPIPE ..STOP
NPIPE s'$4 STOP
94 (NPIPE) NO. OF NEAT PTPES
I	 SETA VC	 VGD ALFA PKAVG IMIN VXMIN COIPOAP EMDOAPC.. i 04 0. f112 0.	 0.601) t . 500 0.0 230 0. U20 0. 01 45	 0.005
TYPES ETOPO OA NEW CONITANTS IE. VC lz O. PKAVO*2. ETC $80 STOP,
STOP
ELD .TNDW'W n 	 3
L3NF : 0.104 0.200 0.'304A.400 0.500 0.500 0.700 0.800 0.900 1.000
DC : A. 299' 0.325 0.353 6.41 % 0. 4715 0. 6552 0. 694 0.951 1.754 40.
0.29?,?, 4.201 0.163 0.140 0.125 0.114 0.105 0.09 A. 0.093
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE $PC OR STAPPT O L '-ER ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 1
^	 GO
SETA s 4. 1000	 L3 NF =0. 1943	 L3F • 0. 3152	 Dx 0 0.1000	 Dr • 0. 3214
IPEAt-T T f 3 I TY C'NAMONS I DELTA K
!L_PIPN a 0.409:31 EY,P s 0.01512 SAFE s 0.02000 TOTAL n 0.04493
F L LEL ELEM ENT L!OL I!ME F0^ l:TIt":,;
CLADDINif	 FUEL PO W 4TON	 HWtNT PIPE	 WALL+WICK	 VAPOR
A,
	
0.9157	 0.0'0"	 4.0333	 0.0544
HF " l%'% tl*L0bL CORNER CORIPECT I ON FAC'T... ,P m i.  0670
fN l_LMFFW OF HEAT c TF•Ej .	 45.5574MI ► 1TMQ ?l PRACTICAL "'OR •SPECIFIED) PJUMIPEP OF HEAT PIPES = 	 24
TEMi' PR 
WLI pIJM Lr UEL w DEDTAR T EsK 110.8   	 ORIGINAL PL Cl' l"
A 1,43 DELTA T A'CCRO •SS HEAT PIPE WALL s	 5.5	 OF POOR QUALiTy
A'!EPA f3E FUEL TEMPEIPFTUIPE = 1793.5
?, uTWJM FUEL_ TEMPERATURE =1 370. 7
=off LPN FRAC T I O ► J OF u2 ,35 =0.(11 47
F T S? T ON DENSI TY F I r's' I ON = •" CM ♦♦rj )	 t .525E+2 r.1
PrUWL WELL INS.• WOLUME ^: r	 Z.`
REACTOR METERS FUEL ELEMENT D S MENS IONS • PIH
4.S2 1 4 CORE D I AMETEPP 33. 1 9 WIDTH ACCORO SS
 HEX FLATS
6. 12 14 CORE HE I GNT 34.95 EOU I Ll . FUEL ELEMENT VIA 
0.5514 REACTOR D I AMETK P 34. 35 FUEL IRE.$ T ON O. D.
0. 5314 REACTO P Hata m r 1 0. 06 NEAT PIPE O. D.
0-1000 REFLECTOR THICKNESS 7. 79 L3APOR DIAMETEIP
1- 0 6n " P IPE LEN-3TH OL_LTTITAE PPEACTOw 47. LJAPOR AREAS MM ♦♦2
1. 4464 TOT04L HEAT PIPE LENGTH
1 . 5 -:14 O 1 . l ff Pr'. !_ L PffACTOFP +HEAT PIPE LEN♦ TH
REACTOR WEI GHTS,	 K I LOGIPAMS
2a' 5.4	 FUEL ► 	 LJ2:3!5 /4A+r;3 s	 114.4 
^^ 1 .'^	 REFLE^.TOR
HEAT PIPES9 WT/UNIT LENGTH <K• -S/P0 _	 27.22
;. fl	 CONTROL
	
'=VETEM	 (A':TUME CONSTANT s 33 wq)
SUPPORT 'STPOCTURE (7% OF PO EACTOIP WT)
9	 TOTAL RE04CTOR + HEAT PIPET
1 5. 94 MW ' M ♦♦ "i.L-rt^{s POWP IN FUEL_PACE
	 4. 76 M:W. POWER PEP HEAT PIPSI:
r'1 ' L^^' MW •" ht+ ♦? ^ MTP I PE A / T AL H T FLUX	 0. 5 f Phi MW • " M ♦♦2 9 HTP I PE IPAD HI.FL•X
31	 - - - --....j : T„P►
IL
av
pR0• MO. 17	 5-19-73	 TYPE NEW INPUTS PR Ol 1- KHP'P -.-=TOP
PRE 0. ' S TOP
0.700 1,pR) REACTOR PnWER•MW	 (KrORE) (1.2-'UC tUO2) CORE wMO1600o2
1750. %THp) HEAT p i pe TEMp+DE4 K (KREF) C1e2 ,'SE+DEC) Pao LECTOR •tE0
36 151). '•TtME ) LIFETTMErI)0 lkv'S	 CKMp) <1+2+3 JMS+MOoW) MEAT p i pe wMO
1.00 ' IS L D) CORE I "ID 	 I O	 (Mt ►JApOR) ( 1 t 2•'L 1 0 NA) VAPOR	 ELI
10.0 ePAWL) A w TAI< HT FLUX•IW WICM2 (IO►TN) ( t 9 2)	 OPTION	 =2
20U. (DTPMAW) MAW FUEL DELTA T/DES K
1.60 (HPL1) PIPE EXTENSIONOM
k	 NOTCO OPTIONS ARR I 1-CODE PT DESIGN+ 2-SPECIFIED DESI4N
TYPE IN ANY OR FOLLOWING I t' CORE (M) X1£EF <M) VNFT P06TA N► I PE . - =TOP
NPTPK U 120 STOP
120 (NPIPE) NO. OF MEAT PIPES
	
*ETA VC	 VCD ALFA PKAIiE SMIPI DXMIM CCw q^p ENDIVAP
0.100 0.012 0.	 0.600 1.500 0.050 0.0190 0.015 0.005
TYPEI STOPS OR NEW CONSTANTS 1E. VC w 0 * PWAVO02o RTC ..*STOP
I.C=0.00A 'STOP
SLD TNDW'.f P	 3
k.NF = n. 1 n0 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800 0.900 1.000
D o: s 0. 299 0. W-16 0.363 0.412 0.475 0.562 0.694 0.96t t.754 •.
DCH s 0 .	 0.3-80 0.263 0.214 0.184 0.16 5 0.150 0.139 0.130 0.122
♦ ♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ • TYPE 10 OR (TART OVER • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ !
40
PET^ - 1;1. t00 0	 VNF n 0 . 2264	 VF n 0.7735	 DX • 0. 1000	 DC •0.3343
PEAC T T V I TY CHAN'"19 PEL TA k
DURN n 0.01435 Exp s 0.01612 SAFE s 0.02000 TOTAL s 0.05047
FIJEL ELEMENT VOLUME FRACTIONS
CLADDIN3	 FUEL 04ROZON HEAT PIPE WALL+WTCK VAPOR
'	 1:1.	 0.:3665	 0.1335	 0.0514	 0.0301
Hl£ 'k A o% ON A L COPNFlIb CORRECTION FACTOP =1.0130
i	 NUMVER OR HEAT PIPES s	 61.t476
MT ► :TM IIt' PRACTTCAL (OR •SFECTFTED) rs I_I MtER OR HEAT PIPES • 120
T&MPEPAT IJPE fUMMA*YfDE I3REE KELVIN
rtAr ' TMI.+M FUEL DELTA T : 101. 9	 ORIGINIAL PAGE IS
A11 43 DELTA T A 91CROSS MEAT PIPE WPL-L i	 7.7	 OF POOR QUALITYA IP ERA I3E FUEL TEMPEPAT IJPE -1791.7	 ^i
MAx t MUM FUEL TEMPERATURE - 1 863.4
g1,1Rr/ FRACT I Orl OF .,2:35 s Cl , 1:1,--1 39
FIZETON 0ENSIT'Y rFTfSIONSfCM• ♦3) s 2.584s+20
FI. IEL EiJir LLINI$w 1!01, 1,1t1E	 _	 4.3
F	 PKAC TOR Dt HNNS T ON_"- METECP '= 	FUEL ELEMENT DIMENSIONSO MM
0. : s:4:-'. CORE D T AMETEK	 29.00 WIDTH ACCROSS HEX FLATS
0. i:;4 =: COME HE I3HT	 30.44 KOU IV. FUEL ELEMENT VIA
k 0 . 5648 Rear_ TOR D T AMETEP	 30. 44 COU I V. FUEL REGION cove
1. 544:3 REACTOR HEI3HT	 11.1 2 HEAT p i pe O.D.
0. 10f10 PERLECTOR THICKNESS
	
R.62 VAPOR DIAMETEP
1,0000 PIPE LVNaTH OUTS IDE REACTOR 59.3 1 VAPOR AMEN+ MM•02
1.439 :3 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LEr14TH
1.544* OVERALL REACTOP+HEAT PIPE LENITH
PEA^.TOP ^ .IEI^3HTSt ►•"'ILO=RI14 ►1•^




HEAT P T PES • WT./1_IN I T LEN3TH <K3 /^1) s 47.53	 1
33.0 CONTROL SYSTEM I•'AXT'_IM1s CONSTANT s 33 K3)
r42.9 SI_IPPOOT '-TRUCTOPE t'7% OF REACTOR WT)
655. 2 TOTAL PEACTOR + HE AT PIPES
^7.s.v' MWr'M♦• ' . A1 :a POLIf-) ICJ wt1wLsP%Ar-E	 5.83 kW.POWEP PER NEAT PIPE
11'Ifl, iJ5 MNJ t1 00•2 4 HTFIPE A'.'IAL HT FLU % 	 0. 0644 M41 /' t•t •♦2• i4TPIPE RAID HTFLX
TYPE G1 mw =TmP3	 --
`rt
Iru









OPT "' ON	 02
MOTE+ OPTIONS ARK I 1-CODE PT DESIGN ► 2-SPECIFIED DESION
TYPE IN ANY UP FOLLOW INel I DCORE 01 ) '-40490r (M) JINFT FRUTA NPIPE .. STOP
NI"IPEi t62 STOP
11:2 ':NPIPE? NO. OF NEAT PIPES
NUTA	 1.000	 4►CD	 ALFA	 PKAIloG DMIN	 DXMIN CORGAP ENDIAP
1,1. 100 0.008 0.	 0.600 1.500 0.050 0.080 0.015 0.005
TOD D: STOP 11 OR NEW CONSTAN	 IE. VC-0. PKA JIG=2. ETC ...STOP
VC -0. 0011., STOP
SLD INDEX s	 3
1/1•JF = 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.500 0.700 0.800 11.900 1.000
Dc = 0.299 0.32 6 0.363 0.412 0.475 0.562 0.694 0.961 1.754 ♦.
D^_H = 0.	 0.449 0.313 0.245 5  0.226 0.197 0.179 0.166 0.155 0.1 46
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ► ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE GO OP 'START O I/ER ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
030
BE Tim =0. 1000	 WNW =0. 2'6 0	 J!F =0 .7370	 DX M O. 1000	 Dr -0. 3482
REACT I V T TY CHA ►•JIsE'S ► DELTA W
p.1.IpN = 0.019151 EiiP = 0. 01612 SAFE = 0.02000 TOTAL - 0.0 435 7
FUEL ELEMENT 1:OLUME F%RAFTION=
CLAD DING FUEL REGIONN HEAT PIPE WALL+WICK VAPOR
0.	 0.132313	 0.1762	 0.0705	 0.1057
HE**%'A 4ONAL CORNE R CORRECTION FACTOR =1 . 1.1:115
NU ► IF F%; OF HEi4T PIPES =	 III  . 2219
►•II ►aiM!IM PRACTICAL (OW SF • Eff1=IFIED) NUMBER OF HEAT PIrDEZ - 162
TEMPEPAT! IRE ! I ►•1MAR1' ► DE I'sAEE KELII IN
r1A,t LM I_IM FUEL DELTA T = 137. 9
nFL.TA T ACCRO'=S HEAT	 IPI P E WALL =	 7.8	 S
A6^EJ^A^^ E FUEL TEMPERAT! IF I F_ =178 7 .1   	 ORIGINAL
R^, PAGE
AGE'Mrr'a IM! I ►t FI IEL TEMPERAT! IAF =1849.7 	 OF POOR QUALITY
$1-lPfJ FRACTION OF !1239- =0.0 ­319
F I'n IOW DEN 5 I T r' I: F I S=IONS '^=111 ♦ '^) = 3.447E+20
FUEL = t•JELL I ►•J._ • J?OL! IME	 _ •lam w $. 7
PEACTOP L MENS I Ott S . METERS	 FUEL ELEMENT D I MENE IONS ► MM
0.3482 COME DIAMETER	 25.97 W IDTH ACCRA=S HEX FLATS
ri. :4n2 COM E HEIGHT	 27.27 EWUIV. FUEL ELEMENT DIA
0. 5782 PFACTOR DIAMETER	 27. 27 EVU IV. FLIEL REG ION Q.D.0.5582 PEACTOR HE7eorr	 11.45 HEAT PIPE O.D.
0
.1000 AFFLECTOR THI I_k -NESS	 8. 87 I/APOP. DIAMETER
1 .0000 F IPE LENGTH t3 IT •S IDE PEACTUP 6 1 .'4 4+ 1=1POR A pEA ► /1M ♦♦2
J 1 . 45",'2 TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGTH1.55=12 OI EPPLL f eRCTOR +f{EAT PIPE LENGTH
JOEACTOA WEIGHTS • KILOB17Ah/S
259.4 FUEL • 'J235 MASS = 1 3 1.5
285.5 REFL ECTOA
9.8. _ HEAT P I PE_ 0 WT 3 I_IN I T LENG TH (KG • 'M) = 5` 02
le,. fl C=ONTROL ='' STEM ",ASSUME CON Tr'iNT = 33 Ks-)
41-1 .4 -SUPPORT STPUCTLI PE f 71% OF REti1_TCP WT.)
..................
0-124. 1 TOTAL REA •_TOM + HEAT PIPES
?r•. ta4 r1w.' M ♦♦ I. AI:'^. FOWA IN Ft eL_F • AC	 6. 10' kN• PCWEP PEP HEAT RIPE
^`?. 'l:=1 ►•tW:'FI ♦♦ '^ . HTF T PE A'.• •` I FIL HT FLU M'	 (1. r.? MtJ ` M^• ♦ i HTF IPE PAD HTFLX
	 k
T'•.'PE Go QJD STOP
r
1. 0011 (PO N REACTOR POWER. MW	 (KCORt) (1 ► 2 3uC ► u02)
1750. CTHP) HEAT PIPE TEMPODEG K (KREF) (1 ► 23 vt+ fEO)
'3x;.. 1n. (TLME) LIFETIME ► DAYS	 (KHP) (1 ► 2 ► 3/NN0 Ho  W)
1. C0 r'=LD ) LORE L 3 D RAT I O	 (KJ.lAPOR) (1 t 3L I t N14
10. 0 (VA"I'L) Igtt I AL HT FLU':l' f KW3CMi2 (IOPTN) ^1 ► 2)
20f1. (DTFMAbt) MA'a FUEL DELTA T+Di EG K
1.00 (HPL1) PTPE EXTEM$ION ► M
k y• P RO s No. 1	 x.--2 1 -7 0	 +YPR NEW INPUT: PRa 1. KH.+ w2 ...STOP
P0=2'. THP= 1750. TIME03650. KCCXW=5 KREF=2 KVAPOR N 1 IOPTNs2 STOP
2. 000 (PR) REACTOR POWER P MW	 (K.CORE) ( 1 r 2/uc P uoa) COF1! = M060ua2
1750. (THP) HEAT PIPE TEMPPDEG K <KPEF) (102/11EPsEO) REFLECTOR =290
36.50. (TIME) LIFETIMEPDAYS
	
(KH► ) (1r2P3/NsPMOPW) HEAT PIPE =MO
1. 00 (SLD) CORE L/:3 RATIO	 (KVAPOR) ( 1 f2/LI9NO) VAPOR	 =L.I
1 0. 1) <VAX0 A>: I AL HT FLUX r KW/CM2 (IOP TN) ( 1 f 2)	 OPTION	 =2
200. (rrTFMAX) MAX, FUEL DELTA Tv D9* K
1.00 e HPL1) PIPE KXTENSIONPM
NOTE! OPTION S ARE =,1-CODE PT DESIGN! 2 -S►ECIFIED DESIGN
T Y PS IN ANY OF FOLLOWING I DCORE (M) XREF (M) VNFT FsETi N► I PE ..STOP
N(' IPE =21 0 STOP
210 (NPIPE) NO. OF NEAT PIPES
	
ISTA VC	 VCD ALFA PKAVG EMIN DKMIN CORGAP END~
0.101:1 0.
	
0.050 0.60u 1.500 0.050 0.030 0.015 0.005
TYPE: STOPP OR NEW CONSTANTS IN. VC - O. PKAVGs2. ETC ...STOP
VC = 0. 0060 VCD= 0. STOP
SLD 1NDaX =	 3
v ror = 0.100 0.300 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800 0.900 1.000
Dc = 0.299 0.3r-_6 0.363 0.412 0.475 0.568 0.694 0.961 1.754 ♦.
LCH = 0	 0.632 0.442 0.360 0.311 0.27$ 0.253 0.234 0.219 0.807
1v ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 00 OR START OVER • ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
GO... ADJUST LET94 FOR 3. 33% SWELLIN-3
BETA =0.1000	 vNF =0.3866	 VF =0.6434	 Dx =0.1000	 DC •0.'3893
REACT11v'ITY'CHANtsffS* DELTA K
BURN = 0.03138 ExP a 0.1]1612 SAFE a 0.02000 TOTAL a 0.06750
FUEL ELEMENT VOLUME FRACTIONS
CLADDING FUEL REGION HEAT PIPE WALL+WICK VAPOR
0.	 0.7185	 0.2:315	 0.1125	 0.16:39
HE;KAG0114AL CORNER CORRECTION FACTOR =1 .0825
NUMFER OF HEAT PIPES =	 92.2398
MINIMUM PRACTICAL (OR SPECIFIED) NUMBER OF MEAT PIPES a 210
TEMPERAT! I '4 E SUMMARY! DEGREE KEL%r ?N
1 •iFIX LMUM FUEL DELTA	 =,
Alr'G DELTA T ACCRO'5  HEAT PIPE WALL = 10. $	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
AVERAOK FUEL TEMPO. "RTURE =1790. 1 	 OF POOR QUALITYMAXI MUM F I_IEL TEMPER ATURE =1654.0
BURN FRACTION OF U235 =0.0523
F I_ 3 I ON DENS I TI ( F T C-:51 ON_, /CM♦♦:3) = 5. 648E+2 0
FUEL :F1 JELL I	 VOLUME % a :3.10  K 3 Z'1.1
RPACTOA DIMENSION ! METERS 	 FUEL ELEMENT OIHENSIONS P MM
0.:3e93 CORE DIAMETER	 25.52 WIDTH ACCROS:S HEX FLATS
1).: :+3 _ORE	 26.80 EVVTV. FUEL ELEMENT DIP
0.'+193 REr14 CT01P DIAMETER	 2,6. 80 60f)CV. FUEL R, EOZON O.D.
f1.5993 REACTOR HEIGHT	 14 . 22 MEAT PIPE O.D.
[I. I LI 00 REFLE C=TOR THICKNESS	 11. 01 VAPOR DIAMETER
1. 1,11)111) PIPE LEN+.TH OUTSIDE REACTOP 95.26 VAP OR ;411 EAP MME'♦i'
1. 4943  TOTAL HEAT PIPE LENGTH
1. 5993 OVERALL REACTOR ,-ma pr PIPE LENGTH
REACTOR WE I GHTS P KILOGRAMS
'3 16. b FUELS 0235 IIASS - 160. 5r
341.:3 REFLECTOR
	
2 1.1 3.	 HEAT PIPES WTI U147 T LENGTH (KG IM) s 136. 03
33.0 C=ONTROL SYSTEM (ASSUME CONSTANT	 33' KG)
62. 6 SUPPORT S TRUCTURE (17% OP REACTOR WT)
95r'.. i` TOTAL REACTOR + HEAT PIPE=
iyil,: ; M4J. ?9^♦ •A !•'+_ POWrR IN FUELSPA = E	 9.52 KW$PGWER PER HEf PIPE
99.9 8, MW,f m o+2 f HTP I PE A' ; I r►L HT FLOX	 0.7 0 7,    MW/ M-*2 f HTP IPE RAD HTFLY,




PIROD r10. ^.^	 6-14-78	 TYPE NEW INPUTS PRa i. KHP=2 ...STOP
?TOP
I^ 4. 01.1 fl (PR) REACTOR POWER f MW	 6KCORE) (1 p 2/Uc •'jaa) CORE =M0601J02
1 S I.I . (THP.) HEAT PIPE TEMPTDE!f K 4KREF) (lfr: fEEfEEO) REFLECTOR =EEO
	
n'Sfl. ;TIME) LIFETIME*DAYS 	 <K..HP,) <	 3/1-ip0 Mao, W) HEAT PIPE -MO
	
1. f1 1.1 (= LD ) CORE L/D RATI O 	(KVAPOR) ( 1 ► ;2/L I f NA) VAPOR	 =L I
	1 ff.
 . 0 (r-V e L) A y' I AL HT FL1_1';; o KW/CM2 ( IOPT14) (1 f 2)	 OPTION	 =2
201). (DTFMAX) MAX FURL DELTA T%DE &3 K
1.13(1 (HPL 2) PIPE EYTENSIONvM
NOTE q OPTIONS ARE S 1-CODE PT DEstaNf 2-SPECIFIED DESIGN
TYPE I N ANY OF FOLLOW INS S DCORE CM.) XREF (M) VNFT FEETA NP I PE ..STOP
NPiPE=264 STOP
264 (NPiPE) NO. OF NEAT PIPES
	
BETA VC	 VCD ALFA PKAVO Er1IN DXMIN cORmAP ENDOAP
0.200 0. (104 0.	 4.600 1.500 0.050 0.080 0.015 0.005
TYPES STOP! OR NEW CONSTANTS IE. VC-0. PKAVO U2. ETC ...STOP
EFTA= 0. 23'^ STOP
SLD INDEX =	 3
= 0.1011 0.200 0.30 1) 0.4110 0.5-00 n.604 0.704 0.200 0. 940 1 . 000
Dc - 0. 29 7,4 0.326 0.363 0.412 0.475 0. 562 0.694 0. 961 1.754 ♦.
DrH = 0.	 4.	 2.720 0.747 0.5213 0.443 4. 3%35 0.345 0.315 0.292
0 1 ♦ + ♦ ♦ • • ♦ ♦ ♦ TYPE 130 OR =TART Ob'ER 0- ♦ ♦ 0 ♦ ♦ + • +
G0... ADJUST BETA TO LIMIT IND ZCATIED SEWELL I N-3 TO 3.33: ( IE 1 0 % SWELL.)
DZTA -0.2890	 VN- = n. 5331	 t•'F =4.466 13	 DX -0 . 1004	 Dc -0.5003
REACTIVITY CHANGESP DELTA K.
BURN - 0.04075 ExP = 4.01612 :AIDE = 0.02000 TOTAL - 0.07637
FUEL ELEMENT VOLUME  FRACTIONS
CLF4DDINw	 FUEL REi'rION	 HEAT PIPE	 HALL+WICK	 !• IP1POR
	
I1. 65S I 4	 0.3406	 4. 1363	 4.2044
H9 VA910No2IL CORNER CORRECTION FACTOR
NUMBER OF HEAT PIPES = 1°'% 4f199
MINIMUM PRACTICAL (OR = PEC I F I ED) NUMBER OF HEAT PIPES = 264
TEMPERATURE SI. # 'IMARY P DEGREE KELVIN
mA:f IMUM FUEL DELTA T = 93. 5
RI P S DELTia T RCCRO E• HEAT PIPE WALL	 13. 4
A W ERAOE FUEL TEMPERATURE =1794. 5 	 ORIGINAL PAGE 63
tIFI • :IMUM FUEL TE' MP'ERATURE = 1%36:3.5	 OF POOR QUALITY
BURN FRACTION OF U235 =0.0679
FI=SICN DENSITY ('FISSION= /CM 1i'3 ') = 5.794F+24
FUEL SWELL IN,3l W OLUME
	
PEACTOP DIMEr1sIOr1s p METERS	 FUEL ELEMENT DIMENSIOr4'S Y MM
1). 51, 0S CORE DIAMETER
	 29.27 WIDTH ACCROS _ HEX FLAT.
0 .51)1:I j
 CORE HEImHT	 3 0 .73 EMUIV. FUEL ELEMENT DIA
	
0. 7 ,-:! 03 REACTOR DIAMETER	 30.73 EMUIV. FUEL Rffi5I0N D.D.
1) v 1 f 1:3 REACTOR HE I r9HT	 17 .94 HEAT PIPE O.D.
1) . 1 (1 I) 0 REFLECTOR THICKNESS 	 13. 89 VAPOR DIAMETER
1 . I 1 0 110 PIPE  LENGTH OUT S IDE REACTOR 1 5 1. 58 VAPOR ARERP MM1412
*^ 1. 6053 TOTAL HeAr PIPE LENGTH
1 . 71	 O!,'ERRLL F?EACTO p+NEAT PIPE LENGFT14
P^A^=TL]R WE I^3HT _^  ^ K I LO S= Rr^M
487.7  FUEL! I_I2:35 MAs= = 247.25 18. 0 REFLECTOR
4:3 6- :3 HEFfT PIPES' WT /UNIT LENGTH ^K. •''M.:' = 272. 1 i1
I.I CONTROL SYSTEM	 CONSTANT = :3 1 K c= )
1 it = SI_IPPOR.T =TRlJ^=TI!RE : i' OF REArTOP WT.)
578k `	 1 •! r :• . _% TOTr+L P.EPrCTOR + NF AT PIPES
t• 1 , '^i t1W^M11 • nI:'G POWA IN F! I ELE•PACE 15. 15 KW POWER PER HEAT' P IPE
F1Wi M1w 2! HTPZPE A'' IrtL HT FLU'Y.	 fl, r'.'^4 MWi'M 1w21 HTPIPE PA D HTFL:
v- 96
	
+11w1i1♦+1.4111wwrw♦
